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Action Agenda
A-1

Hearing of District Conversion Public Charter School Application: Gentry
High School Conversion Charter
Gentry High School Conversion Charter is a proposed district conversion public charter school. The
applicant is requesting to serve students in grades 9-12 with a maximum enrollment of 500.
ADE staff reviewed the application, and concerns were shared with the applicant for response. The
application, the ADE evaluation, and the applicant’s response are included for review by the Charter
Authorizing Panel.
Presenter: Alexandra Boyd

A-2

Hearing of District Conversion Public Charter School Application: Hot
Springs World Class High School
Hot Springs World Class High School is a proposed district conversion public charter school. The applicant
is requesting to serve students in grades 9-12 with a maximum enrollment of 1,200.
ADE staff reviewed the application, and concerns were shared with the applicant for response. The
application, the ADE evaluation, and the applicant’s response are included for review by the Charter
Authorizing Panel.
Presenter: Alexandra Boyd

A-3

Hearing of District Conversion Public Charter School Application:
Springdale School of Innovation
Springdale School of Innovation is a proposed district conversion public charter school with a full virtual
component. The applicant is requesting to serve students in grades K-12 with a maximum enrollment of
2,000.
ADE staff reviewed the application, and concerns were shared with the applicant for response. The
application, the ADE evaluation, and the applicant’s response are included for review by the Charter
Authorizing Panel.

Presenter: Alexandra Boyd

A-4

Request to Postpone Open-Enrollment Priority School Hearings
At its October 15, 2015 meeting, the Charter Authorizing Panel directed staff to arrange hearings in front of
the Panel on December 17-18, 2015, for charters that received the classification of priority in September
2015. On October 16, 2015, Charter School Coordinator Alexandra Boyd notified charters of hearing dates,
materials requested by the Panel, and authorizer actions allowed pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-105.
On November 6, 2015, Ms. Boyd received a letter from Executive Director Scott Smith, Arkansas Public
School Resource Center, on behalf of the four open-enrollment charters with scheduled hearings, asking
that the Panel postpone the December2015 hearings until February 2016.
This item provides the opportunity for the Panel to consider the request.
Presenter: Alexandra Boyd

GENTRY HIGH SCHOOL
CONVERSION CHARTER
SUMMARY

Gentry High School Conversion Charter
School District:

Gentry School District

Grade Levels:

9-12

Grade Levels and Enrollment Cap:
School Year

Grade Levels

2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021

9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12

Address of Proposed School:

Maximum
Enrollment
500
500
500
500
500

201 S. Giles, Gentry, AR 72734

Mission Statement:
Recognizing the responsibility to students, parents, stakeholders, business and industry and the
community, along with the need to provide a safe and productive school experience, Gentry High
School Conversion Charter (GHSCC) will purpose to deliver an education designed to prepare
students for successful transition to opportunities beyond high school, whether college or career.
Additionally, GHSCC commits to being fiscally responsible with its resources, providing the best
teachers, technology, and facilities possible.
Information on the School District in Which the Charter Would Be Located
Gentry School District
62.24% free and reduced-price lunch (2015-2016)
Needs Improvement District (ESEA 2014) – Literacy and Mathematics
Documentation Provided in Support of the Charter
Letters of Support Included with Response Document
Kevin D. Johnston
City of Gentry
Melissa Smith
McKee Foods Corporation
Additional Letters of Support on File in Charter Office
Dan Douglas
Arkansas State Representative
Issues that Remain Unresolved as Determined by the Charter Internal Review Committee:
C1: PUBLIC HEARING RESULTS
When the Charter Internal Review Committee met on October 28, 2015, the applicant had
not yet provided details of the public meeting to be held on November 3, 2015. This second
public hearing was required since the first public hearing was held less than three weeks
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from the publication notice. On November 4, 2014, details about the public hearing held on
November 3 were provided.
C4: ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT GOALS
The charter will have completed its initial contract term before 2022, the year by which the
applicant proposes having 60% of graduating seniors who take the ACT achieving college
readiness benchmarks.
C5: SCHEDULE OF COURSES OFFERED
The applicant includes 24 credits labeled Smart Core when the requirements for Smart
Core are limited to 22 credits. The applicant may require 24 credits but should call them
graduation requirements rather than Smart Core.
There are concerns about the list of courses on the Courses Available by Grade provided
in response to C-5.
 The applicant includes Honors English I and Honors Physical Science on the list;
however, the Department of Education has not been granting course approval for
these
 It is unclear how the extensive course offerings on the list can be routinely and
effectively offered for 500 students.
 Some of the courses on the list are not available for credit, and taking non-credit
coursed could impact a student’s transcript.
 The applicant must work with the Arkansas Department of Career Education
(ACE) for approval of the following courses/programs of study:
o JAG;
o CNA Certified Nursing Assistant;
o PCA Patient Care Assistant;
o HVAC Program Year One
o Cosmetology I; and
o Cosmetology II.
C6: PROGRAMS AND METHODS TO SUPPORT CORE CLASSES
It is stated that students will receive a reduction in tuition to approximately one-third the cost
of other students attending NWACC, but this cost may prohibit some students from
participating.
C11: CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT
The applicant states that meetings will occur twice annually to ensure alignment or when
needed to meet student needs, but the standards cannot be changed to meet student
needs. To be adequate, alignment must show evidence of both vertical and horizontal
alignment by subject area.
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C14: ENROLLMENT CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
The three pathways described may not meet the needs and preferences of all students.
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CHARTER INTERNAL
REVIEW COMMITTEE
REVIEW AND APPLICANT
RESPONSES

Gentry High School Conversion Charter
PRE-APPLICATION MATERIALS
The Arkansas Department of Education requires that all applicants submit a Letter of
Intent, outlining a general description of the proposed charter school.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A Letter of Intent was filed with Arkansas Department of Education on time and included
all the necessary information
Fully Responsive

PART B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Arkansas Department of Education requires all applicants to include an executive
summary.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A mission statement (with content to be evaluated for Prompt #2 of Part C); and
 The key programmatic features of the proposed charter school
Fully Responsive

PART C NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHARTER

C1: PUBLIC HEARING RESULTS
All districts must conduct a public hearing before applying for a district conversion or
limited charter school to assess support for the school’s establishment. Applicants are asked
both to document the logistics of the hearing and to include a narrative of the hearing
results.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A thorough description of the results of the public hearing;
 Evidence of public support exhibited at the hearing;
 Documentation of required notice published to garner public attention to the hearing; and
 Documentation of required notices about the hearing being sent to the community,
certified school personnel, and parents of all students enrolled at the public school for
which the school district initiated the application
Fully Responsive
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Concerns and Additional Questions
 The notice of the public hearing was one day short of being published three weeks in
advance of the hearing.
Applicant Response:
 An additional meeting was scheduled to allow for the full 3 week notification. (see 2
clippings from newspaper below)
 Additional advertisement on school sign at the corner of AR Hwy 59 and AR Hwy 12

Remaining Issues: When the Charter Internal Review Committee met on October 28, 2015,
the applicant had not yet provided details of the public meeting to be held on November 3,
2015. This second public hearing was required since the first public hearing was held less
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than three weeks from the publication notice. On November 4, 2014, details about the public
hearing held on November 3 were provided.

C2: MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission Statement should be meaningful and indicate what the school intends to do, for
whom, and to what degree.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A mission statement that is clear and succinct
Fully Responsive

C3: EDUCATIONAL NEED
The Educational Need section should explain the need for a charter school in the proposed
location and the innovative educational option offered by the charter school.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Valid, reliable, and verifiable data substantiate an educational need for the charter; and
 Innovations that would distinguish the charter from other schools
Fully Responsive

C4: ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT GOALS
The Academic Achievement Goals section should define the performance expectations for
students and the school as whole and support the charter’s mission.

Evaluation Criteria:
 Specific goals in reading and mathematics that are clear, measurable, and attainable;
 Valid and reliable assessment tools to be used to measure the goals; and
 Attainment of the goals demonstrate that the charter is meeting the identified educational
need for the school and fulfilling its mission
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Provide a baseline year for each goal.
 Discuss growth expectations for students performing below grade level who need
accelerated growth to be able to graduate with their cohorts.
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Explain if the fourth goal, which is to increase performance annually by 0.2% (0.002)
until meeting or exceeding the state average on the state mandated language
assessment, should have said English which is one of the subject areas tested by ACT
Aspire.
Confirm that the fifth goal is to increase performance annually by 0.2% (0.002) until
meeting or exceeding the state average on the state mandated reading assessment.
Provide a goal for mathematics performance on state assessments.
Provide the projected year by which 60% of graduating seniors will meet the ACT
College Readiness benchmarks if the minimum goal of 0.2% (or 0.002) annual growth
is attained.
Confirm that alternative assessments will be provided to students when included in
IEPs.

Applicant Response:









Pending charter approval and implementation of new state mandated tests, the
baseline year for each goal will be FY16.
Opportunities will be available for students to enroll in credit recovery, digital courses
or courses designed to accommodate self-paced or accelerated completion.
Correcting Goal 4 – Increase the percentage of students performing at College and
Career Readiness Level (currently ACT Aspire) in the area of English by 2% until
meeting or exceeding the state average.
Goal 5 -Increase the percentage of students performing at College and Career
Readiness Level (currently ACT Aspire) in the area of Reading by 2% until meeting
or exceeding the state average.
New Goal for Math - Increase the percentage of students performing at College and
Career Readiness Level (currently ACT Aspire) in the area of Math by 2% until
meeting or exceeding the state average.
By 2022, 60% of graduating seniors who sat for the exam will meet the ACT College
Readiness benchmarks, as determined by the Arkansas Department of Education.
Due to the present transitional nature of state level exams a “starting point” cannot be
determined at this time. However a minimum of a 2% increase in number of
qualifying students will be realized each year regardless of beginning point.
Student’s will be provided alternative assessments when the need is identified and
documented in the student’s IEP.

Remaining Issues: The charter will have completed its initial contract term before 2022, the
year by which the applicant proposes having 60% of graduating seniors who take the ACT
achieving college readiness benchmarks.
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C5: SCHEDULE OF COURSES OFFERED
The Schedule of Courses Offered section should describe the schedules for a week at the
elementary level and courses offered at each grade at the secondary level.
Evaluation Criteria:


Evidence that the charter school meets minimum state requirements of courses offered at
appropriate grade levels

Partially Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Provide the table that is referenced in the response. Be sure to include all required and
elective course offerings.
 Confirm that the process for approval to embed courses, as outlined by the ADE
Curriculum and Instruction Unit, will be followed.
Applicant Response:
 Below are the tables referenced in the original application. The first provides
required courses for graduation for both the Smart and Core Curriculum by specific
year of graduation. The second table lists the courses available for enrollment by
grade. As students advance in grade levels, all courses listed in previous column(s)
continue to be eligible for enrollment.
 GHSCC will adhere fully to the ADE outlined process for approval to embed courses.
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6

7

Remaining Issues:
 The applicant includes 24 credits labeled Smart Core when the requirements for
Smart Core are limited to 22 credits. The applicant may require 24 credits but
should call them graduation requirements rather than Smart Core.


There are concerns about the list of courses on the Courses Available by Grade
provided in response to C-5.
o The applicant includes Honors English I and Honors Physical Science on the
list; however, the Department of Education has not been granting course
approval for these
o It is unclear how the extensive course offerings on the list can be routinely and
effectively offered for 500 students.
o Some of the courses on the list are not available for credit, and taking noncredit coursed could impact a student’s transcript.
o The applicant must work with the Arkansas Department of Career Education
(ACE) for approval of the following courses/programs of study:
 JAG;
 CNA Certified Nursing Assistant;
 PCA Patient Care Assistant;
 HVAC Program Year One
 Cosmetology I; and
 Cosmetology II.

C6: PROGRAMS AND METHODS TO SUPPORT CORE CLASSES
The Programs and Methods to Support Core Classes section should describe the curriculum for
core classes.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of curriculum, including programs and instructional methods to be used
in core classes; and
 An explanation of how the district will pay for all costs associate with the curriculum
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Provide estimated costs associated with the proposed programs and methods to
support core classes.
 Explain how these costs will be afforded.
 Explain how project based-learning will be designed or what project-based program
will be used.
 Confirm that the IEPs will be implemented as written, including in digital or blended
classes.
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Applicant Response:
Based on current labor market data GHSCC has plans to incorporate and or expand three
pathways of study: Healthcare, Information Technology, and Transportation.


Healthcare
In the Fall of 2015 GHS, in conjunction with Northwest Arkansas Community College
(NWACC), is teaching a Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) course, to be followed in
the Spring of 2016 with a Patient Care Assistant (PCA) class. All needed equipment
was acquired primarily through donations from community members and business
partners. District funds were utilized to refurbish classroom and laboratory space for
the program and to purchase textbooks. Through the Early College Experience at
NWACC, students receive a reduction in tuition, approximately one-third of the cost
incurred by students attending the NWACC campus in Rogers, Arkansas.
Opportunities such as these allow students to acquire industry certifications, or begin
a college program of study prior to high school graduation, while assisting parents in
the funding of a post-secondary education for their child. GHS, utilizing current
faculty, is providing a medical terminology class to serve as a prerequisite for future
courses associated with the healthcare profession. Additional courses related to the
healthcare profession will be considered once students have completed the currently
offered courses that serve as prerequisites to advanced courses.
Estimated cost associated with this program:
o Instructional staff – N/A – provided by NWACC or GPS district employee
o Material and supplies - $1,000
o Equipment, if applicable – N/A currently equipped
o Textbooks/Resource material - $5,000



Information Technology
In today’s marketplace Information Technology (IT) is found in varying dimensions
and intensities associated with business and industry. Industry certificates, as well as
IT skills associated with careers found in the healthcare arena, exist through medical
coding, scribing, electronic medical records, medical billing, etc. .
Currently GHS offers courses that equip students with the skills needed to acquire
Google, Adobe, and Microsoft industry certifications. Through GHSCC additional IT
courses focused on teaching networking skills will be offered. Upon successful
completion of these courses students will have opportunities to test for vendor neutral
industry certification such as CompTIA IT Fundamentals, CompTIA Network+, and
CompTIA A+. Equipment and hardware needed for instruction for these courses is
already in place on the GHS campus. Any needed material and supplies will be funded
from the district budget or other non-school funds.
Estimated cost associated with this program:
o Instructional staff - N/A – provided by NWACC or GPS district employee
o Material and supplies - $1,000
o Equipment, if applicable - N/A currently equipped
o Textbooks/Resource material - $1,000
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Transportation
The application process for a District Conversion Charter spans over a period of
several months. During the charter application interim, in an attempt to expedite
needed vocational offerings identified by a local industry, the district applied to the
state school board and was approved for several waivers. The granting of these
waivers allows GHS to offer a diesel mechanics class in the Spring of 2016. The
district along with a local business partner, McKee Foods, will provide any needed
equipment and supplies for this course.
As the GHSCC strives to prepare students to be both college and or career ready,
other related areas associated with transportation, leading to an industry certificate or
degreed program, will be considered. Examples include logistics and business
management with courses in supply chain management, transportation management,
etc.
Estimated cost associated with this program:
o Instructional staff - $40,000
o Material and supplies - $2,500
o Equipment, if applicable $92,830
o Textbooks/Resource material - $3,500

All of the above mentioned programs lend themselves to solution/project based learning
allowing students to solve, or work, on real world projects or simulations. Applicable
project may include:
Networking two or more computers
Configuring managed network equipment
Configuring wireless access points
Setting up network services on different operating systems
Simulations using electronic medical record software
To provide opportunities for students to participate in internships in the business and
industry arena, digital and or blended learning delivery of core class will be available.
GHSCC will utilize only ADE approved agencies for the delivery of such courses.
GHSCC will continue to implement student individual education plans (IEP’s) as
required, including those presented in digital or blended learning format.
Remaining Issues: It is stated that students will receive a reduction in tuition to
approximately one-third the cost of other students attending NWACC, but this cost may
prohibit some students from participating.
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C7: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
The Educational Program section should describe the educational foundation of the school and
the teaching and learning strategies that will be employed.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of the proposed educational program, including but not limited to the
foundational educational philosophy and curricular and instructional strategies to be
employed;
 An educational program with ample resources to ensure that students achieve academic
goals and excel; and
 A description of the grade levels and maximum enrollment, by year, if the charter plans
to grow over time.
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Describe the components of the program, and explain how the components of the
program will blend to benefit the student.
Applicant Response:
Components of the program:






Core Curriculum – method of delivery
o Traditional (options for regular and advance placement course enrollment)
o Digital
o Blended
o Embedded
Design of Non-Core Curriculum
o College course bearing classes
 Applicable to industry certifications
 Applicable to college degree
o Vocational courses
 High school credit
 Possible articulated credit to post-secondary schools
 Some courses leading to specific industry certificates
Internships with Business & Industry
o Volunteer
o Compensated

Students participating in any of the pathways offered; Healthcare, Information Technology,
or Transportation, will have the ability to design an individual education plan after
considering their identified program/educational goal. Based on student preferences,
students will be allowed to enroll for either digital or traditional course delivery for core
11

courses, take college or vocational courses with credit given toward industry certificates or
college degree plans. Additionally, some high school courses currently offered at GHS have
been approved for articulation to local post-secondary institutions. Embedded courses,
approved by ADE, will provide additional time for students to enroll in other elective courses
or participate in internships related to their identified program of study. Internships with
Business & Industry whether volunteer or compensated, will allow students to apply
knowledge gained through classroom instruction and project based learning to real world
situations. Ideally these internship opportunities will allow students to build relationships
leading to full-time employment with that company, or job experience for a resume.

C8: CHARTER MODEL
Evaluation Criteria:
 Specific reasons why it is critical for the district to have a charter school rather than
implementing the plan outlined in the application on an existing traditional campus
Fully Responsive

C9: AUTONOMY
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of all the ways in which the charter school will have more autonomy
than traditional schools in the district, specifically pertaining to personnel, budget, day-today operations, and the school calendar
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Explain the ways in which developing and managing the budget, the calendar, and
day-to-day operations will be conducted differently from other schools in the district.
Applicant Response:
As a conversion charter, converting GHS to GHSCC, (continuing to be the only high school
within the school district), GHSCC will receive the needed funds for day-to-day operations as
well as funding for educational programs implemented under the conversion charter
umbrella. Communication between GHSCC principal and GPS superintendent will identify
annual budgetary needs and allow for advanced fiscal planning for GHSCC. The GHSCC
will operate on the same calendar and daily schedule as designed and approved for the other
three campuses. Some variations will exist on an “as needed” basis. Teachers will continue
to collaborate in grade and content teams in relation to core subjects. In addition to the state
required professional development, ongoing activities related to career education and
awareness will be delivered to both teachers and students.
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C10: SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Evaluation Criteria:
 Meaningful and realistic ways to involve licensed employees and parents in developing
and implementing the school improvement plan, identifying performance criteria, and
evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement plan
 A plan that addresses how the charter school will improve student learning and meet the
state education goals
Fully Responsive

C11: CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT
The Curriculum Alignment section should define the process by which the charter will ensure
that the curriculum aligns with Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and state standards.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Evidence that the applicant has a process to ensure all curriculum materials, used in the
educational program, align with the Arkansas Department of Education’s curriculum
frameworks and the Common Core State Standards
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Outline a process that will be in place to ensure that all curriculum materials, used in
the educational program, align with the Arkansas Department of Education’s
Curriculum Frameworks and the Common Core State Standards.
 Explain what personnel will be involved in overseeing this process.
Applicant Response:
All curriculum materials, used in educational programs will align with ADE curriculum
frameworks and or the Common Core State Standards, additionally, only ADE approved
vendors will be used for digital course delivery.
Gentry Public Schools building administrators are the educational leaders in their assigned
building and oversee the curriculum development for their school. Prior to school beginning,
teachers are brought together as departments to plan instructional units. Teachers are given
ample resources and time in order to design instruction, student tasks, formative and
summative unit assessments. Teachers then meet twice annually, or “as needed”, with the
principal to discuss the student progress and make decisions based upon the student’s needs.
Free, after school tutoring, is available Monday through Thursday for any student needing
additional help
To facilitate a “tight” alignment to postsecondary programs and courses, GHSCC
administrators and teachers, involved in delivery of courses connected to designed pathways,
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will collaborate with members of higher education. Ongoing consultation with industry
partners to evaluate and identify program elements will also be an integral piece to the
success of GHSCC.
Remaining Issues: The applicant states that meetings will occur twice annually to ensure
alignment or when needed to meet student needs, but the standards cannot be changed to
meet student needs. To be adequate, alignment must show evidence of both vertical and
horizontal alignment by subject area.

C12: STUDENT SERVICES
The Student Services section should describe how the school will address specific services for its
student body.
Evaluation Criteria:
A description of the ways in which the following services will be provided to students even in
each area for which a waiver is requested:
 A guidance program that will serve all students;
 A health services program that will serve all students;
 A plan for a media center for use by all students;
 Sound plans for educating special education students that reflect the full range of
programs and services required to provide such students with a high quality education;
 A transportation plan that will serve all eligible students;
 An alternative education plan for eligible students, including those determined to be atrisk and to offer access to one or more approved Alternative Learning Environments;
 A plan to serve students who are English language learners; and
 Plans for a gifted and talented program for eligible students
Fully Responsive

Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm compliance with all state and federal special education laws, rules, and
regulations.
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will be in compliance with all state and federal special education laws, rules, and
regulations.

C13: ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS
The Annual Progress Reports section should define how the academic progress of
individual students and the school as a whole will be measured, analyzed, and reported.
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Evaluation Criteria:
 A timeline for data compilation and completion of an annual report to parents, the
community and the authorizer, separate from the district’s annual report to the
public, that outlines the school’s progress;
 A plan for dissemination of the annual report to appropriate stakeholders
Fully Responsive

C14: ENROLLMENT CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
The Enrollment Criteria and Procedures section should describe how the school will attract
and enroll its student body, including any criteria for admission and enrollment. Applicants
must also provide assurances for a random, anonymous lottery selection process.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A student recruitment plan that will provide equal opportunity for all parents and students
to learn about and apply to the school
 An enrollment and admissions process that is open, fair, and in accordance with
applicable law
 A process for, and a guarantee of, a random, anonymous lottery process should there be
more student applications than can be accommodated under the terms of the charter
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Explain if all Gentry High School students will attend the proposed charter or if the
proposed charter will operate as a school within a school.
 Name and describe the “pathways” that will be offered to students.
Applicant Response:
All students will attend GHSCC, designing an individual education plan to aid them in
achieving their desired goals. Pathways selected, based on current labor market data are
Healthcare, Information Technology, and Transportation. For example, a student having an
interest in the healthcare profession might enroll in Anatomy, Medical Terminology, and
possibly the Certified Nursing Assistant class at GHSCC. Upon graduation this student
would have the ability to immediately seek employment, utilizing their CNA certification, or
apply for a postsecondary educational program in the healthcare field. Entrance into a
nursing program has become very competitive and having these courses and a CNA
certification should increase their chances for admittance. Giving students these
opportunities to solidify their interest in the profession, prior to high school graduation, can
ultimately save students and their parent’s time and money.
Pathways offerings will include:
Healthcare: Opportunities through this pathway will include preparation for both immediate
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entry into a healthcare related career or advancement into post-secondary education.
Students interested in seeking a career in a healthcare related field, i.e. Certified Nursing
Assistant (CNA), physician’s office, or clerical position, would have the opportunity to enroll
in CNA, medical terminology, anatomy, office management, or other related offerings
leading to industry certificates. Students interested in continuing onto a postsecondary
institution would have the opportunity to enroll in any of the above courses as well as college
courses which would provide for accelerated completion of a college degree. Students in both
pathways would have opportunities to participate in internships designed to facilitate “realworld” knowledge.
Information Technology (IT): IT courses focused on teaching networking skills will be
offered along with the continuation of computer related courses. Upon successful completion
of these courses students will have opportunities to test for vendor and vendor neutral
industry certification such as CompTIA IT Fundamentals, CompTIA Network+, and
CompTIA A+, Microsoft Word, Excel, Powerpoint, etc. Students pursuing an IT pathway,
upon high school graduation continue to a postsecondary institution, or enter the workforce.
Transportation: Courses associated with transportation, leading to an industry certificate or
degreed program will be offered. Examples include diesel mechanics, logistics and business
management with courses in supply chain management, transportation management, etc.
Opportunities to obtain industry certificates as well as prepare for continued education at
postsecondary institutions will be the focus of this pathway.
Remaining Issues: The three pathways described may not meet the needs and preferences of
all students.

C15: PRIOR CHARTER INVOLVEMENT
Evaluation Criteria:
 A complete Prior Charter Involvement Template for each individual connected with the
proposed charter;
 Accurate data in each Prior Charter Involvement Template, including active links to
assessment data
Fully Responsive

C16: STAFFING PLAN
The Staffing Plan section should describe the job duties of the school administrator(s) and other
key personnel. This section should also describe the professional qualifications which will be
required of employees.
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Evaluation Criteria:
 A job description for the school administrators and other key personnel, including but not
limited to counselors and teachers;
 An outline of the professional qualifications required for administrators, teachers,
counselors, and others; and
 A staffing plan that clearly outlines both the types and numbers of positions to be filled at
the school and salary scales for such positions
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 List the “appropriate credentials” and other required qualifications for the assistant
superintendent, principal, instructors, and counselor.
Applicant Response:
The Gentry Public Schools assistant superintendent will hold an ADE issued district level
administrator license or be eligible for an ADE approved Administrator Licensure
Completion Plan. Principals employed by the district will be required to have an ADE issued
building level administrators license or be eligible for an ADE approved Administrator
Licensure Completion Plan. Instructors hired to work within the GHSCC will be ADE
licensed teachers; eligible for an ADE approved Teaching Additional Licensure Plan, or be a
highly qualified industry specialist. ADE licensed guidance counselors, or counselors eligible
for an ADE approved Counselors Additional Licensure Plan, will be employed to aide
students and parents in career guidance along with other varied duties.

C17: ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOL COM PUTER NETWORK
ASSURANCES
The Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN) Assurances section should
provide documentation of the applicant’s understanding of and participation in the required
state finance and educational data reporting system.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Assurance that the charter school will participate in APSCN and will comply with all
state statutory requirements regarding the APSCN finance and educational data reporting
system
Fully Responsive

C18: FACILITIES
The Facilities section should identify and describe the facilities to be used by the school and any
changes to be made to the facilities.
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Evaluation Criteria:
 An identified facility appropriate to meet the needs of the school over the term of its
charter
 A realistic plan for remodeling or adapting a facility, if necessary, to ensure that it is
appropriate and adequate for the school’s program, the school’s targeted population, and
the public
 Evidence that the school understands the costs of securing and improving a facility and
has access to the necessary resources to fund the facility plan
 A sound plan for continued operation, maintenance, and repair of the facility
Fully Responsive

C19: FOOD SERVICES
This section should describe how the school will address food services for its student body.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A food service plan that will serve all eligible students
 A management plan that reflects a clear understanding of federal law and requirements if
the charter school plans to participate in the National School Lunch program
Fully Responsive

C20: PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
The Parental Involvement section should describe how parents or guardians of enrolled students,
the school employees, and other members of the community will make a positive impact on the
school and its educational program.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A plan for involving parents and guardians in the school’s education program
 A proposal that involves the parents of students, employees and the broader community
in carrying out the terms of the charter
Fully Responsive

C21: DESEGREGATION ASSURANCES
The Desegregation Assurances section should describe the applicant’s understanding of
applicable statutory and regulatory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of
desegregated public schools.
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Evaluation Criteria:
 Assurance that the charter school will comply with all applicable federal and state
statutory and regulatory requirements regarding the creation and maintenance of
desegregated public schools
 An outline of the potential impact of the proposed charter school on those desegregation
efforts already in place in affected public school districts
Fully Responsive

C22: SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROGRAM
The Sustainability section should describe the applicant’s plan to ensure continued success of the
charter school over time.
Evaluation Criteria:
 The plan to ensure the sustainability of the charter in the future
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Explain the purpose, composition, and function of the Gentry Career and Technical
Advisory Board.
Applicant Response:
The Gentry Career and Technical Advisory Board exists under the CTE program guidelines.
The current board is comprised of members from local business and industry, a city official,
and parents. The board will serve in an advisory capacity as programs are evaluated, labor
market data reviewed, and when consideration is given to implementing new programs.
Gentry Public Schools is committed to seeking input from stakeholders as the system strives
to meet the needs of students and the community.

C23: WAIVERS
The Waivers section should discuss all waivers requested from local or state law.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Each law, rule, and standard by title, number, and description for which a waiver is
requested
 A rationale for each waiver request
 An explanation of the way that each waiver would assist in implementing the educational
program of the charter and/or fulfilling the charter’s mission
Fully Responsive

Partially Responsive
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Not Responsive

Concerns and Additional Questions

See legal comments.

OTHER:


Complete the following table with the grade levels and maximum enrollment to be
served by year:

Applicant Response:
School Year
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021

Maximum
Enrollment
500
500

Grade Levels
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12

500
500
500
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Additional Public Hearing Documentation

Gentry Public Schools
201 South Giles Avenue
Gentry, Arkansas 72734
Telephone: 479-736-2253 Fax: 479-736-2245

e-Mail: jwinslett@gentrypioneers.com

The following is a brief summary of the Town Hall meeting held in the PAC Building, at 6:00
p.m., Tuesday, November 3, 2015. The focus was a final "touch base" meeting regarding the
Proposed Conversion Charter for 2016-17. (See attached sign-in sheet.)
Ms. Judy Winslett facilitated the meeting. Dr. Barrett made the opening address.
Dr. Barrett welcomed a group of approximately 15 patrons, parents and staff. He noted that this
was the final chance to look at and discuss the plans for the Conversion Charter. He said "This is
one piece of what we are doing as a district. This will be our last effort locally before we move
on to the state level. We have attempted to involve the community as much as possible."
Ms. Winslett also welcomed the group and thanked them for their interest and support. She said
the evening’s agenda would include some old information that they had already heard as well as
some new data. She read the GHSCC Mission Statement, part of which stated the districts
commitment to”purpose to deliver an education designed to prepare students for successful
transition to opportunities beyond high school in career and college."
Ms. Winslett's presentation included, but was not strictly limited to the following:
Explained opportunities to be provided.
GHSCC Innovations such as internships, vocational programs taught by industry
professionals individualized instruction for all students.
Explanation - "Why Change?" - increased opportunities and options for students for
successful future story.
Regional Employer Survey Results 2014 - hiring shortages and industry specific shortages
GHS - response to Labor Market Research
College and Career Readiness
Predicted NWA Job Growth 2014-15 information provided.

Options for Gentry Students (four-year degree, two-year degree, Industry Certification,
Work Force Readiness Certificate of Proficiency)
Cost of College - 4 year degree - (compare to buying a house)
How can we help our students/parents/industry?:








Help students clarify their goals for the future
Provide additional college courses
Deliver articulated courses
Allow savings to parents for post-secondary education
Offer opportunities for industry certification
Arrange opportunities for internships
Create value added diploma - increasing employability

Provide needed workforce for industry- new jobs and vacancies as a result of retiring
employees.
College Bound Data - Student savings by students taking advantage of "early college
experience" options available. ($91,000 savings last year) calculated using FY16 tuition
costs
Diesel Mechanics Program Course Offerings Once Fully Implemented
Logistics - Possible Courses resulting in industry certifications (Supply Chain
Management, Transportation Management, Inventory Management, International
Logistics, Entrepreneurship) General Education Concurrent Courses from NWACC are
available on GHS campus.
Healthcare Pathway Courses Offerings
Current (Intro to Medical Professions, CNA, PCA, Med term) Possible expanded offerings
(Electronic Health Records, Anatomy and Physiology, Intro to Computer Information,
First Responders, Intro to Coding, Pathology)
Information Technology (IT)
NWACC Certificates (Workforce Readiness)
Industry Certifications
Fastest Growing Occupations in Northwest Arkansas Healthcare Pathway.
Explanation of requested waivers for GHSCC (from application) as related to the
following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Embedded Courses
Teachers (instructors with specialized skills and abilities)
School Day Attendance (flexibility to individualized instruction)
Unit of Credit (waive clock hours to allow for self-paced instruction)
Grading Scale ( limited need - allows for mastery grading)

Questions:
Mr. Al Lemke asked how long it will take to expand the curriculum. He said “ I look at this as 45 categories. In the area of Logistics, I cannot see why we are not including Aviation
considering our proximity to XNA. What about students considering a military career? Aviation
Mechanics could boost their opportunities to advance in those careers as well.” Ms. Winslett
agreed. She noted that recruiters do regularly come and talk to students interested in military
careers. She said that she hoped the offerings and ideas would increase as the district gets the
GHSCC off the ground.
Ms. Cheryl Braun asked, “ Are any of the courses Siloam and Gravette provide for students open
to “exchange” opportunities for Gentry students?” Ms. Winslett noted that the CNA course
originally offered by Gravette proved to be in such demand at Gentry that we were able to offer
our own program. One Gentry student is currently enrolled in the Gravette HVAC
program. Gravette, Decatur, and Gentry have formed an informal group known as WBCCC
(Western Benton Country Careers Consortium) and have been closely working together.
Gravette students may be interested in participating in the Gentry Diesel Mechanics program.
Siloam has also offered to allow students to attend their programs where open seats permit. Ms.
Winslett said “We do not have the size or ability to do everything. All districts have noted they
will take their own students first but offer open seats to out of district students when available.”
Mr. Al Lemke asked “ How has Siloam's program progressed? “ Ms. Winslett reported that they
had approximately 40 students this semester and had just had their dedication of their building.
Ms. Linda Lemke asked if the Careers programs were for seniors only. Ms. Winslett explained
that any student 9-12 could participate. Some core pre-requisite courses will be necessary
depending on the program.
Ms. Charla Whitaker asked “ Does this tie in to EAST? “ Ms. Winslet answered that indirectly it
does tie in to EAST saying “East is about using technology and "out of the box" thinking to
accomplish projects. Technology careers are “high demand” careers. Programs like EAST
expand the way students see the field of IT.”
Ms. Cheryl Braun expressed some confusion regarding the waiver regarding teacher licensure.
She noted that the waiver requested that industry skilled instructors be allowed to teach without a
teaching certificate on a “limited” basis. She asked if that meant that these instructors would
only be eligible for short assignments or until an ADE licensed instructor could be hired. Ms.
Winslett explained that “limited”, in this sense , referred to the areas where this waiver would be
applied. She explained that core curriculum teachers would still be required to be fully ADE
licensed. Limited referred to industry certified personnel being limited to the Career/Industry

classes and allowed them to be paid from a different salary schedule. She noted that it would be
extremely difficult and highly unlikely to find a Diesel Mechanic’s instructor with a Teaching
License willing to be paid from the teacher salary schedule. Ms. Winslett also noted that Charter
Status and waivers were granted for 5 years.

Ms. Linda Lemke asked for a clarification of industry specific certifications as opposed to
degrees in an area or workforce certifications of proficiency. Ms. Winslett explained that some
career options offered certificates based on industry knowledge and courses while others
required two or four year course of study degrees. She explained that the certificates of
proficiency showed that a specific area of training had been given and mastered. For example,
within the Culinary Arts program specific certifications for “safe handling” of food are available.
Having this certificate may garner an employee with McDonalds and other foodservice
establishments, .25 cents per hour more upon hire than an employee who has to be trained by the
employer. Employers benefit by saving time and money providing training the new employee
has already completed. Employees begin working for higher salaries immediately.
Mr. Lemke asked “ How do you encourage 9th graders to plan their futures?” Ms. Winslett said
that they will begin including within the Character Education Program at the elementary level
Career specific information (i.e. be on time. Do your very best. Etc.) Older students will have
opportunities for “ career exploration” with field trips to industries to see what is involved in
specific fields and whether they might have an interest.
Linda Lemke told Ms. Winslett that Ms. White, GIS Media Specialist, was teaching students
limited computer coding through games on Wonderful Wednesdays. She said that she had heard
Ms. White encourage the students by saying “computers and computer programing will continue
to be a great career opportunity.” Ms. Winslett was pleased and said she planned to thank Ms.
White for her efforts. Ms. Winslett said that part of the mission of the GHSCC was to
“Communicate options and let them find the fun as well as develop a passion.”
Ms. Winslett reported that on the 19th of November they will present their request in person to
the State Board and should know by December if we are approved. Mr. Lemke asked “what
happens if you are not approved? Will you quit?” Ms. Winslett said that she could not conceive
of quitting at this point. She said “This is too important to our students to give up. I believe we
will be approved but if not we will just have to attack from a different direction. I am so
entrenched that I cannot imagine giving up"
Dr. Barrett agreed. He reported that Gravette Schools had chosen to abandon their charter
request after learning that funding was limited or non-existent. Dr. Barrett noted that Gentry had
that same chance to retreat but chose to continue on. He said “This never was about getting
money from the state it was about doing something to help all students have a chance to
succeed.” “The word "charter" is a popular buzz word. The governor is focused on making sure
we are balancing the scale preparing students for college and/or career.” He explained that at the
fall Administrator’s Conference in Little Rock last week, industry leaders plainly addressed
school personnel and said “You are not helping the economy of the state because you are not
turning out hire ready students.”

Dr. Barrett said that he felt that a push to rectify that issue could result in business and industry
partnerships as they have expressed a willingness to help if schools are serious and ready to
prepare students for the workforce with the same commitment we give to preparing them for
college. He concluded by saying “This charter is about setting aside a few rules to help a group
of students be ready for the workforce upon graduation and to have the same chance as college
bound students to succeed in needed fields and in careers they enjoy. Mr. Lemke is right that not
every student is college bound and our economy needs workers as well. We hope this is a longterm plan in which we will expand the curriculum and join in student-sharing relationships with
neighboring districts. We are excited and hopeful. I wish we would have done this 10 years
ago.”

LEGAL REVIEW OF
WAIVER REQUESTS
AND RESPONSES

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Gentry High School Conversion Charter
Waivers Requested in Original Application
2015 District Conversion Application
1. Oral Communications
Section 9.03.4.1 of the Standards for Accreditation (1 Unit of Oral Communication)
Course content and design of the Career Readiness class supports the embedding of Oral
Communication frameworks to prepare students for college, career and the
communication skills necessary in these arenas for success. All standards and
frameworks required for the Oral Communications course will be taught in the Career
Readiness course.
Legal Comments: None
2. Licensure
Ark. Code Ann. §6-15-1004 Qualified teachers in every public school classroom
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-301 Employment of Certified Personnel
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-309 Licensure- Waiver
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-401 Teacher’s license requirement
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-902 Definitions
Ark. Code Ann § 6-17-908 Teacher’s salary fund – Authorized disbursements
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-919 Warrants void without valid certificate and contract
ADE Rules – Licensure- Educator Licensure
Standards for Accreditation 15.03
ADE Rules Governing Educator Licensure
In an effort to prepare students to be both college and career ready, the district requests
the ability to employ instructors, with specialized skills and abilities, to teach career
education classes, on a limited basis. This request is driven by the difficulty of obtaining
licensed employees in certain trade and
vocational career offerings.
Legal Comments: None

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

3. School Day/Attendance
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-16-102 School Day
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-210 Definitions (Planned Instructional Time)
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-211 Mandatory attendance for students in grades nine
through twelve
Section 4 of ADE Rules Governing Mandatory Attendance requirements for
Students in Grades Nine through 12
The district seeks to allow the opportunity to individualize instruction for all students. A
student possessing the ability to complete required coursework in less than 6 hours a day
could have the option to enroll in a specialized educational program outside the school
district, participate in an apprenticeship program designed to aid in career readiness, or
seek employment to assist in future educational expenses. Conversely, students unable to
achieve mastery within a six hour day could benefit from an extended educational day.
Additionally, the present state and national emphasis on utilizing technology for
instruction might create scenarios where a student might benefit from blended instruction
at atypical school hours.
Legal Comments: None
4. Required Clock Time for Unit of Credit
Standards for Accreditation 14.03
Opportunities for digital course delivery designed for self-paced learning could find
students mastering course content in less than 120 clock hours. If mastery is determined,
students would advance on to next course in their individual education plan. This waiver
request is in relation to "seat-time", not graduation requirements. All applicable course
frameworks and standards will be fully adhered to and taught.
Legal Comments: In order to fully effectuate this waiver, a waiver of Ark. Code Ann. §
6-18-213 should also be requested.
Applicant Response: The applicant asks to add a waiver of Arkansas Code 6-18-213
– Attendance records and reports generally, to our conversion charter application.
Remaining Issues: None

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

5. Grading Scale
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-15-902(a)
Standards for Accreditation 12.02
The expansions of Career, Trades, and Vocational offerings may require the addition of
nongraded, in the sense of the traditional grading scale, student performance evaluative
strategies. This waiver request is intended for only those non-core (vocational) courses
that lend themselves to alternative descriptors of "mastery"
Legal Comments: None

Other Legal Comments: Special attention should be given to the waivers from the
Code, Standards for Accreditation, and ADE Rules granted by the State Board of
Education at its September 10, 2015 meeting. The waivers granted by the State Board on
September 10, 2015 are set to expire within five years or upon approval of this charter
application, whichever should come first. ADE Legal Services recommends that the
district review any policies and practices that were changed or adopted in response to the
granting of those waivers to ensure full compliance with the Code, Standards for
Accreditation, and ADE Rules in the future, should this application be approved.

Applicant Response: Our practice regarding policy revision is to review such in the
current school term and to make any changes effective July 1 of the next year.
Our charter, if approved, will become effective August of 2016 thus any required policy
revisions will have been approved prior to the start date of the conversion charter.
It is our intent to formally review all board and board personnel policies for any
needed changes resulting from conflicts between existing policies and provisions of the
conversions charter. With regard to the conversion charter, we will wait until approval
to begin the review process.
Remaining Issues: The charter, if approved, will actually become effective July 1 of
2016; ADE Legal Services has no issues with the practice laid out in the Applicant’s
response.

ADE LEGAL
DESEGREGATION
ANALYSIS

MEMO
DATE:

November 6, 2015

TO:

Charter Authorizing Panel

FROM:

ADE Legal Staff

SUBJECT: Desegregation Analysis, District Conversion Public Charter School Applications
I. Introduction
Five public school districts submitted applications for district conversion charter schools:
•
•
•
•
•

Cave City School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
nine (9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 1,200 students;
Fayetteville School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
kindergarten (K) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 500 students;
Gentry School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades nine
(9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 500 students;
Hot Springs School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
nine (9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 1,200 students;
Springdale School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
kindergarten (K) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 2,000 students.
II. Statutory Requirements

Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(a) requires the applicants for a charter school, the board of
directors of the school district in which a proposed charter school would be located, and the
authorizer to “carefully review the potential impact of an application for a charter school on
the efforts of a public school district or public school districts to comply with court orders
and statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public
schools.” Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(b) requires the authorizer to “attempt to measure the
likely impact of a proposed public charter school on the efforts of public school districts to
achieve and maintain a unitary system.” Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(c) states that the
authorizer “shall not approve any public charter school under this chapter or any other act
or any combination of acts that hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects the
desegregation efforts of a public school district or public school districts in this state.” This
analysis is provided to inform the decision-making of the authorizer with regard to the
effect, if any, of the proposed charter schools upon the desegregation efforts of a public
school district.

III. INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY THE APPLICANT
AND THE AFFECTED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Each applicant addressed Desegregation Assurances in its application. The Department is
unaware of any desegregation-related opposition to these applications from any other school
district. Each applicant’s desegregation analysis is attached to this memo.
IV. ANALYSIS FROM THE DEPARTMENT
“Desegregation” is the process by which a school district eliminates, to the extent
practicable, the lingering negative effects or “vestiges” of prior de jure (caused by official
action) racial discrimination.
As stated above, Arkansas law does not allow the authorizer to approve any public charter
school that “hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects the desegregation efforts”
of a public school district. Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(c). The Supreme Court noted in
Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 115 (1995):
[I]n order to find unconstitutional segregation, we require that plaintiffs
"prove all of the essential elements of de jure segregation -- that is, stated
simply, a current condition of segregation resulting from intentional state
action directed specifically to the [allegedly segregated] schools." Keyes v.
School Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 205-206 (1973) (emphasis added). "[T]he
differentiating factor between de jure segregation and so-called de facto
segregation . . . is purpose or intent to segregate." Id., at 208 (emphasis in
original).
V. CONCLUSION
The Department is unaware of any data demonstrating that any of the proposed charter
schools are motivated by an impermissible intent to segregate schools. However, the
authorizer should carefully examine the proposed charter school applications in an attempt
to determine whether there are legitimate, non-racially motivated reasons for the charter
schools’ existence.
Additionally, only one conversion charter school applicant, the Hot Springs World Class High
School, would operate in a school district that is subject to a desegregation order. As noted
by the applicant, the conversion charter school will not impede the Hot Springs School
District’s obligations to participate in inter-district school choice as provided in the
controlling desegregation order.
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Gentry High School Conversion Charter

as GHS.

20.

Describe how the parents or guardians of the enrolled students and other members of
the community will be involved with the school to positively impact the charter school’s
educational programs.

Applicant Response:
As GHSCC seeks to individualize student education plans, parents will be given the opportunity to attend college
and career information sessions throughout the school year and work individually with teachers and counselors
in developing an education plan for their child. Community members, as well as business and industry, will be
encouraged to participate in activities designed to prepare students for success during high school and beyond.
Activities providing opportunities for speakers from the community and industry partners, as well as internship or
apprenticeship, will be incorporated.
Surveys will be used to evaluate the program and will be made available to all stakeholders.

21.

Describe the potential impact of the proposed public charter school on the efforts of
affected public school district(s) to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to
create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools.

Applicant Response:
The Gentry School District's receipt of a conversion charter for its high school will have no effect on any
Arkansas public school districts' efforts to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to create and
maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools The Gentry School District is not under any federal
desegregation order or court-ordered desegregation plan, and neither are any of our surrounding districts.
Nothing in the operation of the GHSCC will hamper, delay, or in any manner negatively affect the desegregation
efforts of any public school district or public school districts in this state."
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APPLICATION

2015 Application
District Conversion Public Charter School
Deadline for Receipt of Submission: Wednesday, September 9, 2015, 4:00 p.m.
Applications will not be accepted after this time.

Name of Proposed Charter School:
___________________________________________
Gentry High School Conversion Charter
Any application that is substantially incomplete will not be forwarded to the authorizer for
consideration. An application will be considered substantially incomplete if it does not provide enough
information to enable staff at the Arkansas Department of Education to provide a meaningful review.

Arkansas Department of Education
Charter School Office
Four Capitol Mall
Little Rock, AR 72201
501.683.5313

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
2015 APPLICATION
DISTRICT CONVERSION PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

A.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Name of Proposed Charter School:

Gentry High School Conversion Charter

Grade Level(s) for the School: 9-12
Name of School District:
Name of Contact Person:

Student Enrollment Cap:

500

Gentry Public Schools
Judy Winslett

201 S. Giles
Address: _______________________________________
City: Gentry

ZIP:

72734

Daytime Phone Number: (

479

)

736-2253

FAX: (

479

)

736-2245

Email: jwinslett@gentrypioneers.com
1055 Pioneer Lane
Charter Site Address: _______________________________________________

City:

Gentry
_______________________________

August 15, 2016
72734
ZIP: ___________
Date of Proposed Opening: _________________________

Name of Superintendent:
Address: 201 S. Giles
ZIP: 72734

Dr. Randy C. Barrett

City: Gentry

Daytime Phone Number: (479 ) 736-2253
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B.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Provide the mission statement of the proposed school.

Applicant Response:
Recognizing the responsibility to students, parents, stakeholders, business and industry and the community,
along with the need to provide a safe and productive school experience, Gentry High School Conversion Charter
(GHSCC) will purpose to deliver an education designed to prepare students for successful transition to
opportunities beyond high school, whether college or career. Additionally, GHSCC commits to being fiscally
responsible with its resources, providing the best teachers, technology, and facilities possible.

Briefly describe the key programmatic features that the school will implement in order to
accomplish the mission.
Applicant Response:
As Gentry began exploring the possibility of a conversion charter, meetings were held with local business and
industry in an effort to identify their personnel needs. Pointed questions were asked by administration such as,
“What do you as a local business feel the school needs to improve on as we educate students for the
workforce?” Responses commonly found related to “soft skills”, good work ethic, punctuality, ability to problem
solve, and the ability to work in a team. These responses along with labor market data provided the foundation
for a conversion charter initiative. Gentry seeks to offer programs which allow students to gain the skills
previously mentioned as well as acquire industry specific training through classes associated with careers
related to transportation, information technology, and the medical industry. Students will have the opportunity
through the charter to continue acquiring college credit coupled with industry certifications and apprenticeships
with local business and industry. Students successfully completing the program will graduate with 21st Century
Skills necessary for successful transition to opportunities beyond high school.
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C.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHARTER SCHOOL

The applicant for the proposed charter school, if approved by the authorizer, agrees to
operate the educational program described below in accordance with the provisions
described within this document, Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-101 et seq., the State
Board of Education Rules Governing Public Charter Schools, and the attached assurances.
Provide a narrative description of the various components of the proposed charter
school by responding to the following prompts:
1.

Describe the results of the public hearing, which was held for the purpose of
assessing support for the establishment of this public charter school. Provide
copies of supporting evidence.

Applicant Response:
Various meetings were held to discuss the charter application with teachers, parents, and stakeholders. Two
public hearings, the first on April 13, 2015 at the Gentry City Courtroom, and the second on September 1, 2015
at the Gentry High School auditorium. Included with this application is evidence to document such meetings.

Attach documentation to demonstrate that each of the following requirements of Arkansas
Code Annotated §6-23-201 was met:
A.

The notice of public hearing was distributed to the community, certified school
personnel, and parents of all students enrolled at the public school for which the
school district initiated the application.

B.

The notice of the public hearing was published in a newspaper having general
circulation in the school district in which the school will be located at least three
weeks prior to the date of the meeting.
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2.

Give the mission statement for the proposed charter school.

Applicant Response:
Recognizing the responsibility to students, parents, stakeholders, business and industry and the community,
along with the need to provide a safe and productive school experience, Gentry High School Conversion Charter
(GHSCC) will purpose to deliver an education designed to prepare students for successful transition to
opportunities beyond high school, whether college or career. Additionally, GHSCC commits to being fiscally
responsible with its resources, providing the best teachers, technology, and facilities possible.

3.

Describe the educational need for the school by responding to the following prompts.
Include the innovations that will distinguish the charter from other schools.
Complete the following charts to include 2014 literacy and mathematics performance
assessment data and graduation rates for the district in which the charter would be
located and the schools closest to the proposed charter.

DISTRICT DATA
District Name

Gentry School District

District Status

Needs Improvement
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated

All Students (Combined)

79.18

79.06

92.23

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

73.66

72.77

92.00

African American

n<10

n<10

n<10

Hispanic

75.56

66.67

100.00

White/Caucasian

80.28

81.77

91.43

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

77.00

73.89

92.00

59.72

51.85

n<10

Students with Disabilities

26.14

39.78

n<10
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CAMPUS DATA - CAMPUS PROPOSED FOR CONVERSION TO CHARTER
District Name

Gentry School District

Campus Name

Gentry High School

Grade Levels

9-12

Campus Status

Needs Improvement
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated
IF APPLICABLE

All Students (Combined)

73.15

81.08

92.23

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

65.52

75.86

92.00

African American

n<10

n<10

n<10

Hispanic

69.23

62.50

100.00

White/Caucasian

77.46

84.82

91.43

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

66.67

76.43

92.00

n<10

43.75

n<10

Students with Disabilities

36.36

81.25

n<10

CAMPUS DATA - HIGH SCHOOL CLOSEST TO THE PROPOSED CHARTER LOCATION
District Name

Decatur School District

Campus Name

Decatur High School

Grade Levels

7-12

Campus Status

Needs Improvement
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated

All Students (Combined)

55.45

55.12

78.79

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

50.00

49.53

85.71

African American

n<10

n<10

n<10

Hispanic

45.16

39.47

n<10

White/Caucasian

61.19

60.27

77.78

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

51.81

48.54

89.47

35.71

36.84

n<10

Students with Disabilities

20.00

33.33

n<10
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CAMPUS DATA - OTHER CAMPUS IN FEEDER PATTERN OF PROPOSED CONVERSION CHARTER
District Name

Gentry School District

Campus Name

Gentry Middle School

Grade Levels

6-8

Campus Status

Needs Improvement
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated
IF APPLICABLE

All Students (Combined)

81.58

76.55

N/A

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

74.89

67.65

N/A

African American

n<10

n<10

N/A

Hispanic

79.49

70.00

N/A

White/Caucasian

81.20

78.10

N/A

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

79.19

69.64

N/A

64.52

51.61

N/A

Students with Disabilities

17.50

17.50

N/A

Explain the educational need for the charter in light of the academic performance by the
district, the campus proposed to be converted, and at the schools in the same feeder
pattern as the proposed charter. Explain other significant factors. Be certain to include
the source for information presented.
Applicant Response:
The Gentry High School 2014 report card reflects that 79.15% of the grade 11 students were proficient or
advanced in literacy and 81.08% of the high school students were proficient or advanced on end of course math
examinations. According to the Center on Education Policy (CEP), students are more motivated to learn when
academics are framed as a means to achieve a certain goal as a gateway to something else. In keeping with
this belief, one priority of GHS is to help students clarify their goals for the future. GHS has been approved to
pilot a new course, Career Readiness, offered through Arkansas Department of Career Education. Career
Readiness is a one-semester course designed to provide the student with the necessary skills to evaluate who
they are, what they need in a career, research college and career information, refine their choices through a
decision-making process, and master the skills most needed by 21st Century employers. Additionally students
will analyze qualities and barriers that lend themselves to determining individual success. Training will be
provided for both Gentry High School teachers and Gentry Middle School (feeder campus) teachers to increase
and enhance their knowledge of future career opportunities for students. Under the close direction of mentor
teachers students will be encouraged to enroll in both academic and vocational courses in an effort to narrow or
solidify their career focus.
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If the performance of students at schools and or/districts not noted in the previous charts
demonstrate the need for the charter, provide the student performance data and its source
and explain.
Applicant Response:
N/A

Describe three (3) innovations that will distinguish the charter from other schools.
Applicant Response:
Apprenticeship opportunities:
During the Senior year, students participating in apprenticeship programs will be allowed to work in business and
industry settings. Building relationships with business partners will provide both valuable training and possible
opportunities for future employment for students upon graduation.
Vocational programs taught by industry professionals:
Instructors with specialized industry skills and abilities will be employed to teach Career Education classes.
These instructors will bring to the classroom the most up-to-date industry training along with authentic examples
of industry expectations of employees.
Individualized instruction for all students:
Through the conversion charter initiative students will in essence be able to customize or individualize their
educational plan. The utilization of self-paced courses will allow students to advance at a higher rate than in the
traditional school setting with specific “seat-time” requirements. Students could then enroll in college courses,
additional vocational or technical courses in more specialized areas, job shadow, or participate in apprenticeship
opportunities with business and industry.
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4.

On the following table, list the specific measurable goals in reading, reading
comprehension, and mathematics, based on the state mandated assessments, and
any other assessment tools if used, for improving student academic achievement for
each year of the public charter school's initial five-year period. For each goal, include
the following:
•
•
•

The tool to be used to measure the academic performance;
The level of performance that will demonstrate success; and
The timeframe for the achievement of the goal.

GOAL

Assessment Instrument Performance Level that
When Attainment of the
for Measuring
Demonstrates
Goal Will Be Assessed
Performance
Achievement

1. Increase number of
students graduating with a
minimum of 3 hours of
college credit

High School or College
Transcript

Increase by 2% annually

Annually

2. Increase number of
graduating Seniors that
attend college, technical
school or enter the
workforce at an entry-level
position paying more than
minimum wage

Follow-up surveys with
graduates

Increase 2% annually

Annually

3. Meet or exceed the state
average on the state
mandated assessment for
writing -ACT Aspire

State mandated
assessment, currently
ACT Aspire

Increase by .2% annually
until goal is obtained

Annually

4. Meet or exceed the state
average on the state
mandated assessment for
language -ACT Aspire

State mandated
assessment, currently
ACT Aspire

Increase by .2% annually
until goal is obtained

Annually

5. Meet or exceed the state
average on the state
mandated assessment for
reading-ACT Aspire

State mandated
assessment, currently
ACT Aspire

Increase by .2% annually
until goal is obtained

Annually

6. All Juniors, except those
exercising parental or SPED
accommodations waiver
options, will take the ACT

ACT

100% of Juniors not
exercising waiver options

Annually
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GOAL

Assessment Instrument Performance Level that
When Attainment of the
for Measuring
Demonstrates
Goal Will Be Assessed
Performance
Achievement

7. Meet or exceed the ACT
state average composite
score - currently GHS
is .1% above state average
composite

ACT College Readiness for
graduating seniors

Increase by .1% annually
or at a minimum, maintain
composite average score
equivalent with state

Annually

8. 60% of graduating
Seniors will meet the ACT
College Readiness
Benchmark

ACT, Compass

Increase by .2% annually
until goal is obtained

Annually

9. Increase number of
graduating Seniors
obtaining an Industry
Certification

Industry Certificate

Increase 2% annually

Annually

10. Meet or exceed the
state average on the state
mandated assessment for
math-ACT Aspire

State mandated
assessment, currently
ACT Aspire

Increase by .2% annually
until goal is obtained

Annually

Explain how the attainment of the goals will demonstrate that the charter is meeting the
identified educational need for the school and fulfilling its mission.
Applicant Response:
The academic achievement goals, concurrent credit for college courses and the fact that our students'
performance meets or exceeds the state average is evidence of the student's college and career readiness.
.
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5.

For elementary charter schools provide a daily schedule for all grade levels indicating
the classes that will be provided for a one week time period.
For secondary schools, provide required and elective courses for every grade level. If
the school plans to phase in grade levels, include expansion grade levels by year with
courses to be offered.

Applicant Response:
Please see attached tables for required and elective courses currently offered for each grade level. Increased
course offerings will be made available to students as Virtual Arkansas expands there courses as well as the
additional course offerings on site, once approval for conversion charter is granted.

6.

Provide a description of curriculum, programs, and instructional methods used to
support core classes. Explain how the district will pay for all associated costs.

Applicant Response:
The curriculum designed for the GHS Conversion Charter will incorporate both college preparatory coursework
and project based learning. Programs designed to prepare students to test for industry certifications, identified
by labor market data as being in demand, will also be a key feature included in the charter initiative.
Instructional methods utilized for the delivery of the designed curriculum will be a mixture of both traditional and
digital delivery. Beginning in the ninth grade students will be allowed to enroll in self-paced digital courses,
which will ultimately provide additional time during the junior and senior years to enroll in lab classes and
participate in apprenticeship opportunities with business and industry. Partnerships with local business and
industry and postsecondary institutions will be utilized to aid in associated costs of the programs. The course
content and design of the Career Readiness class supports the embedding of Oral Communication frameworks
to equip students with communication skills necessary for college and career. The locus for embedding the Oral
Communication framework is a direct result of meeting with local business and industry who asked that “soft
skills” be a part of our expanded curriculum.
The ultimate goal of GHSCC programs is student preparation for college or career upon high school graduation.
As students enter GHSCC, advisors, with parental input, will assist students in identifying personal interests,
skills, and work values. This information will be used in the development of an individual education plan.
Students will have an opportunity to take a career interest inventory assessment, designed to aid in the career
exploration process, and participate in career guidance principles integrated into classroom activities connecting
work experiences to course content. If through this process a student identifies an interest in the healthcare
profession, enrollment in courses will be made available to help the student further validate their interest. For
example, a student would have the option to enroll in Biology, Anatomy, Medical Terminology, Introduction to
Medical Professions, Pathology, Medical Math, etc. Certified Nursing Assistant and Personal Care Assistant
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courses taken by students could provide a two-fold benefit in certifying students for immediate earning potential,
upon receiving the industry certification, or adding value to an application to post-secondary nursing school or
other post-secondary medical programs. The individual education plan, preparing this student for a career in the
healthcare arena, could also include an opportunity for an internship in a hospital, local physician's office, or
school-based health clinic. Through the acquisition of waivers for required seat time, digital course delivery, and
the embedding of some coursework, the opportunity for an internship could also take place during the student's
school day. To the same end, a student with identified interests in a career in the transportation industry would
have the opportunity to develop an education plan, depending on specific interests; to include courses such as
logistics, business, or courses designed to prepare for a diesel mechanic industry certification. Options such as
these allow students to pursue a career interest while still in high school with a strong network of support.
Certainly there will be students who identify career interests, when once entrenched in the coursework, discover
that they are not really as interested as they once thought. In conversations with parents, we have learned that
they believe that making a decision to select another career pathway while still in high school can prove to be
equally beneficial in that students are able to determine that a specific career pathway is not what they truly want
to do, before a large investment of time and money is made in the pursuit of a degree.

7.

Describe the educational program to be offered by the charter school

Applicant Response:
The City of Gentry, located in northwest Arkansas, while rural in nature is surrounded by thriving industries.
Gentry is home to McKee Baking; makers of Little Debbie snack cakes, SWEPCO, and several poultry
companies. The Gentry district is comprised of 87 square miles and sits just to the north of Siloam Spring,
Arkansas and to the west of Springdale, Arkansas. Gentry's proximity to northwest Arkansas business and
industry makes a commute to major companies realistic, enhancing opportunities for Gentry graduates. For this
reason, Gentry Public Schools will strive to provide diversity in the curriculum, with an end goal of graduating
students with a value added diploma, demonstrating they have the skills necessary to transition on to
postsecondary education or pursue a career. The educational program offered by the charter, once granted, will
allow for a more individually tailored education for Gentry students. College courses will continue to be offered
on the high school campus and expanded opportunities in vocational areas will be provided by incorporating a
self-paced curriculum, removing barriers that restrict student advancement. Opportunities for developing 21st
Century Skills through the use of technology, participation in job-shadowing and apprenticeships, industry
certifications, and communication skills will be provided to all students enrolled in the program.

8.

Explain why a charter school is necessary to better meet student academic needs
instead of a traditional district school.

Applicant Response:
Data from 2011-2014 ADHE College Going Rate annual reports, reveal that over this four year period, only 40%
of Gentry's graduating seniors attended college immediately following high school graduation. Through the
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granting of a conversion charter, Gentry students will have the opportunity to prepare for multiple options
following graduation: college, technical school, military, or enter the workforce with a value added diploma.
Student participation in career education, project based learning, internships and/or apprenticeships will better
equip students for a successful post-secondary experience, whether it continued education in college,
specialized training, or immediate entry into the workforce. In order to maximize these opportunities for
students, Gentry High School needs flexibility in a few areas governed by Arkansas Department of Education
rules and or Arkansas legislation, to fulfill this vision. Examples, to name a few but not inclusive, would be seat
time, length of school day, teacher licensure and course embedding.

9.

Explain how the charter school will have more autonomy than traditional schools in
the district. Discuss each of the following:
A) Employing personnel;
B) Developing and controlling the charter school budget;
C) Managing day-to-day charter school operations;
D) Developing and controlling the school calendar; and
E) Other areas of autonomy to be afforded to the charter.

Applicant Response:
A) Employing personnel
GHSCC will seek to employ both Arkansas licensed educators and industry specialists, along with digital
courses delivered by ADE approved providers, to assist in individualizing educational plans and
programs for students. Employment of highly qualified licensed teachers for core academic classes will
continue to be the practice with the option to employ industry specialists as instructors of courses
requiring a specific "technical" skill set.
B) Developing and controlling the charter school budget
As stated in the GHSCC mission, “…GHSCC commits to being fiscally responsible with its resources,
providing the best teachers, technology, and facilities possible.” GHSCC will work closely with the
superintendent in the annual budget planning process and expect to garner additional support through
grants and partnerships with business and industry as needs arise and programs expand.
C) Managing day-to-day charter school operations
Since GHS is seeking a conversion charter for the entire high school, much of the day-to-day operations
will remain the same. Adjustments may need to be made in some areas as student enrollment in specific
programs fluctuates. A district employee will provide program supervision, including the responsibility
of building and maintaining relationships with industry partners and coordinating internships for students
in their desired career areas. Career guidance will also be an essential component for all students.
Individual education plans will be developed, designed to allow students to move fluidly between college
preparatory courses and specific skills or trade classes, if so desired.
D) Developing and controlling the school calendar
The district currently prepares one calendar for the four schools operating in the Gentry School District.
The expectation would be for this process to continue with the understanding that some flexibility may
be needed as students participate in apprenticeships outside the traditional school calendar.
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E) Other areas of autonomy to be afforded to the charter:
GHSCC seeks to deliver an education designed to prepare students for successful transition to
opportunities beyond high school, whether college or career. As the needs of business and industry
change, so may the needs of GHSCC in preparing students.

10.

Describe the school improvement plan by addressing the following:
A) Explain how the licensed employees and parents of the students to be enrolled
in the charter school will be involved in developing and implementing the school
improvement plan, identifying performance criteria, and evaluating the
effectiveness of the improvement plan.

Applicant Response:
GHSCC will solicit input from both a school improvement team and an advisory council in the developing of a
school improvement plan. The school improvement team will consist of teaching leaders, administration,
students and parents and will be tasked with developing and evaluating the plan. School administration,
teachers, employees, and instructors will be responsible for the plan implementation. Positions on the advisory
council will include educators, parents, students, and representation from business and industry. Performance
criteria for core classes will be determined by ADE and will be evaluated annually along with the goals set out in
Section C4 of this application.

B) Describe a plan for school improvement that addresses how the charter school
will improve student learning and meet the state education goals.
Applicant Response:
Based on the research conducted by the Center on Education Policy (CEP), students are more motivated to
learn when academics are framed as a means to achieve a certain goal as a gateway to something else. In
keeping with this belief, one priority of GHSCC is to help students clarify their goals for the future and assist
students and their parents in developing an individual educational plan to reach that goal. By establishing a
goal, as well as a plan to obtain the goal, students will be able to see the relevance in the coursework required
through their individual education plan, thus improving student learning and educational outcomes.
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11.

Describe the process that will be used to ensure curriculum alignment with the
Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the curriculum requirements of the state
standards as adopted by the State Board of Education.

Applicant Response:
GHSCC will utilize Standards, as directed by the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE), for all core courses
and will follow frameworks established for vocational courses offered through the Arkansas Department of
Career Education. Curriculum maps will be established using the appropriate standards and students will be
assessed for mastery. Utilizing the Teacher Excellence and Support System (TESS), as established by ADE,
administrators will evaluate teachers through personal observation and review of student data.

12.

Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for the following student
services, even in each area for which a waiver is requested:
A) Guidance program;

Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity or
separate LEA. As such, in addition to new GHSCC staff members, staff members of GHS will be available as
staff members of GHSCC and continue to serve in their previous capacity. A comprehensive guidance program
will continue to provide required and needed services to students at GHSCC.

B) Health services;
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity or
separate LEA. Once approved, the new GHSCC nurse and health services of GHSCC will continue to serve
students as they do currently under the traditional high school.
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C) Media center;
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity or
separate LEA. As such, the media center will continue to serve in its existing capacity.

D) Special education;
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity or
separate LEA. As such, no changes in special education services will exist, only to state that additional
opportunities will exist for students to prepare for "career readiness".

E) Transportation;
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity or
separate LEA. As such, in addition to new GHSCC staff members, staff members of GHS will be available as
staff members of GHSCC and continue to serve in their previous capacity. The same level of transportation
services provided to other district students will continue to be provided for GHSCC.

F) Alternative education, including Alternative Learning Environments;
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity or
separate LEA. As such, in addition to new GHSCC staff members, staff members of GHS will be available as
staff members of GHSCC and continue to serve in their previous capacity. Alternative education opportunities
will still be available for qualified students.

G) English Language Learner (ELL) instruction
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity
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or separate LEA. As such, in addition to new GHSCC staff members, staff members of GHS will be available as
staff members of GHSCC and continue to serve in their previous capacity. A program designed for English
language learners will still serve these students. Additional opportunities will be made available for these
students to participate in career readiness and vocational courses.

H) Gifted and Talented Program.
Applicant Response:
GHSCC will result from the conversion of a traditional, existing high school; it will not exist as a separate entity or
separate LEA. As such, in addition to new GHSCC staff members, staff members of GHS will be available as
staff members of GHSCC and continue to serve in their previous capacity. The Gifted and Talented program will
continue to exist in its current capacity.

13.

Describe the plan for the school officials to provide an annual report to parents, the
community, and the authorizer, separate from the district's annual report to the
public, that demonstrates the progress made by the charter school during the previous
academic year in meeting its academic performance objectives. (See Arkansas Code
Annotated 6-23-202.)

Applicant Response:
Arkansas Code Annotated 6-23-202 (4) specifies that an approved conversion public charter school will agree to
“provide a yearly report to parents, the community, the local school district board of directors, and the state
board that indicates the progress made by the conversion public charter school in meeting the performance
objectives during the previous year.” The Gentry School District has an established history of having separate,
individual campus reports held in conjunction with the district's Annual Report to The Public. GSHCC will
participate in that cycle. Additionally GHSCC will publish on its website periodic progress reports indicating to
what level the established performance objectives are being met. These on-line reports will include both
qualitative and quantitative data.

14.

Describe the enrollment criteria and student admission, recruitment, and selection
processes for the proposed public charter school.

Applicant Response:
Once approved the GHS will become GHSCC and will continue to serve all students in grades 9-12. Students
will have opportunities to select “pathways” to aid in preparing them for college or career post-secondary
experiences.
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It is affirmed that a random, anonymous student selection method will be utilized in the
event that more students apply for admission to the open-enrollment public charter
school than can be accommodated under the terms of the charter, except as allowed
for in Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-306(14)(C).
✖ Yes

No
15.

Name any district personnel, and/or leaders of the proposed charter who have any prior
involvement in the operation of one or more other charter schools and complete a Prior
Charter Involvement template for each individual listed.

Applicant Response:

Currently no one is employed in the Gentry School District who has had prior involvement in the operations of a
charter school.

16.

Summarize the job descriptions of the school administrator(s) and other key personnel.
Specify the qualifications to be met by professional employees (administrators,
teachers, counselors, etc.) of the program. List the types of administrative positions,
teaching positions, and support positions for the school.

Applicant Response:
The vision of applying for a conversion charter school was first presented to the the Gentry Board of Education
in the fall of 2014. After several discussions and a formula presentation the Gentry School Board officially
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supported the pursuit of a district conversion charter for the high school. To substantiate their support further,
the board reinstated the assistant superintendent position, which had been vacated and remain unfilled for
several years, charged to provide direct oversight in the application and implementation process, once
approved. In addition to a building administrator, instructors, and counselors, the assistant superintendent will
remain involved in implementation and evaluation process of GHSCC. All employees of GHSCC,
administrators, teachers and counselors will possess appropriate credentials for the position in which they are
employed to fill. The school administrator, i.e. principal will effectively manage the facility and serve as the
instructional leader for GHSCC. He/she will evaluate the instructors, staff and programs identifying and
recommending to district staff, any professional development needs. A comprehensive counseling program will
be an integral part of GHSCC as individual education planning will serve as the foundation in student decisions
pertaining to college and career pathways. Finally, instructors at GHSCC will be expected to communicate
accurately and effectively in their assigned content area, maintaining a professional rapport with students and
utilizing research based instructional strategies. Additionally, it will be important for instructors to obtain
feedback from parents, business and industry and other appropriate entities to enhance student learning.
The vision of applying for a conversion charter school was first presented to the the Gentry Board of Education
in the fall of 2014. After several discussions and a formula presentation the Gentry School Board officially
supported the pursuit of a district conversion charter for the high school. To substantiate their support further,
the board reinstated the assistant superintendent position, which had been vacated and remain unfilled for
several years, charged to provide direct oversight in the application and implementation process, once
approved. In addition to a building administrator, instructors, and counselors, the assistant superintendent will
remain involved in implementation and evaluation process of GHSCC. All employees of GHSCC,
administrators, teachers and counselors will possess appropriate credentials for the position in which they are
employed to fill. The school administrator, i.e. principal will effectively manage the facility and serve as the
instructional leader for GHSCC. He/she will evaluate the instructors, staff and programs identifying and
recommending to district staff, any professional development needs. A comprehensive counseling program will
be an integral part of GHSCC as individual education planning will serve as the foundation in student decisions
pertaining to college and career pathways. Finally, instructors at GHSCC will be expected to communicate
accurately and effectively in their assigned content area, maintaining a professional rapport with students and
utilizing research based instructional strategies. Additionally, it will be important for instructors to obtain
feedback from parents, business and industry and other appropriate entities to enhance student learning.

17.

It is affirmed that the public charter school will participate in the Arkansas Public School
Computer Network, as required by state statute and by State Board of Education rule,
for reporting both education data and financial data, including grant funds or
private donations received directly by the charter school.
✖ Yes

No
18.

Describe the facilities to be used. Give the present use of the facility and its use for the
past three years.

Applicant Response:
Upon approval of GHSCC, the facilities currently utilized for the existing high school will continue to be used. In
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1999 the district built a new agriculture facility which provides space for both a classroom and industrial shop.
The previous agriculture shop and classroom had been designated for district storage and an In-SchoolSuspension facility (ISS). The ISS classroom has been relocated and district storage is being relocated in
preparation for future lab space, upon GHSCC is approved.

The facility will be in compliance with all requirements for accessibility in accordance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA) and all other state and federal laws and local zoning ordinances.
✖ Yes

No
If the facility does not currently meet these requirements, provide a list of items that will
need to be addressed to bring the facility into compliance. Also include a statement of
permissible uses for the facility from the local zoning authority, and whether there are any
alcohol sales within 1,000 feet of the facility.
Applicant Response:
There are no alcohol sales within 1,000 feet of the proposed GHSCC facility.

19.

Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for food services. State
whether the proposed charter school will apply to participate in the federal National
School Lunch program or other federal nutrition programs.

Applicant Response:
Participation in the National School Lunch program will continue as GHSCC will be located in the same facilities
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as GHS.

20.

Describe how the parents or guardians of the enrolled students and other members of
the community will be involved with the school to positively impact the charter school’s
educational programs.

Applicant Response:
As GHSCC seeks to individualize student education plans, parents will be given the opportunity to attend college
and career information sessions throughout the school year and work individually with teachers and counselors
in developing an education plan for their child. Community members, as well as business and industry, will be
encouraged to participate in activities designed to prepare students for success during high school and beyond.
Activities providing opportunities for speakers from the community and industry partners, as well as internship or
apprenticeship, will be incorporated.
Surveys will be used to evaluate the program and will be made available to all stakeholders.

21.

Describe the potential impact of the proposed public charter school on the efforts of
affected public school district(s) to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to
create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools.

Applicant Response:
The Gentry School District's receipt of a conversion charter for its high school will have no effect on any
Arkansas public school districts' efforts to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to create and
maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools The Gentry School District is not under any federal
desegregation order or court-ordered desegregation plan, and neither are any of our surrounding districts.
Nothing in the operation of the GHSCC will hamper, delay, or in any manner negatively affect the desegregation
efforts of any public school district or public school districts in this state."
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22.

Explain what the charter founders and other leaders are doing or will do to ensure the
success of the charter school in perpetuity.

Applicant Response:
Regularly scheduled meetings will take place to ensure continued success in GHSCC. These meetings will
include: parents, teachers, administrators, business and industry, as well as representative from post-secondary
institutions. GHSCC will also seek guidance and input from the Gentry Career and Technical Advisory Board as
programs adjust to the needs identified in the most current labor market data.
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23.

Complete the following table showing all sections of Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated (Education Code) and State
Board of Education rules, including the Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts, from
which the public charter school seeks to be exempted in order to meet the goals of the school. Identify the specific
statute, rule, or standard requested to be waived by title and number if applicable. Provide a rationale for each waiver
requested that explains how the waiver will increase student achievement and how the increase in achievement
will be measured.

Topic

Oral Communication

Statute/ADE
Rule/Standard
to be Waived

Rationale

9.03.4.1 of ADE Rules
Governing Standards for
Accreditation of Arkansas
Public Schools and School
Districts

Course content and design of the Career
Readiness class supports the embedding
of Oral Communication frameworks to
prepare students for college, career and
the communication skills necessary in
these arenas for success. All standards
and frameworks required for the Oral
Communications course will be taught in
the Career Readiness course.

Tool to be Used to
Measure Impact on
Achievement

Level of Achievement
that will Show Positive
Impact
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Topic

Teachers

Statute/ADE
Rule/Standard
to be Waived

Rationale

6-15-1004 Qualified
teachers in every public
school classroom
6-17-301 Employment of
certified personnel
6-17-309 Licensure-Waiver
6-17-401 Teacher's license
requirement
6-17-902 Definitions
In an effort to prepare students to be
("Teacher")
both college and career ready, the district
6-17-908 Teacher's salary
requests the ability to employ instructors,
fund - Authorized
with specialized skills and abilities, to
disbursements
teach career education classes, on a
6-17-919 Warrants void
limited basis. This request is driven by
without valid license and
the difficulty of obtaining licensed
contract
employees in certain trade and
15.03 of ADE Rules
vocational career offerings.
Governing Standards for
Accreditation of Arkansas
Public Schools and School
Districts
ADE Rules Governing
Educator Licensure

Tool to be Used to
Measure Impact on
Achievement

Level of Achievement
that will Show Positive
Impact

.
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Topic

Statute/ADE
Rule/Standard
to be Waived

Rationale

Tool to be Used to
Measure Impact on
Achievement

Level of Achievement
that will Show Positive
Impact

The district seeks to allow the opportunity
to individualize instruction for all
students. A student possessing the
ability to complete required coursework
in less than 6 hours a day could have the
option to enroll in a specialized
6-16-102 School Day
educational program outside the school
6-18-210 Definitions.
district, participate in an apprenticeship
(Planned Instructional Time)
program designed to aid in career
6-18-211/ 4.00 of ADE
readiness, or seek employment to assist
School day and attendance
Rules Governing the
in future educational expenses.
Arkansas Mandatory
Conversely, students unable to achieve
Attendance Requirements
mastery within a six hour day could
for Students in Grades Nine
benefit from an extended educational
through Twelve
day. Additionally, the present state and
national emphasis on utilizing technology
for instruction might create scenarios
where a student might benefit from
blended instruction at atypical school
hours.

Unit of credi

14.03 of ADE Rules
Governing Standards for
Accreditation of Arkansas
Public Schools and School
Districts

Opportunities for digital course delivery
designed for self-paced learning could
find students mastering course content in
less than 120 clock hours. If mastery is
determined, students would advance on
to next course in their individual
education plan. This waiver request is in
relation to "seat-time", not graduation
requirements. All applicable course
frameworks and standards will be fully
adhered to and taught.
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Topic

Statute/ADE
Rule/Standard
to be Waived

Rationale

Grading Scale

6-15-902(a) Grading scaleExemptions
12.02 of ADE Rules
Governing Standards for
Accreditation of Arkansas
Public Schools and School
Districts

The expansions of Career, Trades, and
Vocational offerings may require the
addition of nongraded, in the sense of
the traditional grading scale, student
performance evaluative strategies. This
waiver request is intended for only those
non-core (vocational) courses that lend
themselves to alternative descriptors of
"mastery".

Tool to be Used to
Measure Impact on
Achievement

Level of Achievement
that will Show Positive
Impact
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2014 ESEA DATA

District:
LEA:
Address:
Address:
Phone:

GENTRY SCHOOL DISTRICT
0403000
201 S. GILES AVE.
GENTRY, AR 72734
479-736-2253

OVERALL DISTRICT STATUS:

PERCENT TESTED STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

LITERACY STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

MATHEMATICS STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

GRADUATION RATE STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

Superintendent: RANDY BARRETT
Enrollment:
1437
Attendance:
96.85
Poverty Rate: 63.81

Report created on: 10/29/2014

% Prof/Adv.
2014 Math + Literacy 79.1
2013 Math + Literacy 82.0
2012 Math + Literacy 85.0

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERCENT TESTED
ACHIEVING
LITERACY
# Attempted
# Expected
Percentage
766
768
99.74
529
530
99.81
# Attempted
# Expected
Percentage
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
92
93
98.92
520
521
99.81
495
496
99.80
74
75
98.67
92
92
100.00

# Attempted
933
620
# Attempted
n < 10
104
648
585
83
97

MATHEMATICS
# Expected
935
622
# Expected
n < 10
105
649
587
84
97

Percentage
99.79
99.68
Percentage
n < 10
99.05
99.85
99.66
98.81
100.00

STUDENT PERFORMANCE -- LITERACY
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERFORMANCE -LITERACY
GROWTH -LITERACY
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
578
730
79.18
85.65
91.00
419
508
82.48
88.93
93.00
372
505
73.66
81.44
91.00
271
353
76.77
86.15
93.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
1800
2187
82.30
85.65
91.00
1328
1543
86.07
88.93
93.00
1141
1481
77.04
81.44
91.00
860
1056
81.44
86.15
93.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
100.00
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
100.00
68
90
75.56
76.65
46
59
77.97
86.19
395
492
80.28
87.06
291
351
82.91
89.22
365
474
77.00
83.51
265
332
79.82
87.46
43
72
59.72
73.80
32
51
62.75
86.25
23
88
26.14
49.47
18
60
30.00
59.52
STUDENT PERFORMANCE -- MATHEMATICS
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERFORMANCE -MATHEMATICS
GROWTH -MATHEMATICS
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
706
893
79.06
83.64
92.00
343
520
65.96
74.95
81.00
433
595
72.77
78.46
92.00
215
364
59.07
69.75
81.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
2050
2509
81.71
83.64
92.00
1065
1556
68.44
74.95
81.00
1275
1679
75.94
78.46
92.00
660
1068
61.80
69.75
81.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
62.50
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
100.00
68
102
66.67
74.18
33
61
54.10
69.41
507
620
81.77
86.39
245
357
68.63
76.29
416
563
73.89
79.39
208
342
60.82
70.89
42
81
51.85
68.82
21
51
41.18
67.50
37
93
39.78
49.47
13
63
20.63
44.05
2013 SCHOOL GRADUATION RATE
ACHIEVING
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
95
103
92.23
46
50
92.00
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
262
298
87.92
138
164
84.15
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
12
12
100.00
64
70
91.43
46
50
92.00
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10

2013 AMO
87.60
87.50
2013 AMO
87.60
87.50

90TH PCTL
94.00
94.00
90TH PCTL
94.00
94.00
2013 AMO
79.55
88.47
86.48
90.63
91.67

HOT SPRINGS WORLD
CLASS HIGH SCHOOL
SUMMARY

Hot Springs World Class High School
School District:

Hot Springs School District

Grade Levels:

9-12

Grade Levels and Enrollment Cap:

School Year

Grade Levels

2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021

9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12

Maximum
Enrollment
1,000
1,050
1,100
1,150
1,200

Confirm the enrollment CAP will be 925 as stated in the letter of intent.
Applicant Response: The letter of intent enrollment provided was based on our expected enrollment
not a cap enrollment. The cap enrollment would be 1200 students within five years.

Address of Proposed School:

701 Emory St., Hot Springs, AR 71913

Mission Statement:
The mission to "provide a positive climate in which all students have the opportunity to acquire a
quality education, develop marketable skills, and enhance personal development," drives Hot
Springs High to continuously strive to also achieve its motto to be a school where all students
graduate college and career ready. At the heart of every decision is what is best for HSHS students
based on the core beliefs that school should be a safe, supportive and nurturing environment where
the bar is raised and high expectations for all students are set, and all students are taught to become
critical thinkers, problem solvers, and life-long learners prepared with 21st century skills,
promoting Trojan pride. Students are continuously encouraged to follow the behavioral
expectations for the school: be respectful, be responsible, and be safe.
Information on the School District in Which the Charter Would Be Located
Hot Springs School District
78.67% free and reduced-price lunch (2015-2016)
Needs Improvement District (ESEA 2014) – Literacy, Mathematics, and Graduation Rate
Documentation Provided in Support of the Charter
Letters of Support Included with Response Document
Jim Fram
Greater Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce
H. Randall Hill, M.D.
CGU St. Vincent Medical Group
Lisa Collier
Parent
Ann Hill
Parent
Jason J. Hundell
National Park College Technology Center
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Issues that Remain Unresolved as Determined by the Charter Internal Review Committee:
C12: STUDENT SERVICES
It remains unclear that gifted and talented students will receive services to meet their
emotional and social needs from a licensed gifted and talented instructor.
C16: STAFFING PLAN
It remains unclear that the applicant understands that AP and IB trained instructors are not
licensed gifted and talented instructors.
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CHARTER INTERNAL
REVIEW COMMITTEE
REVIEW AND APPLICANT
RESPONSES

Hot Springs World Class High School

PRE-APPLICATION MATERIALS
The Arkansas Department of Education requires that all applicants submit a Letter of
Intent, outlining a general description of the proposed charter school.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A Letter of Intent was filed with Arkansas Department of Education on time and included
all the necessary information
Fully Responsive

PART B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Arkansas Department of Education requires all applicants to include an executive
summary.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A mission statement (with content to be evaluated for Prompt #2 of Part C); and
 The key programmatic features of the proposed charter school
Fully Responsive

PART C NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHARTER

C1: PUBLIC HEARING RESULTS
All districts must conduct a public hearing before applying for a district conversion or
limited charter school to assess support for the school’s establishment. Applicants are asked
both to document the logistics of the hearing and to include a narrative of the hearing
results.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A thorough description of the results of the public hearing;
 Evidence of public support exhibited at the hearing;
 Documentation of required notice published to garner public attention to the hearing; and
 Documentation of required notices about the hearing being sent to the community,
certified school personnel, and parents of all students enrolled at the public school for
which the school district initiated the application
Fully Responsive
1

Concerns and Additional Questions
 Provide a copy of the notice of public hearing from the newspaper that shows the
notice and date of publication as printed in the newspaper.
Applicant Response: A copy of the notice of the public hearing with the newspaper printed
date of publication is included immediately following these responses.

C2: MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission Statement should be meaningful and indicate what the school intends to do, for
whom, and to what degree.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A mission statement that is clear and succinct
Fully Responsive

C3: EDUCATIONAL NEED
The Educational Need section should explain the need for a charter school in the proposed
location and the innovative educational option offered by the charter school.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Valid, reliable, and verifiable data substantiate an educational need for the charter; and
 Innovations that would distinguish the charter from other schools
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Clarify how the International Baccalaureate Initiative will be supported by conversion
to charter status and how the blending of the IB program with a charter will meet the
needs of all students.
Applicant Response: Three different International Baccalaureate Programmes are present at
Hot Springs High School and all three will be supported by conversion to charter status.
The IB Diploma Programme, the IB Career-related Programme, and the Middle Years
Programme will continue to meet the needs of all students within this new configuration. The
three programs emphasize global contexts and provide an international focus to learning,
which is critical in most career pathways in our increasingly inter-connected world economy.
The Middle Years Programme (MYP) operates across both the 9th and 10th grade classes
and will continue to do so under the charter conversion. As a project-based and inquiry
learning curriculum, the MYP requires that all students take English (mother tongue), a
2

foreign language, mathematics, science, and social studies for both years and that students be
enrolled in technology, fine arts, and physical education for at least one of the two years. The
technology requirement of the MYP is a natural forerunner to the various career paths.
Also, all students in the MYP in grade 10 are required to complete a personal project in
which they research an area of personal interest, find a service application related to that
area of interest, present the project in an approved format, and demonstrate academic
integrity in the process. This project provides students with the critical thinking skills and
many of the other skills required in any workplace. Finally, the MYP emphasizes
collaborative work, which is a critical component in all endeavors.
The IB Diploma Programme (IBDP), considered by most universities to be the most
academically rigorous program of study offered in any public school in the United States, will
continue as it is. However, the embedding of oral communications into civics will enable
these students to complete more graduation requirements and electives in grades 9-10, which
will open up more opportunities for these students to take electives in grades 11-12. The
IBDP requires that all 11th grade students take 7 IB Diploma courses and 6 or more IB
Diploma courses in grade 12. Under the present system, unless a student completes Algebra I
and Spanish I for credit in grade 8, the IB Diploma candidate rarely has more than one
elective in grade 11 or 12. This embedding will provide more options for these students.
This is Hot Springs High School’s first year to include the IB Career-related Programme
(IBCP); all career pathways in this program will be directly linked to one of the Academies in
the Charter proposal. The IBCP is a two- year program that links the IB Diploma
Programme’s rigor to a Career-related pathway, also requiring that students become a
“completer” in one CT course of study by taking a two year career pathway course of study
in grades 11 and 12. What makes this program distinctive from the standard academy career
pathway are several additional requirements. Students in the IBCP are required to take and
test in two IB Diploma level courses of their choosing; one must be a two-year sequence and
the other can be a one or two year IBDP course. These help prepare these students to succeed
in college level work. In addition, these students must take a two- year course of study called
the IBCP Core. This course requires that students maintain and progress in the second
language that they studied in grades 9-10 or take up a third language through on-line studies
over two years totaling 100 hours of coursework and practice. Another requirement of the
IBCP is taking a course call the Approaches to Learning, in which students focus on
transferable life skills; a third component is service learning, which relates directly to their
career-pathway and requires that students spend a minimum of 50 hours in documented
service learning. Finally, the culmination of the IBCP is a reflective project in which students
identify, analyze, and critically discuss an ethical issue arising from their career-related
studies.
The IBDP will be part of the Liberal Studies Academy and the IBCP will operate in
whichever academy that fits their career-related course of study. The MYP will provide an
excellent spring-board to all of the academies. We anticipate excellent growth in both the
IBDP and the IBCP under the new Charter.
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C4: ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT GOALS
The Academic Achievement Goals section should define the performance expectations for
students and the school as whole and support the charter’s mission.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Specific goals in reading and mathematics that are clear, measurable, and attainable;
 Valid and reliable assessment tools to be used to measure the goals; and
 Attainment of the goals demonstrate that the charter is meeting the identified educational
need for the school and fulfilling its mission
Fully Responsive

C5: SCHEDULE OF COURSES OFFERED
The Schedule of Courses Offered section should describe the schedules for a week at the
elementary level and courses offered at each grade at the secondary level.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Evidence that the charter school meets minimum state requirements of courses offered at
appropriate grade levels

Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm that the process for approval to embed courses, as outlined by the ADE
Curriculum and Instruction Unit, will be followed.
Applicant Response: Hot Springs High School will follow the process for approval to
embed Civics and Oral Communications. In fact, a Citizenship Seminar course approval is
being created to embed these courses within.

C6: PROGRAMS AND METHODS TO SUPPORT CORE CLASSES
The Programs and Methods to Support Core Classes section should describe the curriculum for
core classes.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of curriculum, including programs and instructional methods to be used
in core classes; and
 An explanation of how the district will pay for all costs associate with the curriculum
Fully Responsive
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C7: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
The Educational Program section should describe the educational foundation of the school and
the teaching and learning strategies that will be employed.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of the proposed educational program, including but not limited to the
foundational educational philosophy and curricular and instructional strategies to be
employed;
 An educational program with ample resources to ensure that students achieve academic
goals and excel; and
 A description of the grade levels and maximum enrollment, by year, if the charter plans
to grow over time.
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm that the process for approval to embed courses, as outlined by the ADE
Curriculum and Instruction Unit, will be followed.
Applicant Response: Hot Springs High School will follow the process for approval to
embed Civics and Oral Communications. In fact, a Citizenship Seminar course approval is
being created to embed these courses within.

C8: CHARTER MODEL
Evaluation Criteria:
 Specific reasons why it is critical for the district to have a charter school rather than
implementing the plan outlined in the application on an existing traditional campus
Fully Responsive

C9: AUTONOMY
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of all the ways in which the charter school will have more autonomy
than traditional schools in the district, specifically pertaining to personnel, budget, day-today operations, and the school calendar
Fully Responsive
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C10: SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Evaluation Criteria:
 Meaningful and realistic ways to involve licensed employees and parents in developing
and implementing the school improvement plan, identifying performance criteria, and
evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement plan
 A plan that addresses how the charter school will improve student learning and meet the
state education goals
Fully Responsive

C11: CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT
The Curriculum Alignment section should define the process by which the charter will ensure
that the curriculum aligns with Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and state standards.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Evidence that the applicant has a process to ensure all curriculum materials, used in the
educational program, align with the Arkansas Department of Education’s curriculum
frameworks and the Common Core State Standards
Fully Responsive

C12: STUDENT SERVICES
The Student Services section should describe how the school will address specific services for its
student body.
Evaluation Criteria:
A description of the ways in which the following services will be provided to students even in
each area for which a waiver is requested:
 A guidance program that will serve all students;
 A health services program that will serve all students;
 A plan for a media center for use by all students;
 Sound plans for educating special education students that reflect the full range of
programs and services required to provide such students with a high quality education;
 A transportation plan that will serve all eligible students;
 An alternative education plan for eligible students, including those determined to be atrisk and to offer access to one or more approved Alternative Learning Environments;
 A plan to serve students who are English language learners; and
 Plans for a gifted and talented program for eligible students
Fully Responsive
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Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm that the guidance program as described will continue in the charter.
 Confirm that the full least restrictive environment continuum of special education
services will be offered.
 Confirm ongoing compliance with state and federal laws and guidelines as they
pertain to special education services.
 Explain if students at the charter school will be sent to Summit School.
 Explain if students attending the on campus alternative school and/or Summit School
will be able to continue with the IB and other programs offered at the charter school.
 Confirm that students receiving gifted and talented services will also receive support
for their social and emotional needs.
Applicant Response: *Hot Springs High School will continue with the described guidance
program throughout the charter.
*The full least restrictive environment continuum of special education services will be
available to meet the needs of individual students.
*As always, Hot Springs High School will comply with all state and federal laws and
guidelines pertaining to special education services.
*Hot Springs School District’s current Alternative Learning Environment is being
restructured for the 2016-2017 school year. It is the intent to relocate the program to home
buildings to provide full access for all alternative students. Grades 9-12 will be relocated to
the Hot Springs High School campus. Students attending the charter school could be
reassigned to the Alternative Learning Environment located on the same campus.
*With the Alternative Learning Environment residing on the same campus, alternative
students will have an opportunity to continue with the IB and career pathways offered at
the charter school.
*All students, including identified gifted and talented students, have access to all services
offered at Hot Springs High School. These services include health services and schoolbased mental health services to meet social and emotional needs of all students.
Remaining Issues: It remains unclear that gifted and talented students will receive services
to meet their emotional and social needs from a licensed gifted and talented instructor.

C13: ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS
The Annual Progress Reports section should define how the academic progress of
individual students and the school as a whole will be measured, analyzed, and reported.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A timeline for data compilation and completion of an annual report to parents, the
community and the authorizer, separate from the district’s annual report to the
public, that outlines the school’s progress;
 A plan for dissemination of the annual report to appropriate stakeholders
Fully Responsive
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C14: ENROLLMENT CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
The Enrollment Criteria and Procedures section should describe how the school will attract
and enroll its student body, including any criteria for admission and enrollment. Applicants
must also provide assurances for a random, anonymous lottery selection process.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A student recruitment plan that will provide equal opportunity for all parents and students
to learn about and apply to the school
 An enrollment and admissions process that is open, fair, and in accordance with
applicable law
 A process for, and a guarantee of, a random, anonymous lottery process should there be
more student applications than can be accommodated under the terms of the charter
Fully Responsive

C15: PRIOR CHARTER INVOLVEMENT
Evaluation Criteria:
 A complete Prior Charter Involvement Template for each individual connected with the
proposed charter;
 Accurate data in each Prior Charter Involvement Template, including active links to
assessment data
Fully Responsive

C16: STAFFING PLAN
The Staffing Plan section should describe the job duties of the school administrator(s) and other
key personnel. This section should also describe the professional qualifications which will be
required of employees.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A job description for the school administrators and other key personnel, including but not
limited to counselors and teachers;
 An outline of the professional qualifications required for administrators, teachers,
counselors, and others; and
 A staffing plan that clearly outlines both the types and numbers of positions to be filled at
the school and salary scales for such positions
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm that all core teachers will be highly qualified.
8




Confirm that all personnel who provide special education instruction to students will
be certified in special education.
Add gifted and talented to the faculty list.

Applicant Response: *Hot Springs High School has 100% highly qualified certified staff. It
is our intent to ensure that all core teachers continue to be highly qualified.
*All personnel who provide special education instruction to students will be certified in
special education or will be working on an Alternative Licensure Plan to become certified
in special education. Those on ALP’s will be provided additional supports to ensure they
are meeting the needs of individual students.
*Gifted and Talented Faculty: Teachers providing instruction in PreAP, AP, and IB
courses must have completed specialized training to meet the needs of gifted and talented
students. Rigor and relevance, along with higher-order thinking and problem solving
activities, are the expectation of the gifted and talented teachers. AP and IB provide
excellent training and curriculum to implement in the classrooms.
Remaining Issues: It remains unclear that the applicant understands that AP and IB trained
instructors are not licensed gifted and talented instructors.

C17: ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOL COM PUTER NETWORK
ASSURANCES
The Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN) Assurances section should
provide documentation of the applicant’s understanding of and participation in the required
state finance and educational data reporting system.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Assurance that the charter school will participate in APSCN and will comply with all
state statutory requirements regarding the APSCN finance and educational data reporting
system
Fully Responsive

C18: FACILITIES
The Facilities section should identify and describe the facilities to be used by the school and any
changes to be made to the facilities.
Evaluation Criteria:
 An identified facility appropriate to meet the needs of the school over the term of its
charter
 A realistic plan for remodeling or adapting a facility, if necessary, to ensure that it is
appropriate and adequate for the school’s program, the school’s targeted population, and
the public
9




Evidence that the school understands the costs of securing and improving a facility and
has access to the necessary resources to fund the facility plan
A sound plan for continued operation, maintenance, and repair of the facility

Fully Responsive

C19: FOOD SERVICES
This section should describe how the school will address food services for its student body.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A food service plan that will serve all eligible students
 A management plan that reflects a clear understanding of federal law and requirements if
the charter school plans to participate in the National School Lunch program
Fully Responsive

C20: PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
The Parental Involvement section should describe how parents or guardians of enrolled students,
the school employees, and other members of the community will make a positive impact on the
school and its educational program.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A plan for involving parents and guardians in the school’s education program
 A proposal that involves the parents of students, employees and the broader community
in carrying out the terms of the charter
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm that the programs mentioned will continue in the charter or revise
appropriately.
Applicant Response: All programs included in our original application will continue in the
charter school.

C21: DESEGREGATION ASSURANCES
The Desegregation Assurances section should describe the applicant’s understanding of
applicable statutory and regulatory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of
desegregated public schools.
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Evaluation Criteria:
 Assurance that the charter school will comply with all applicable federal and state
statutory and regulatory requirements regarding the creation and maintenance of
desegregated public schools
 An outline of the potential impact of the proposed charter school on those desegregation
efforts already in place in affected public school districts
Fully Responsive

C22: SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROGRAM
The Sustainability section should describe the applicant’s plan to ensure continued success of the
charter school over time.
Evaluation Criteria:
 The plan to ensure the sustainability of the charter in the future
Fully Responsive

C23: WAIVERS
The Waivers section should discuss all waivers requested from local or state law.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Each law, rule, and standard by title, number, and description for which a waiver is
requested
 A rationale for each waiver request
 An explanation of the way that each waiver would assist in implementing the educational
program of the charter and/or fulfilling the charter’s mission
Fully Responsive

Partially Responsive

Concerns and Additional Questions

See legal comments.
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Not Responsive

OTHER:


Complete the following table with the grade levels and maximum enrollment to be
served by year:

School Year
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021

Maximum
Enrollment
1,000
1,050

Grade Levels
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12
9-12

1,100
1,150
1,200

Applicant Response: As stated at the beginning of our responses, the 925 provided in our
letter of intent was the expected number of students for the 2015-2016 school year. We did
not intend for that number to be the maximum enrollment of our charter. We have
continued to see growth at Hot Springs High School over the past three years averaging
about 50 students increase per year. The table is completed as if that trend were to
continue.
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LEGAL REVIEW OF
WAIVER REQUESTS
AND RESPONSES

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Hot Springs World Class High School
Waivers Requested in Original Application
2015 District Conversion Application
1. Oral Communications
Section 9.03.4.1 of the Standards for Accreditation (1 Unit of Oral Communication)
It is our intention to embed oral communications throughout the core classes in the
Freshman Academy where students are expected to create presentations and present to
their classmates and fellow team members. HSHS will ensure that students in the courses
in which Oral Communications will be embedded will receive instruction concerning the
required material in the Oral Communications class meeting or exceeding all state
curriculum requirements through embedding the curriculum within the students’ required
coursework. The Oral Communications standards will be divided between the following
freshman level courses: English, Algebra I and Geometry, and Physical Science
Legal Comments: Waivers are not necessary to embed courses. The applicant should
seek course approval for its embedded course(s).
Applicant Response: Hot Springs High School is seeking course approval for a
Citizenship Seminar course that will embed Civics and Oral Communications.
Remaining Issues: Applicant needs to confirm it will seek course approval for its
embedded courses.
2. Civics
Sections 9.03.4.7 of the Standards for Accreditation (1/2 Unit of Civics)
It is our intention to embed civics throughout the core classes in the Freshmen Academy
and through seminars where students will participate in the civics/government process.
HSHS will ensure that students in the courses in which Civics will be embedded will
receive instruction concerning the required material in the Civics class meeting or
exceeding all state curriculum requirements through embedding the curriculum within
the students' required coursework. The Freshman Academy is already divided into two
teams, so the concept of civics and political institutions, participation and deliberation,
and processes, rules, and laws will be embedded into English, Algebra I and Geometry,
and Physical Science. Partnering with the City of Hot Springs, seminars about
government will be incorporated each semester.
Legal Comments: Waivers are not necessary to embed courses. The applicant should
seek course approval for its embedded course(s).
Applicant Response: Hot Springs High School is seeking course approval for a
Citizenship Seminar course that will embed Civics and Oral Communications.

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Remaining Issues: Applicant needs to confirm it will seek course approval for its
embedded courses.
3. Class Size
Sections 10.02 of the Standards for Accreditation
In the event a specific career pathway has a large number of interested students, the
internship portion could still take place regardless of the class size. This waiver would
only be used on an as needed basis when an internship presented a large number of
students in one area, not to exceed 40 students in any single class or 180 maximum
students served by a single teacher.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
4. Seat Time
Section 14.03 of the ADE Rules Governing Standards for Accreditation
Utilizing digital learning, students have the opportunity to complete courses in fewer
clock hours. This opportunity would allow our students more flexibility in scheduling,
providing for career related experiences. HSHS is only asking for a waiver of the 120
clock hour requirement, and not to waive any graduation requirements. The granting of
this waiver will not create a dilution of the coursework required to meet all necessary
standards and frameworks for the affected courses, and HSHS will adhere to full
curriculum alignment with the Arkansas frameworks.
Legal Comments: Rationale should be provided as to how this waiver will help the
applicant meets its goals. Explanation should be provided as to how this waiver would be
implemented, what classes it would apply to, and how the applicant will ensure all
frameworks will be taught.
Applicant Response: Hot Springs High School is fully aware that individual students
learn in various ways. We want to step away from the cookie cutter approach to
learning. Many motivated students, working at their own pace, could complete courses
in a smaller time frame than 120 clock hours. Our goal is to improve our graduation
rate and for students to graduate with a value added diploma. In order to accomplish
this goal, students must have the ability to complete internships, concurrent credit
courses, industry certifications, etc. In the charter school, students would be able to
select courses to take digitally through Virtual Arkansas to complete graduation
requirements or go beyond in an area of interest for the student. These courses could
be completed outside of the regular school day (at home or through evening
opportunities at the school). Completing digital courses will provide more schedule

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

flexibility and time for internships and concurrent credit courses. This waiver could
potentially apply to any course, depending on individual student circumstances and
needs, but would primarily apply to elective requirements. Virtual Arkansas assures
that all frameworks are taught in each course.
Remaining Issues: None
5. Licensure
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-15-1004
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-302
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-309
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-401
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-902
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-919
Standards for Accreditation 15.02 and 15.03
ADE Rules for Governing Educator Licensure
In career related areas, we would like the flexibility to allow professionals within the
related fields to be able to teach students their trade. It is anticipated that licensure
waivers will be limited in nature, and will only apply to non-core classes. Any individuals
hired as a result of this waiver will meet all other requirements, such as Highly Qualified
status if applicable, and the successful completion of criminal background and Child
Maltreatment Registry checks.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
6. Full-Day Attendance
Ark. Code Ann. 6-18-211
ADE Rules Governing Mandatory Attendance for Students in Grades 9-12
Students who have completed core graduation requirements would be allowed to leave
campus to participate in internships or work related tasks. HSHS anticipates this waiver
applying primarily to seniors, but possibly some juniors as well. Motivated seniors could

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

attend school for half a day and participate in work related experiences for the
remainder of the day.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None

ADE LEGAL
DESEGREGATION
ANALYSIS

MEMO
DATE:

November 6, 2015

TO:

Charter Authorizing Panel

FROM:

ADE Legal Staff

SUBJECT: Desegregation Analysis, District Conversion Public Charter School Applications
I. Introduction
Five public school districts submitted applications for district conversion charter schools:
•
•
•
•
•

Cave City School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
nine (9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 1,200 students;
Fayetteville School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
kindergarten (K) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 500 students;
Gentry School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades nine
(9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 500 students;
Hot Springs School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
nine (9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 1,200 students;
Springdale School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
kindergarten (K) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 2,000 students.
II. Statutory Requirements

Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(a) requires the applicants for a charter school, the board of
directors of the school district in which a proposed charter school would be located, and the
authorizer to “carefully review the potential impact of an application for a charter school on
the efforts of a public school district or public school districts to comply with court orders
and statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public
schools.” Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(b) requires the authorizer to “attempt to measure the
likely impact of a proposed public charter school on the efforts of public school districts to
achieve and maintain a unitary system.” Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(c) states that the
authorizer “shall not approve any public charter school under this chapter or any other act
or any combination of acts that hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects the
desegregation efforts of a public school district or public school districts in this state.” This
analysis is provided to inform the decision-making of the authorizer with regard to the
effect, if any, of the proposed charter schools upon the desegregation efforts of a public
school district.

III. INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY THE APPLICANT
AND THE AFFECTED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Each applicant addressed Desegregation Assurances in its application. The Department is
unaware of any desegregation-related opposition to these applications from any other school
district. Each applicant’s desegregation analysis is attached to this memo.
IV. ANALYSIS FROM THE DEPARTMENT
“Desegregation” is the process by which a school district eliminates, to the extent
practicable, the lingering negative effects or “vestiges” of prior de jure (caused by official
action) racial discrimination.
As stated above, Arkansas law does not allow the authorizer to approve any public charter
school that “hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects the desegregation efforts”
of a public school district. Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(c). The Supreme Court noted in
Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 115 (1995):
[I]n order to find unconstitutional segregation, we require that plaintiffs
"prove all of the essential elements of de jure segregation -- that is, stated
simply, a current condition of segregation resulting from intentional state
action directed specifically to the [allegedly segregated] schools." Keyes v.
School Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 205-206 (1973) (emphasis added). "[T]he
differentiating factor between de jure segregation and so-called de facto
segregation . . . is purpose or intent to segregate." Id., at 208 (emphasis in
original).
V. CONCLUSION
The Department is unaware of any data demonstrating that any of the proposed charter
schools are motivated by an impermissible intent to segregate schools. However, the
authorizer should carefully examine the proposed charter school applications in an attempt
to determine whether there are legitimate, non-racially motivated reasons for the charter
schools’ existence.
Additionally, only one conversion charter school applicant, the Hot Springs World Class High
School, would operate in a school district that is subject to a desegregation order. As noted
by the applicant, the conversion charter school will not impede the Hot Springs School
District’s obligations to participate in inter-district school choice as provided in the
controlling desegregation order.
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Hot Springs World Class High School

20.

Describe how the parents or guardians of the enrolled students and other members of
the community will be involved with the school to positively impact the charter school’s
educational programs.

Applicant Response:
An active Parent-Teacher Organization provides monthly parent nights as well as support through finances and
volunteers for the PBIS (Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports) program, which trains, encourages, and
rewards positive student behaviors. A "Three for Me" initiative encourages parents to volunteer at the school at
least 3 hours per year, and the "Read 20 Minutes a Day" program encourages parents to be sure that students
are reading at least 20 minutes each day. An Athletic Booster Club and a Band Booster Club actively provide
supports to these extra-curricular programs. A Senior Parent Committee works each year to assist in making
every senior's final year memorable. Each year parents are surveyed to determine ways to improve education
for their students, and two Parent-Teacher Conferences plus an August Open House are held for parents to
meet with faculty and staff at the school. To aid in a smooth transition for students entering the 9th grade, Camp
Troy is held, offering incoming Freshmen and their parents the opportunity to tour the school and meet in minisessions to learn about high school expectations and procedures. This event concludes with a dance for all to
enjoy. Communication with parents and the community is maintained through a Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram account as well as a website, accessible through the district website. In addition, an advisory
committee for each academy will be put in place to provide direction and support for the academies.
Community members are involved through the Senior Exhibition and Interview program, which allows all seniors
to interview with and make a presentation to a community member. Other community members provide
programs such as financial training, character education training, and act as guest speakers for classes and
groups. The Chamber of Commerce and the local community college work closely with the school to offer
opportunities for technical training and college classes. The local military recruiters work with students
interested in a military career, and a College and Career night for students and parents is held with
representatives from around the state available to answer questions about options after high school.

21.

Describe the potential impact of the proposed public charter school on the efforts of
affected public school district(s) to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to
create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools.

Applicant Response:
The Garland County School Desegregation Case Comprehensive Settlement Agreement requires that the
applicant district, as well as the other school districts in Garland County, is required to participate in inter-district
school choice within the parameters of Act 609 of 1989. The applicant confirms that the conversion of Hot
Springs High School to a charter high school will not inhibit its compliance with the Agreement, nor would it
negatively affect the efforts of any Arkansas public school district to create and maintain a unitary system of
desegregated public schools. The District is currently involved in litigation which seeks to terminate the
requirements of the Agreement. The applicant will keep the Arkansas Department of Education and the charter
authorizing panel apprised of the status of the litigation as the application process progresses.
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APPLICATION

2015 Application
District Conversion Public Charter School
Deadline for Receipt of Submission: Wednesday, September 9, 2015, 4:00 p.m.
Applications will not be accepted after this time.

Name of Proposed Charter School:
___________________________________________
Hot Springs World Class High School
Any application that is substantially incomplete will not be forwarded to the authorizer for
consideration. An application will be considered substantially incomplete if it does not provide enough
information to enable staff at the Arkansas Department of Education to provide a meaningful review.

Arkansas Department of Education
Charter School Office
Four Capitol Mall
Little Rock, AR 72201
501.683.5313

1

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
2015 APPLICATION
DISTRICT CONVERSION PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

A.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Name of Proposed Charter School: Hot Springs World Class High School
Grade Level(s) for the School: 9-12

Student Enrollment Cap: N/A

Name of School District: Hot Springs School District
Name of Contact Person: Dr. Stephanie Nehus
Linwood Ave
Address: 400
City:Hot Springs
_______________________________________

ZIP:

71913

Daytime Phone Number: (

501

)

624-3372

FAX: (

501

)

620-7829

Email: nehuss@hssd.net
701 Emory St
Charter Site Address: _______________________________________________

City:

Hot Springs
_______________________________

2016
71913
ZIP: ___________
Date of Proposed Opening: August
_________________________

Name of Superintendent: Dr. Mike Hernandez
Address: 400 Linwood Ave
ZIP: 71913

City:Hot Springs

Daytime Phone Number: (501 ) 624-3372
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B.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Provide the mission statement of the proposed school.

Applicant Response:
The mission to "provide a positive climate in which all students have the opportunity to acquire a quality
education, develop marketable skills, and enhance personal development," drives Hot Springs High to
continuously strive to also achieve its motto to be a school where all students graduate college and career
ready. At the heart of every decision is what is best for HSHS students based on the core beliefs that school
should be a safe, supportive and nurturing environment where the bar is raised and high expectations for all
students are set, and all students are taught to become critical thinkers, problem solvers, and life-long learners
prepared with 21st century skills, promoting Trojan pride. Students are continuously encouraged to follow the
behavioral expectations for the school: be respectful, be responsible, and be safe.

Briefly describe the key programmatic features that the school will implement in order to
accomplish the mission.
Applicant Response:
Hot Springs High School has been in preparation for a number of years to implement a comprehensive approach
to career/technical and college readiness based on long standing interventions including the International
Baccalaureate Programme and the Freshmen Academy. Through four career academies in grades 10-12,
students will now have the ability to gain a high school diploma, associate degree, and industry certification upon
graduation. All academies will be based on the needs of the career fields leading to high growth/high wage jobs.
Students will have the ability to have flexible, alternate schedules that blend on-line learning, embed courses,
and provide for career internships leading to real-world experiences.
To successfully fulfill the mission and vision of HSHS, the IB program is a key component with rigorous course
work and an emphasis on developing inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a
better and more peaceful world through inter-cultural understanding and respect. Foreign language and
technology requirements for all students as well as the Diploma Programme through IB create an atmosphere
for academic achievement that attracts students from other school districts in the county. Advanced Placement
courses, on-line courses, and career/technical courses provide more educational opportunities for HSHS
Trojans. Through a partnership with National Park Community College, HSHS students can receive two years of
training in areas such as the medical field or law enforcement, and graduate with marketable skills, job-ready.
The development of an advisor program where staff work with a small group of students during their years at
HSHS, the incorporation of a Positive Behavior Intervention System (PBIS), and the school day opportunities to
recover credits through the online learning work together to help ensure that HSHS fulfills its mission and motto
as well as reinforces its behavior expectations. The Freshman Academy concept is another major component to
help achieve the goal of all students graduating college and career ready. Consistently the staff at HSHS are
examining data and collaborating to find new ways to be sure that the mission of HSHS is realized in the life of
each student that becomes a Trojan.
Page 3 of 27
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C.

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHARTER SCHOOL

The applicant for the proposed charter school, if approved by the authorizer, agrees to
operate the educational program described below in accordance with the provisions
described within this document, Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-101 et seq., the State
Board of Education Rules Governing Public Charter Schools, and the attached assurances.
Provide a narrative description of the various components of the proposed charter
school by responding to the following prompts:
1.

Describe the results of the public hearing, which was held for the purpose of
assessing support for the establishment of this public charter school. Provide
copies of supporting evidence.

Applicant Response:
The public hearing was held on Thursday, August 6, 2015, in the Mackey Theatre at Hot Springs High School
beginning at 6:00 pm. There were 45 recorded attendees, including thirteen Steering Committee Members and
three School Board Members .
Mr. Jackson, HSHS Principal, presented a Google Presentation to the audience stating the need for educational
opportunities for the 67% of our students not going directly to college upon high school graduation and for a
prepared workforce for our community. The fact that our high school already has a 9th Grade Academy is a big
positive. He ensured those attending that HSHS would still be a public school, this process simply allows some
creativity in meeting the requirements set forth by legislation and the Arkansas Department of Education. The
use of an Academy model was presented with data from other Arkansas schools which have used this model.
Questions were taken from the audience concerning areas such as funding, online opportunities, transportation
availability, waivers, career counseling, and career pathways, which were answered by Mr. Jackson and Dr.
Hernandez, HSSD Superintendent. [A written transcript of the Public Hearing is included in Appendix A.] The
Public Hearing was concluded by giving contact information for anyone who may have further questions that
arise. Stakeholders can contact Mr. Jackson or Dr. Nehus by email or phone.

Attach documentation to demonstrate that each of the following requirements of Arkansas
Code Annotated §6-23-201 was met:
A.

The notice of public hearing was distributed to the community, certified school
personnel, and parents of all students enrolled at the public school for which the
school district initiated the application.

B.

The notice of the public hearing was published in a newspaper having general
circulation in the school district in which the school will be located at least three
weeks prior to the date of the meeting.
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2.

Give the mission statement for the proposed charter school.

Applicant Response:
The mission to "provide a positive climate in which all students have the opportunity to acquire a quality
education, develop marketable skills, and enhance personal development," drives Hot Springs High to
continuously strive to also achieve its motto to be a school where all students graduate college and career
ready. At the heart of every decision is what is best for HSHS students based on the core beliefs that school
should be a safe, supportive and nurturing environment where the bar is raised and high expectations for all
students are set, and all students are taught to become critical thinkers, problem solvers, and life-long learners
prepared with 21st century skills, promoting Trojan pride. Students are continuously encouraged to follow the
behavioral expectations for the school: be respectful, be responsible, and be safe.

3.

Describe the educational need for the school by responding to the following prompts.
Include the innovations that will distinguish the charter from other schools.
Complete the following charts to include 2014 literacy and mathematics performance
assessment data and graduation rates for the district in which the charter would be
located and the schools closest to the proposed charter.

DISTRICT DATA
District Name

Hot Springs School District

District Status

Needs Improvement
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated

All Students (Combined)

73.11%

69.85%

66.4%

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

69.23%

65.86%

66.7%

African American

64.44%

55.51%

66.4%

Hispanic

72.33%

71.68%

75.0%

White/Caucasian

81.71%

82.04%

61.5%

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

69.81%

66.37%

66.4%

66.87%

71.66%

66.7%

Students with Disabilities

23.75%

34.62%

71.0%
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CAMPUS DATA - CAMPUS PROPOSED FOR CONVERSION TO CHARTER
District Name

Hot Springs School District

Campus Name

Hot Springs High School

Grade Levels

9-12

Campus Status

Needs Improvement
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated
IF APPLICABLE

All Students (Combined)

64.63%

57.23%

77.0%

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

57.52%

53.24%

79.5%

African American

61.11%

44.44%

78.0%

Hispanic

47.62%

52.17%

72.2%

White/Caucasian

76.47%

73.17%

74.6%

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

57.94%

53.51%

80.0%

29.41%

50.00%

66.7%

Students with Disabilities

3.70%

46.67%

75.9%

CAMPUS DATA - HIGH SCHOOL CLOSEST TO THE PROPOSED CHARTER LOCATION
District Name

Lakeside School District

Campus Name

Lakeside High School

Grade Levels

8-12

Campus Status

Needs Improvement
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated

All Students (Combined)

83.07%

86.36%

89.1%

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

69.50%

79.13%

79.2%

African American

59.18%

69.74%

88.9%

Hispanic

84.62%

86.96%

80.0%

White/Caucasian

85.67%

88.34%

89.5%

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

73.08%

80.94%

75.0%

n<10

70.59%

100.0%

Students with Disabilities

18.92%

51.22%

100.0%
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CAMPUS DATA - OTHER CAMPUS IN FEEDER PATTERN OF PROPOSED CONVERSION CHARTER
District Name

Hot Springs School District

Campus Name

Hot Springs Middle School

Grade Levels

7-8

Campus Status

Needs Improvement Focus
LITERACY
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

MATH
2014 ESEA Report
Percentage Achieving or
Advanced

Graduation Rate 2013-2014
2014 Report Card
Percent Graduated
IF APPLICABLE

All Students (Combined)

66.44%

60.53%

N/A

Targeted Achievement Gap Group

61.99%

54.59%

N/A

African American

59.15%

45.70%

N/A

Hispanic

60.53%

63.75%

N/A

White/Caucasian

79.19%

75.44%

N/A

Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners/
Limited English Proficient

62.21%

54.74%

N/A

54.55%

60.87%

N/A

Students with Disabilities

16.42%

20.59%

N/A

Explain the educational need for the charter in light of the academic performance by the
district, the campus proposed to be converted, and at the schools in the same feeder
pattern as the proposed charter. Explain other significant factors. Be certain to include
the source for information presented.
Applicant Response:
As noted in the data above, Hot Springs High School is not meeting the level of academic performance needed
for all students to be achieving at the proficiency level. The focus in recent years is to prepare all students for
college, with little emphasis on the career aspect. However, all paths after high school are career paths whether
college, technical training, or on the job training is required. The proposed charter will allow HSHS to focus on
the ultimate career goal for every child while providing them educational experiences to prepare them for their
future.
In 2013-2014, 77% of Hot Springs High School students graduated on time. Of those 77%, 32.9% went directly
to college. This data shows us that 67% of our students do not leave us and immediately enroll in college. These
statistics show that the Hot Springs business community needs our students prepared to enter the workforce
upon graduation.
As an increasing number of schools and districts adopt a college/career pathways model, research on the
impact of this strategy is becoming more available. Results to date have been significant, with positive impacts
on graduation rates, academic outcomes, student behavior, and post-high school outcomes (National Center for
College and Career Pathways Report). According to a survey of high school dropouts, “Eighty-one percent of
survey respondents said that if schools provided opportunities for real-world learning (internships, service
learning projects, and other opportunities), it would have improved the students’ chances of graduating from high
school.” (The Silent Epidemic, Gates Foundation; 2006)
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If the performance of students at schools and or/districts not noted in the previous charts
demonstrate the need for the charter, provide the student performance data and its source
and explain.
Applicant Response:
Garland County is unique in that it houses seven school districts. The opportunities provided our students and
families is wonderful, while there are challenges including the school choice limitations in our county due to a
standing desegregation order. Comparing the ADE Report Card data shows clearly that HSHS falls short of the
majority of the other six districts in all areas including academic performance and graduation rate. Our
outstanding faculty and staff give 110% to provide the best education possible for our students and families.
Now is the time to be more innovative to meet the individual needs of our diverse student population.
We realize in our current structure we are not exposing our students to various other career paths due to our
heavy emphasis on college. We would like to have a structured process in educating students about the
importance of being a completer in addition to offering a larger variety of pathways in which to be a completer.
Research has shown the importance of increasing workforce experience before graduating from high school
helps students find higher wage earning jobs. We feel that through an academy model that more emphasis will
be placed on the importance of mapping out a career path and finding out through experience what career a
student wishes to pursue (and even the experience to find out what career they do not want to pursue). The
internship component in addition to the focused curriculum will direct students towards a better understanding of
their chosen career path.
According to a survey conducted by the Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce and the Hot Springs Metro
Partnership, Garland County has the following types of industry: Manufacturing (32%), Business/Professional
Services (26%), Retail (15%), Communications (9%), and Other (15%). The survey showed the greatest
general skills needed by these industries to be computer skills (82%), mathematics, reading, and customer
service (73%) followed by quality processes and safety (44%). The technical skills needed were assemblers
and fabricators, manufacturing, and blueprint reading (34%) followed by drafting, hydraulics, and maintenance
(25%).
According to Megan Greeson, Chamber of Commerce liaison with HSSD, 65% of the businesses were willing to
meet with the school district to determine how to partner together to assist the district in preparing students for
careers in local industry. Of those willing to work with the school district, 68% were willing to provide guest
speakers for classes, 57% would provide facility tours, 42% were willing to serve on an advisory board, 39%
would allow job shadowing, and 32% were willing to serve as mentors to students and faculty in order to help
prepare HSHS students to enter the local workforce with the needed competencies.
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Describe three (3) innovations that will distinguish the charter from other schools.
Applicant Response:
There are many innovations that will distinguish Hot Springs World Class High School from other traditional
schools. First, providing Academies that are founded on the career clusters will be beneficial in meeting the
needs of all individual students. Second, Hot Springs School District is the only K-12 International Baccalaureate
district in the state of Arkansas and the first district in the state to implement the IB Career-related Programme.
Third, each Academy will include career pathways and internships, providing students with real-world
experiences that would not be available in a traditional setting.
ACADEMIES: Hot Springs High School implemented a Freshman Academy in 2014-2015. The success realized
in the first year has laid the foundation for an expanded academy approach in grades 10-12. Our proposed
academies are founded on the nationally recognized career clusters: Business & Technology, Education &
Healthcare, Industrial Technologies, and Liberal Studies. These academies were selected based on the needs
of our community and statistics on current high need/high wage jobs.
INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE: We are proud to be the only K-12 IB district in the state of Arkansas.
We feel this program sets us apart from other districts in our county and state through it's rigorous curriculum
and use of best instructional strategies that incorporate project-based learning. The academies will be fully
aligned with the IB program, including both the Diploma Programme and the Career-Related Programme. The
District Conversion Charter School will allow our IB program to expand due to more opportunities through the
career pathways. [A brochure of the IBCP is attached in Appendix F.]
CAREER PATHWAYS: Internships provide students an opportunity to build professional contacts for future
possibilities in their preferred career field. This will, also, give students an opportunity to determine if this career
path is truly a direction they want to pursue through invaluable work experience opportunities.
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4.

On the following table, list the specific measurable goals in reading, reading
comprehension, and mathematics, based on the state mandated assessments, and
any other assessment tools if used, for improving student academic achievement for
each year of the public charter school's initial five-year period. For each goal, include
the following:
•
•
•

The tool to be used to measure the academic performance;
The level of performance that will demonstrate success; and
The timeframe for the achievement of the goal.

GOAL

Assessment Instrument
for Measuring
Performance

Performance Level that
Demonstrates
Achievement

When Attainment of the
Goal Will Be Assessed

ADE Report Card

Baseline - 77%*
Annual review upon
Increase the graduation rate
publishing of the ADE Report
by 2% each year to reach the
Card
state rate of 86.9% in 5 years

#2 - Increase College Going
Rate

ADE Report Card

Baseline will be set in
Annual review upon
2015-2016*
publishing of the ADE Report
Goal to be determined based
Card
on data

#3 - Increase Pathway
Completers

ACE Performance and Local
Targets Report

Baseline - 34.4% from
2013-2014
Increase by 6% in 5 years

Annual review upon
publishing of the ACE Report

#4 - Increase Math scores

ACT Aspire

Meet or exceed the state
average in Math

Annual review beginning in
June 2017

#5 - Increase Literacy scores

ACT Aspire Reading,
Language, and Writing

Meet or exceed the state
average in Literacy

Annual review beginning in
June 2017

#1 - Increase the graduation
rate

#6 - IB Certificates

#7 - Increase ACT scores

Increase the IB CareerIB Career-related Certificate related recipients by 8% in 5 Annual review upon receipt of
recipients
years
IB scores
Baseline set in 2016-2017

ACT

Baseline - 17.9 composite*
Annual review upon receipt of
Meet or exceed the state
ACT data
composite
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Explain how the attainment of the goals will demonstrate that the charter is meeting the
identified educational need for the school and fulfilling its mission.
Applicant Response:
*Goal 1- The HSHS' Graduation Rate was selected instead of the HSSD rate. HSSD includes the ALE, Job
Corps, and the Juvenile Detention Center/Youth Services Program - all of which serve students from all seven
county schools.
*Goal 2- A College & Career Counselor will be implemented in the 2015-2016 school year.
*Goal 7- HSSD has given the Universal ACT to all students at both HSHS and ALE in the past.
As an integral part of the Garland County community, HSHS realizes that increasing the graduation rate will fulfill
our vision of graduating all students college and/or career ready and provide the community with skilled laborers
and professionals. The other data points will give us a broader picture of the future success of our students. It
will be critical for us to chart the post-secondary activities of our graduates to measure the success of the career
pathways model. The goal would be for our students to reach their career goal. Monitoring of this goal will be
done through data collected three years and five years after graduation from high school.

5.

For elementary charter schools provide a daily schedule for all grade levels indicating
the classes that will be provided for a one week time period.
For secondary schools, provide required and elective courses for every grade level. If
the school plans to phase in grade levels, include expansion grade levels by year with
courses to be offered.

Applicant Response:
In grades 9-10, all students will be exposed to the IB Middle Years Programme (MYP) through English, math,
science, social studies, foreign language, technology, fine arts, and physical education courses. Beginning in
10th grade, students will choose an academy that aligns with a career interest. The following are current career
pathway options for students: Digital Communications, Dance Technique, Family and Consumer Sciences,
Photography, Theatre Performance, JROTC, Advertising Design, Automotive Service Technology, Criminal
Justice, Machine Tool Technology, Medical Professions Education, Wood Technology, and Introduction to
Engineering. Further pathways will be available based on student interest and business community needs.
[Attached in Appendix G are pathways explaining the courses needed to successfully complete the pathway and
graduate. The HSHS Course Catalogue listing all required and elective courses can be found in Appendix H.]
The International Baccalaureate Career-Related Programme (IBCP) will be implemented in 2015-2016. This
program provides a rigorous course of study for 11th and 12th grade students who wish to focus on a career
goal. IBCP students must take one two-year Diploma Programme course and one one-year DP course plus
complete a two-year CTE course. In addition, IBCP students will take the IBCP Core course, a two-year course
that encompasses language development, research, and service learning. [See Appendix F.]
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6.

Provide a description of curriculum, programs, and instructional methods used to
support core classes. Explain how the district will pay for all associated costs.

Applicant Response:
The HSHS curriculum at grades 9 and 10 will continue to follow the IB MYP course/curriculum requirements.
The curriculum for these classes is based upon unit planners, which incorporate key and related concepts,
global context, statements of inquiry, inquiry questions, summative assessments, the IB approaches to learning,
correlation to CCSS and MYP standards, learning processes, resources, and reflections.
At grades 11 and 12 the HSHS curriculum will be aligned to the CCSS with additional real-world emphasis
placed on careers related to the particular academies. This career interest piece of the curriculum will involve
guest speakers, projects, community service, and assignments that relate to the academy focus, and
assessments that include presentations, writing, and skill demonstrations associated with careers.
Through a partnership with National Park College and National Park Technical Center, students have the
opportunity to complete concurrent credit coursework and vocational offerings that will be assimilated into the
career pathways. [Concurrent credit information can be found in Appendix I.] IB Diploma Programme classes are
also available to all students with rigorous standards in specified content areas and external assessments
through the International Baccalaureate Organization. AP classes are available, as well, beginning at grade 11
offering rigorous standards and the opportunity to earn college credit through external assessments.
New curriculum offerings in specific career skill areas will be developed based on student interest and current
high demand/high wage job needs. These courses will bring in professionals as the instructor to provide
students with real-world training experiences.
Programs that support core classes in the academy approach are listed below:
** the EAST Core Initiative which applies career needs to math and science academic subject areas through
project-based learning
** coordination between CTE classes and core subject area classes to allow for cross-curricular projects/
assignments that focus on specific academy career areas
** small group mentoring that helps to build character and soft skills needed both in the classroom and
career/industry sites
** the IBCP which will function seamlessly in the academies and offer a core course for research, service
learning, and continued language development
** co-taught English and math courses to provide differentiation and extra supports for all students
Various instructional methods will be utilized to meet the needs of every individual student with an emphasis on
real-world applications. Some instructional methods will include, but not be limited to, technical writing, oral
presentations, cooperative learning, project-based learning, cross-curricular projects, community service,
lecture, interactive technology opportunities, higher-order questioning, providing purpose, and authentic
assessments. All teachers will receive systematic training to improve instructional current strategies and to
introduce new methods of teaching. Specific instructional strategies will be targeted annually based on career
pathway needs with embedded professional development throughout the year. Teachers will, also, receive
intensive training on the selected career academies with an emphasis on how to incorporate real-world needs of
each academy career pathway into content specific courses during the summer of 2016.
The district has supported these initiatives in the past and will continue to utilize the same financial resources in
the future. The school board is committed to providing the best educational experience for every Trojan. The
district will continue to pursue grants to provide additional resources and opportunities.
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7.

Describe the educational program to be offered by the charter school

Applicant Response:
Academy learning will take place. Core classes, along with electives will be focused on career cluster pathways
leading to high demand/high wage jobs. The Freshman Academy will be the foundation where students will be
introduced and explore areas of interest. In addition, Civics and Oral Communications will be embedded during
the freshman year to provide students more flexibility in grades 10-12 to focus in on their selected career
pathway. Freshmen will create six year plans with an adult mentor who will support them throughout high school
and encourage them to reach their goals.
Sophomores will continue to take the MYP required curriculum which incorporates English, math, science, social
studies, foreign language, technology, fine arts, and physical education courses. Entering this school year,
students will have selected a career pathway and their classes will incorporate a focus on the chosen areas.
Students' elective courses will be selected based on their chosen career pathway. The sophomore school day
will look very similar to the freshman day and a typical school day. Continued career counseling and mentoring
will be provided and any adjustments to their six year plans will be made accordingly. Both freshman and
sophomore students will be exposed to classroom seminars provided through business partners.
Juniors and seniors could realistically experience a very atypical school day. It is our goal to create business
partnerships that will provide 11th and 12th grade students with internships and job shadowing opportunities.
Students will have the opportunity to complete required credits prior to these years, leaving them with time in
their schedules to leave the school campus for work related experiences. To accommodate our business partner
schedules, juniors and seniors will have the flexibility to take classes online or at alternate times/locations.
Initially, these academies will be limited in career paths as we develop our charter school program. Eventually,
we see expanded opportunities for students to have greater choices in their fields of interest. Students will be
able to change pathways as their interests change. The goal of Hot Springs School District is to provide all
graduates with a value-added diploma. This may take the form of industry certifications, concurrent college
credit, an associate degree, and/or documented work experience based on student's level of motivation and
interest.

8.

Explain why a charter school is necessary to better meet student academic needs
instead of a traditional district school.

Applicant Response:
Now is the time to be innovative to meet the needs of individual students. A traditional school is bound by
regulations that provide a cookie cutter approach to educating all students in the same way. This charter school
will allow us flexibility to allow students to prepare for their career pathway as they finish high school. Students
will leave HSHS with a value-added diploma through an associate degree or industry certification.
Currently our seniors complete a senior interview and exhibition. This process allows them to explore a career
area of interest, along with building resume and interview skills. Community volunteers from local businesses
participate as the interviewers and judges for the exhibitions. The academies will expand this current practice to
provide students more of a focused career exploration with a portfolio that will make them more employable
upon graduation.
Community service will be expanded to lower grades for more participation by all students, rather than just the IB
diploma candidates and those that take advantage of the current opportunity for credit. Each academy will
develop a group project.
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In order to allow the time for students to participate in internships and job shadowing, it will be imperative to
embed courses to provide additional time in each student's schedule and allow for opportunities to complete
courses outside of traditional school day hours/course credit requirements. With the current traditional school
day and IB MYP requirements, students do not have enough time to effectively pursue career interests. It will,
also, be necessary for professionals to be able to teach specific career courses without attaining an ADE
teacher's license. Courses taught by industry experts and professionals will provide our community with very
real-world educational experiences for the future workforce. One additional need is flexibility in class size to
accommodate a large number of students interested in a specific career pathway, which would require more
students in a class than traditionally allowed.
Hot Springs High School looks forward to the accountability mechanisms expected through a District Conversion
Charter School. We feel this process allows us a fresh perspective on educating our students and meeting the
needs of our local community and industries.

9.

Explain how the charter school will have more autonomy than traditional schools in
the district. Discuss each of the following:
A) Employing personnel;
B) Developing and controlling the charter school budget;
C) Managing day-to-day charter school operations;
D) Developing and controlling the school calendar; and
E) Other areas of autonomy to be afforded to the charter.

Applicant Response:
The Hot Springs Conversion Charter will have more autonomy than traditional schools through increased
flexibility to meet the needs of the students. The charter with granted waivers will be able to employ personnel
based upon their content knowledge without regard to whether they hold licensure as a teacher. This process
will allow the school to work with business partners and local college faculty to donate or employ adjunct
personnel to teach particular skills and content. We will also use their expertise to help develop curriculum that
is meaningful to the business community.
The Hot Springs School District follows an on-site budgeting policy so the administrative members of Hot
Springs High School are already adept at being able to make budgetary decisions in tandem with the district
office. This collaboration will be a valuable asset in working with a charter school budget by purchasing and
distributing resources where they are most needed.
The Hot Springs Conversion Charter has an established administration to manage the day-to-day school
operations. The principal will oversee the financial and personnel resources available to the school in addition to
the physical facilities. This office will also oversee evaluating the faculty. The 9-10th Grade principal will oversee
the Freshmen Academy and personnel. The assistant principal will oversee the operation of the career
academies and their maintenance. A dean of students will be responsible for maintaining a safe culture and
environment by overseeing school discipline. We will also have a career counselor that will aid in pathway
development and oversee the students in their 6 year plans.
One area in which the Hot Springs Conversion Charter might not exhibit as much autonomy would be in the area
of the school calendar. Because the academy would rely upon district transportation resources, the need to
follow the same academic calendar would be crucial. However, one area of autonomy and flexibility could be
within the school day itself. With our proposed late start waiver day we would be able to provide transportation to
students while also providing opportunities for enrichment and remediation. We might also investigate the
possibility of running a daily schedule that contains a Zero Hour (7:00 am class) or maybe even a modified
schedule from 9:00-4:00. These modifications would not exist in the beginning year of the academies but might
evolve over time. We would also have opportunities for students that have on demand coursework that may take
place at any time of the day. This will allow students to take advantage of meaning internships within the
community.
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Another area in which a charter school format would allow our school to exercise more autonomy would be in
the area of course offerings for our students. Based upon research from student interest data, community
business input, and labor market statistical data we could vary the course offerings that our school offers from
year-to-year or over time. This flexibility would be unique to a charter school which could use career instructional
volunteers or hire professional certified personnel that taught on a temporary basis as adjuncts.
We would like to be able to allow established professionals from the community college to be able to teach
courses on our campus or at the college without the restrictions of teacher licensure.

10.

Describe the school improvement plan by addressing the following:
A) Explain how the licensed employees and parents of the students to be enrolled
in the charter school will be involved in developing and implementing the school
improvement plan, identifying performance criteria, and evaluating the
effectiveness of the improvement plan.

Applicant Response:
Under the direction of the Conversion Charter Steering Committee, which includes community partners, parents,
students, and staff, the Hot Springs High School ACSIP Committees will meet once a quarter during the
2015-2016 year to plan and prepare for the transition to an academy model. These committees consist of
parents, students, and staff and will work to develop an implementation plan, performance criteria, and an
evaluation process for the effectiveness of the improvement plan. The ACSIP committees will determine the
performance goals and criteria that will indicate the effectiveness of the school improvement plan. Performance
data will be drawn from the ACT Aspire scores, which will include a career interest inventory, NWEA scores,
CTE completion rates and CTE End of Course assessments, graduation rates, dropout rates, and student
retention data.

B) Describe a plan for school improvement that addresses how the charter school
will improve student learning and meet the state education goals.
Applicant Response:
Through the academy program, the nearly 70% of HSHS students who do not go directly to college upon high
school graduation will have more options to gain marketable skills in specific career paths. Adding partnerships
with business and industry and local colleges will create opportunities for internships, vocational training, job
shadowing, and college credit classes for students. These expanded options are designed to increase the
HSHS graduation rate. Throughout this process, supports such as mentoring, enrichment classes, additional
counselors and instructional facilitators, and expanded CTE pathways to completion will be offered.
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11.

Describe the process that will be used to ensure curriculum alignment with the
Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the curriculum requirements of the state
standards as adopted by the State Board of Education.

Applicant Response:
Hot Springs World Class High School will use the Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and the Common Core
State Standards to fulfill all curriculum requirements. As an International Baccalaureate school, the curriculum
review and revision process is very regular. Annually all teachers must reflect on their written curriculum
documents from the school year and make revisions as necessary. As frameworks are revised at the state level,
teachers are provided ongoing professional development to support full implementation.
Our students will take mandated state assessments and those results will help us to evaluate the effectiveness
of our curriculum as we plan teaching to ensure student achievement across all curricular areas.

12.

Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for the following student
services, even in each area for which a waiver is requested:
A) Guidance program;

Applicant Response:
Hot Springs High School has three full-time school counselors with students in grades 9-11 divided between two
of the counselors. The third counselor works specifically with seniors and college and career initiatives. In
addition, teachers will receive focused training to aid students in developing six-year educational plans through
small group settings.

B) Health services;
Applicant Response:
Hot Springs High School will provide one full-time nurse, school-based mental health services through two
community agencies, a full-time human services worker, and an active Coordinated School Health Committee,
which meets twice a month to review the academic, social, and health needs of students.
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C) Media center;
Applicant Response:
Hot Springs High School will work to expand the media center to provide opportunities for students, community
members, and graduates to investigate careers, job opportunities, and post-secondary options as well as
perform the traditional services of a media center.

D) Special education;
Applicant Response:
Students identified with a disability and having an IEP will be served according to their programming needs. The
high school will offer specialized instruction, co-teaching in math and literacy, as well as indirect monitoring.
Supportive services such as speech, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and specialized transportation will
be offered. Students also have the opportunity to work with the Abilities Unlimited program where they function
in a real-world work situation during part of the school day. All academies and the various career pathways will
be inclusive of HSHS students with special needs.

E) Transportation;
Applicant Response:
Hot Springs High School will provide transportation to National Park College, National Park Technical Center,
and Abilities Unlimited. With the addition of internships and other opportunities, transportation provision will be
expanded. After school transportation is provided to allow students to attend additional tutoring, credit recovery,
and extra-curricular activities.

F) Alternative education, including Alternative Learning Environments;
Applicant Response:
Any 9th-12th grade students at Hot Springs High School may attend Summit School, which provides smaller
classes, credit recovery opportunities, and individualized programs for students at-risk. An intermediate step
prior to transferring to Summit provided by HSHS is the on-campus Alternative Learning Center (ALC) where
students can recover credits working through Virtual Arkansas in a smaller class environment. A waiver to utilize
qualified teachers who may not meet the state certification requirements will be requested.

G) English Language Learner (ELL) instruction
Applicant Response:
Hot Springs High School will comply with all federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to English Language
Learners (ELL). Students that are identified as ELL will be given opportunities for equitable academic and
language growth. Hot Springs High School will designate an endorsed ESL teacher to work collaboratively with
parents and classroom teachers to provide intervention services to the students and teachers both in and out of
the classroom. ELLs that require more intensive intervention will participate in enrichment classes to advance
their vocabulary and language acquisition. In these enrichment classes ELLs will work in small group settings or
one-on-one with the ESL teacher to adequately meet their specific individual need.
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H) Gifted and Talented Program.
Applicant Response:
The needs of GT students at HSHS have always been met through our role as an authorized International
Baccalaureate school. We plan to continue this policy as outlined below.
Students in grades 9-10 who qualify for GT services may be placed in pre-AP classrooms at their/ their parents'
request: pre-AP Civics; pre-AP World history; pre-AP English 9 & 10 (students are required to complete summer
reading and writing assignments in both classes); pre-AP Geometry; Pre-AP Algebra II; preAP Biology; pre-AP
Physical science; pre-AP Oral communications; pre-AP Spanish II; and pre-AP French I/II. Students in GT have
the opportunity to earn Algebra I and Spanish I credits in grade 8 in our Middle School.
Students in grades 11-12 are enrolled in the following IB/AP classes according to their requests and graduation
needs: IB English 11 and AP/IB English 12; IB Math Studies and AP Statistics or Calculus; IB Physics I and II; IB
Biology I and AP/IB Biology II; IB US History and IB Contemporary American history; IB Spanish III-IV; IB French
III-IV; IB Business Management I/II; IB Information Technology; IB TOK; IBCP Core; AP Art. Other courses are
added as needed and requested. A new IB Programme, the IB Career-related Programme will go into place in
2015-2016, which will combine the IB with a career and technical education that provides students with an IBCP
Certificate as well as a completer status in a CTE course of study. Students in some of these classes also have
the opportunity to earn concurrent credit if they wish.

13.

Describe the plan for the school officials to provide an annual report to parents, the
community, and the authorizer, separate from the district's annual report to the
public, that demonstrates the progress made by the charter school during the previous
academic year in meeting its academic performance objectives. (See Arkansas Code
Annotated 6-23-202.)

Applicant Response:
In accordance with Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-202, Hot Springs Conversion Charter will plan to provide an
annual report to the parents, community, business partners, and the state governing board to discuss the
progress made by the charter school. We will advertise and promote an open Town Hall meeting by sending
invitations to parents, community members, business partners, the school board, and representatives of the
state education board. We will also provide a written report that will be posted on the district website, sent to
business partners and also the state education board.
This report will include the school's progress in meeting academic objectives such as performance on state
mandated evaluations such as ACT/ACT Aspire, national standardized test scores such as the
ACT, PSAT, and AP exams and the school's graduation rate. These measurements will help determine our
progress in meeting our goals and objectives. We will also use the measurements to make adjustments where
needed to make improvements to policies, instruction, and personnel placement. The Hot Springs Conversion
Charter will also time for questions, feedback, and suggestions during the Town Hall meeting.
We will also report local success stories and celebrate individual student achievement and accomplishments.
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14.

Describe the enrollment criteria and student admission, recruitment, and selection
processes for the proposed public charter school.

Applicant Response:
The Hot Springs World Class High School will be a District Conversion Charter School, which is a public school.
All students who are eligible to enroll in the Hot Springs School District and are in the high school grade levels
will be welcome to enroll and attend. There will be no enrollment criteria for admission. All students are invited.
Garland County residency and school choice guidelines will be followed.

It is affirmed that a random, anonymous student selection method will be utilized in the
event that more students apply for admission to the open-enrollment public charter
school than can be accommodated under the terms of the charter, except as allowed
for in Arkansas Code Annotated §6-23-306(14)(C).
✖ Yes

No
15.

Name any district personnel, and/or leaders of the proposed charter who have any prior
involvement in the operation of one or more other charter schools and complete a Prior
Charter Involvement template for each individual listed.

Applicant Response:
There are no district personnel who have any prior involvement in the operation of other charter schools.
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16.

Summarize the job descriptions of the school administrator(s) and other key personnel.
Specify the qualifications to be met by professional employees (administrators,
teachers, counselors, etc.) of the program. List the types of administrative positions,
teaching positions, and support positions for the school.

Applicant Response:
Administration will consist of a building principal, a 9th-10th grade principal, and an assistant principal. These
positions will be supported by a Dean of Students, one full-time and one part-time instructional specialist, a
special education designee, and 3 full-time counselors.
Job Description and Qualifications:
Principals: manage, supervise, and evaluate faculty, staff, and finances effectively, act as the instructional
leader and provide professional development, be responsible for student welfare, discipline, and management of
extra-curricular activities, and execute the policies of the school/district. Must have a Master's Degree in
Educational Leadership.
Dean: monitor student attendance, administer general student discipline, work with law enforcement. Must
have a Bachelor's Degree.
Instructional Facilitators: plan and provide professional development, support and coach teachers, align
curriculum, analyze assessment results, research and provide resources. Must have a master's degree.
SPED Designee: maintain SPED records, develop SPED student schedules, assign duties to SPED
paraprofessionals, assist with SPED testing, and disseminate SPED information. Must have a Bachelor's
Degree.
Counselor: teach guidance curriculum; provide academic, career, social counseling to students; work with staff,
parents, and agencies to provide special programs; and maintain accurate records. Must have a Master's
Degree.
Teachers: prepare and deliver effective instruction in a safe and productive environment that allows for student
achievement. Must have a Bachelor's Degree. Teachers in specialized classes in certain career academies may
not meet Arkansas teacher licensure requirements.
Qualifications of All Staff: commitment to quality education, strong organizational, oral and written
communication skills, computer skills, ability to maintain effective working relationships, knowledge of district/
school policies; basic math skills and ability to solve practical problems and deal with situations appropriately.
Positions: ADMIN-principals, instructional facilitators, dean of students, special ed designee, counselors.
FACULTY - English, math, science, social studies, CTE, ROTC, PE, foreign language, fine arts, and SPED
teachers. SUPPORT: DHS liaison, resource officer, technology coordinator, media specialist, ESL coordinator,
part-time psychological examiner, registrar, nurse, office staff and instructional paraprofessionals.
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17.

It is affirmed that the public charter school will participate in the Arkansas Public School
Computer Network, as required by state statute and by State Board of Education rule,
for reporting both education data and financial data, including grant funds or
private donations received directly by the charter school.
✖ Yes

No
18.

Describe the facilities to be used. Give the present use of the facility and its use for the
past three years.

Applicant Response:
The current facilities at Hot Springs High School will continue to be the facilities used for Hot Springs World
Class High School.
Hot Springs High School was constructed in 1968. It is approximately 194,900 square feet and the annual utility
cost averages are as follows; Municipal Utilities: $56,580, Electricity Cost: $221,755, and Gas Cost: $7,890.
Hot Springs High School has 58 classrooms, 7 computer labs, 5 science labs, 1 photography lab, 1 family and
consumer science kitchen lab, 1 family and consumer science formal dining lab, 1 theater, 1 main gymnasium, 1
physical education/practice gymnasium, 1 band/music room, and 1 nurses station.

The facility will be in compliance with all requirements for accessibility in accordance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA) and all other state and federal laws and local zoning ordinances.
✖ Yes

No
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If the facility does not currently meet these requirements, provide a list of items that will
need to be addressed to bring the facility into compliance. Also include a statement of
permissible uses for the facility from the local zoning authority, and whether there are any
alcohol sales within 1,000 feet of the facility.
Applicant Response:
Not applicable.

19.

Describe the manner in which the school will make provisions for food services. State
whether the proposed charter school will apply to participate in the federal National
School Lunch program or other federal nutrition programs.

Applicant Response:
The Hot Springs High School Conversion Charter will continue to participate in the National School Lunch
program just as it has under the title of Hot Springs High School. The current facility contains a Commons area
and we have two lunch periods. These meals will be under the oversight of the Food Service Coordinator
employed by the Hot Springs School District and managed by our Food Service Management Company.
Currently this is Chartwells to ensure that the Hot Springs High School Conversion Charter follow all state and
federal regulations.
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20.

Describe how the parents or guardians of the enrolled students and other members of
the community will be involved with the school to positively impact the charter school’s
educational programs.

Applicant Response:
An active Parent-Teacher Organization provides monthly parent nights as well as support through finances and
volunteers for the PBIS (Positive Behavior Intervention and Supports) program, which trains, encourages, and
rewards positive student behaviors. A "Three for Me" initiative encourages parents to volunteer at the school at
least 3 hours per year, and the "Read 20 Minutes a Day" program encourages parents to be sure that students
are reading at least 20 minutes each day. An Athletic Booster Club and a Band Booster Club actively provide
supports to these extra-curricular programs. A Senior Parent Committee works each year to assist in making
every senior's final year memorable. Each year parents are surveyed to determine ways to improve education
for their students, and two Parent-Teacher Conferences plus an August Open House are held for parents to
meet with faculty and staff at the school. To aid in a smooth transition for students entering the 9th grade, Camp
Troy is held, offering incoming Freshmen and their parents the opportunity to tour the school and meet in minisessions to learn about high school expectations and procedures. This event concludes with a dance for all to
enjoy. Communication with parents and the community is maintained through a Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram account as well as a website, accessible through the district website. In addition, an advisory
committee for each academy will be put in place to provide direction and support for the academies.
Community members are involved through the Senior Exhibition and Interview program, which allows all seniors
to interview with and make a presentation to a community member. Other community members provide
programs such as financial training, character education training, and act as guest speakers for classes and
groups. The Chamber of Commerce and the local community college work closely with the school to offer
opportunities for technical training and college classes. The local military recruiters work with students
interested in a military career, and a College and Career night for students and parents is held with
representatives from around the state available to answer questions about options after high school.

21.

Describe the potential impact of the proposed public charter school on the efforts of
affected public school district(s) to comply with court orders and statutory obligations to
create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public schools.

Applicant Response:
The Garland County School Desegregation Case Comprehensive Settlement Agreement requires that the
applicant district, as well as the other school districts in Garland County, is required to participate in inter-district
school choice within the parameters of Act 609 of 1989. The applicant confirms that the conversion of Hot
Springs High School to a charter high school will not inhibit its compliance with the Agreement, nor would it
negatively affect the efforts of any Arkansas public school district to create and maintain a unitary system of
desegregated public schools. The District is currently involved in litigation which seeks to terminate the
requirements of the Agreement. The applicant will keep the Arkansas Department of Education and the charter
authorizing panel apprised of the status of the litigation as the application process progresses.
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22.

Explain what the charter founders and other leaders are doing or will do to ensure the
success of the charter school in perpetuity.

Applicant Response:
The Hot Springs Administrative Team and School Board has been planning to change the way students
are educated for the past two years. The District desires to prepare every student for success after high
school which can be measured by the graduation rate and college going rate. In order to accomplish that goal
the district saw the need to begin this change at the high school focusing on career pathways that are easily
understood by both parents and students. These plans will be based on market needs and student interest.
The market needs will be determined through business partnerships with the regional business and industry as
well as the local chamber of commerce. We will then be shifting our sites on the middle school in order to build
the student understanding of various careers prior to entering high school. The School Board is committed to
provide the resources for this change. The district understands the need to make this change as our students
are finishing high school without the skills and experience needed for success in the world of work. We as a
district understand that this change process is a long-term commitment that will be directed by the needs of our
students and the workforce.
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25

Topic

Rationale

It is our intention to embed oral
communications throughout the core
classes in the Freshmen Academy where
students are expected to create
presentations and present to their
classmates and fellow team members.
HSHS will ensure that students in the
courses in which Oral Communications
Standards for Accreditation will be embedded will receive instruction
concerning the required material in the
9.03.4.1 (1 unit Oral
Oral Communications class meeting or
Communication)
exceeding all state curriculum
requirements through embedding the
curriculum within the students' required
coursework. The Oral Communications
standards will be divided between the
following freshman level courses:
English, Algebra I and Geometry, and
Physical Science.

Statute/ADE
Rule/Standard
to be Waived

Senior Exhibition and
Interview evaluations

Tool to be Used to
Measure Impact on
Achievement
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85% of seniors successfully
completing the Senior
Exhibition and Interview
process with proficient
scores

Level of Achievement
that will Show Positive
Impact

Complete the following table showing all sections of Title 6 of the Arkansas Code Annotated (Education Code) and State
Board of Education rules, including the Standards for Accreditation of Arkansas Public Schools and School Districts, from
which the public charter school seeks to be exempted in order to meet the goals of the school. Identify the specific
statute, rule, or standard requested to be waived by title and number if applicable. Provide a rationale for each waiver
requested that explains how the waiver will increase student achievement and how the increase in achievement
will be measured.

Oral Communications

23.
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Class Size

Civics

Topic

Rationale

Standards for Accreditation
10.02

In the event a specific career pathway
has a large number of interested
students, the internship portion could still
take place regardless of the class size.
This waiver would only be used on an as
needed basis when an internship
presented a large number of students in
one area, not to exceed 40 students in
any single class or 180 maximum
students served by a single teacher.

It is our intention to embed civics
throughout the core classes in the
Freshmen Academy and through
seminars where students will participate
in the civics/government process. HSHS
will ensure that students in the courses in
which Civics will be embedded will
receive instruction concerning the
required material in the Civics class
meeting or exceeding all state curriculum
Standards for Accreditation
requirements through embedding the
9.03.4.7 (1/2 unit Civics)
curriculum within the students' required
coursework. The Freshman Academy is
already divided into two teams, so the
concept of civics and political institutions,
participation and deliberation, and
processes, rules, and laws will be
embedded into English, Algebra I and
Geometry, and Physical Science.
Partnering with the City of Hot Springs,
seminars about government will be
incorporated each semester.

Statute/ADE
Rule/Standard
to be Waived

Internship Completers

Graduation Rate

Tool to be Used to
Measure Impact on
Achievement
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Increased number of career
certificates earned through
internships

Improved graduation rate
(90% or higher)

Level of Achievement
that will Show Positive
Impact
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Pathway Completions

Graduation Rate

Students who have completed core
graduation requirements would be
allowed to leave campus to participate in
internships or work related tasks. HSHS
anticipates this waiver applying primarily
to seniors, but possibly some juniors as
well. Motivated seniors could attend
school for half a day and participate in
work related experiences for the
remainder of the day.

Ark. Code Ann. 6-15-1004,
6-17-302, 6-17-309,
6-17-401, 6-17-902, &
6-17-919; Standards for
Accreditation 15.02 &
15.03; and the ADE Rules
Governing Educator
Licensure (all concerning
Teacher Licensure)

Ark. Code Ann. 6-18-211
and the ADE Rules
Governing the Arkansas
Mandatory Attendance
Requirements for Students
in Grades Nine Through
Twelve

Licensure

Full Day Attendance

Graduation Rate

In career related areas, we would like the
flexibility to allow professionals within the
related fields to be able to teach students
their trade. It is anticipated that licensure
waivers will be limited in nature, and will
only apply to non-core classes. Any
individuals hired as a result of this waiver
will meet all other requirements, such as
Highly Qualified status if applicable, and
the successful completion of criminal
background and Child Maltreatment
Registry checks.

Rationale

Tool to be Used to
Measure Impact on
Achievement

Seat Time

Statute/ADE
Rule/Standard
to be Waived

Utilizing digital learning, students have
the opportunity to complete courses in
fewer clock hours. This opportunity would
allow our students more flexibility in
scheduling, providing for career related
experiences. HSHS is only asking for a
waiver of the 120 clock hour requirement,
Standards for Accreditation
and not to waive any graduation
14.03
requirements. The granting of this waiver
will not create a dilution of the
coursework required to meet all
necessary standards and frameworks for
the affected courses, and HSHS will
adhere to full curriculum alignment with
the Arkansas frameworks.

Topic
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Improved graduation rate
(90% or higher)

90% of students completing
pathways that involve
professionals teaching

Improved graduation rate
(90% or higher)

Level of Achievement
that will Show Positive
Impact

Hot Springs High School
District Conversion Charter School
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Hot Springs School District Facebook post reminding the community and school stakeholders of the
Public Hearing.
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Thursday, August 6, 2015

HSHS District Conversion
Charter School
Public Hearing
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ޮThe Hot Springs business community needs
our students prepared to enter the
workforce upon graduation.

ޮ67% of our students do not leave HSHS and
immediately enroll in college classes.

Student and Community Needs

College Going Rate
32.9%
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100% CAREER READINESS
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Potential applicants submit letters of intent to apply for charters to staff at
the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE)
ADE staff conducts a technical assistance conference
Applicants submit their applications
Applications are reviewed and evaluated, based on a rubric published as
part of the application packet, by staff from various divisions at the ADE
Applicants receive evaluations with comments from ADE staff
Applicants respond to the comments and submit the responses
ADE staff who reviewed and evaluated the original applications review
responses and reevaluate
The Charter Authorizing Panel interviews applicants and takes action on
the applications in a public meeting

Conversion Charter Process

Dr. Mike Hernandez, HSSD Superintendent
Joyce Craft, HSSD Transitional Superintendent
Dr. Stephanie Nehus, HSSD Director of Secondary Education
Lloyd Jackson, HSHS Principal
Janis Bremer, HSHS Instructional Facilitator
Gerald Hatley, HSHS 9th and 10th Principal/Assistant Principal
Eileen Ellars, HSHS Assistant Principal
Lisa Collier, Parent
Gina Elliott, HSHS Science Teacher
Megan Greeson, Community
William Harris, HSHS CIC Facilitator
Ann Hill, HSSD School Board/Parent/Community
Deborah Horn, HSHS Math Teacher
Jason Hudnell, Higher Education
Eric Johnson, Student
Minnie Lenox, Community
Connie Poteet, Higher Education
Nancy Scott, HSMS MYP Coordinator

Steering Committee Members
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Date
June 2
June 11
July 9
July 22
August 6
August 20
September 3
September 4
September 9
November 2015
December 2015
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Activity
Submitted Letter of Intent
ADE Charter Conference Call
Initial Steering Committee Meeting
Steering Committee Meeting
Steering Committee Meeting and Public Hearing
Steering Committee Meeting
Steering Committee Meeting
HSHS Deadline to submit application
Charter Application Due to ADE
Charter Panel holds hearings
State Board of Education decides on Charter approvals

HSHS’ Timeline of Events

Grades
10-12

Grade 9
Freshman Academy
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IB Diploma
Programme
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IB Career-related
Programme
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IB Career-related
Programme

48

IB Career-related
Programme

49

Pathway Example
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**Academies of West Memphis 10-12 (Open 2014)
Badger Academy - Beebe 7-12 (Open 2007)
Bauxite Miner Academy 6-12 (Open 2013)
Blytheville High School - A New Tech School 9-12 (Open 2013)
Brunson New Vision Charter - Warren 4-5 (Open 2013)
Cabot Academic Center of Excellence 7-12 (Open 2004)
Cross County Elementary Technology Academy K-6 (Open 2012)
Cross County High School - A New Tech School 7-12 (Open 2011)
Eastside New Vision Charter - Warren K-3 (Open 2012)
**Farmington Career Academies 10-12 (Open 2015)
**Fountain Lake Charter High School 9-12 (Open 2015)
Fountain Lake Middle School Cobra Digital Prep Academy 5-8 (Open 2014)
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Current District Conversion Charter Schools
in Arkansas

Lincoln High School New Tech 8-12 (Open 2012)
**Mountain Home High School Career Academy 9-12 (Open 2003)
Osceola STEM Academy 5-8 (Open 2012)
Pea Ridge Manufacturing and Business Academy 11-12 (Open 2014)
Rogers New Technology High School 9-11 (Open 2013)
Siloam Springs High School 9-12 (Open 2015)
Southside Charter High School 9-12 (Open 2015)
**The Academies at Jonesboro High School 10-12 (Open 2013)
Warren High School 9-12 (Open 2015)
Warren Middle School 6-8 (Open 2014)
Washington Academy - Texarkana 9-12 (Open 2013)
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Current District Conversion Charter Schools
in Arkansas
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As an increasing number of schools and districts adopt a college/career
pathways model, research on the impact of this strategy is becoming more
available. Results to date have been significant, with positive impacts on
graduation rates, academic outcomes, student behavior, and post-high school
outcomes.
Boosting Graduation Rates
According to a survey of high school dropouts, “Eighty-one percent of survey
respondents said that if schools provided opportunities for real-world learning
(internships, service learning projects, and other opportunities), it would
have improved the students’ chances of graduating from high school.” (The
Silent Epidemic, Gates Foundation; 2006)

National Center for College and Career Pathways Report

Source: Education Nation.
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Mountain Home High School, Mountain Home, Arkansas
This rural, small town high school implemented wall-to-wall academies in
2003. Results include:
• Student attendance at Mountain Home High School Career Academies
(MHHSCA) averages 94 percent
• Graduation rate reached 85.5 percent in 2011-2012
• Eighty three percent of students score Proficient or Advanced in literacy, a
20 percent improvement since forming the academies

National Center for College and Career Pathways
Arkansas Highlight
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To Whom It Concerns,
The Greater Hot Springs Chamber Of Commerce and the Hot Springs Metro Partnership fully
support the implementation of a District Conversion Charter School at Hot Springs High School.
Work readiness upon graduating high school is highly important and we stand behind any
efforts to provide improved curriculum for students in Garland County.
Whenever possible, we will help facilitate opportunities for job shadowing, internships, field
trips, and apprenticeships with local industry. By providing a more hands-on, skills-based
curriculum for today's students, we ensure a more qualified workforce for tomorrow's economy.

Sincerely,

Jim Fram
President/CEO
Greater Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce

www.growinghotsprings.com
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September 4, 2016

To Whom It May Concern,
I was invited to sit on the Charter Steering committee for the Hot
Springs High School Charter Conversion application process as a parent
in the school district. It was an eye opening experience to hear
firsthand the rigorous demands and requirements involved in this huge
undertaking. I am so impressed with the knowledge and understanding
that was evident from the first meeting back in July.
Hot Springs High School with the district’s administration, in my
opinion, is prepared for taking on this new exciting chapter. There are
so many pieces already in place including; Freshman Academy, strong
community and business ties, an affiliation with National Park
Community College, and a staff that is certainly qualified and
enthusiastic.
Hot Springs High School as a charter school will not only be extremely
beneficial to all the students but an outstanding contribution to the
community as well.
Thanks for your time, Lisa Collier
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Ann Hill
815 Quapaw Ave.
Hot Springs, AR 71901
Annhill23@gmail.com

August 30, 2015

To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing in support of the application for the Hot Springs High School
charter application. My son, Seth Hill, is a student at Hot Springs High.
The school currently offers opportunities for students to learn about possible
career paths and various professions. These opportunities are limited, however,
due to the structure of the school day, and the lack of access to professionals who
serve in our local industries, among other things. Many of these obstacles would
be lessened or removed if the high school is granted the status of conversion
charter and is given some additional means of exposing our students to careers.
The chance for our students to see and learn from community members on the job
would be a tremendous benefit.
Hearing and reading about the careers available in our community does not
provide nearly the motivation and insight for our students that actually seeing the
jobs firsthand would offer. Also, hearing the insights offered by members of our
community, who could serve as mentors and advisors to our students, would be
invaluable.
Hot Springs High School provides a wonderful view and guidance into the
possible futures of its students, and the dedicated staff is constantly looking for
ways to broaden the students’ horizons. By allowing the high school to become a
charter school, the school can facilitate even more wonderful connections and
chances to grow into contributing members of our community.

Thank you for your consideration.
Ann Hill
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Hot Springs School District
SCHOOL CALENDAR
2016-2017
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Hot Springs High School
Bell Schedule
2016-2017
7:00 – 7:48

Zero Hour

7:50

First Bell

7:55 - 8:43

First Period

8:48 - 9:36

Second Period

9:41 - 10:29

Third Period

10:34 - 11:22

Fourth Period

11:22 - 11:52

Lunch A

11:27 - 12:15

Fifth Period A

11:57 - 12:45

Fifth Period B

12:15 - 12:45

Lunch B

12:50 - 1:38

Sixth Period

1:43 - 2:31

Seventh Period

2:36 - 3:24

Eighth Period

3:29 – 4:17

Extended Hour
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The IB
Career-related
Programme
Education for a better70 world

The IB Career-related Programme (CP): preparing
students to follow their chosen pathways in life
What is an IB education?
The IB continuum of international education for 3 to 19 year olds is
unique because of its academic and personal rigour. We challenge
students to excel in their studies and in their personal growth. We
aim to inspire a quest for learning throughout life that is marked by
enthusiasm and empathy.
The IB aspires to help schools develop well-rounded students with
character who respond to challenges with optimism and an open
mind, are confident in their own identities, make ethical decisions, join
with others in celebrating our common humanity and are prepared
to apply what they learn in real-world, complex and unpredictable
situations.
The IB offers high-quality programmes of international education
that share a powerful vision. Informed by the values described in the
learner profile, an IB education:
r G PDVTFT PO MFBSOFST  UIF *#T TUVEFOUDFOUSFE QSPHSBNNFT
promote healthy relationships, ethical responsibility and
personal challenge
r EFWFMPQT FíFDUJWF BQQSPBDIFT UP UFBDIJOH BOE MFBSOJOH  *#
programmes help students to develop the attitudes and skills
they need for both academic and personal success
r XPSLT XJUIJO HMPCBM DPOUFYUT  *# QSPHSBNNFT JODSFBTF
understanding of languages and cultures, and explore globally
significant ideas and issues
r FYQMPSFT TJHOJñDBOU DPOUFOU  *# QSPHSBNNFT PíFS B DVSSJDVMVN
that is broad and balanced, conceptual and connected.
IB learners strive to become inquirers, knowledgeable, thinkers,
communicators, principled, open-minded, caring, risk-takers,
balanced, and reflective. These attributes represent a broad range
of human capacities and responsibilities that go beyond intellectual
development and academic success.

What is the IB Career-related
Programme (CP)?
The CP incorporates the vision and educational principles of the
IB into a unique programme specifically developed for students who
wish to engage in career-related learning.
5IF$1TóFYJCMFFEVDBUJPOBMGSBNFXPSLBMMPXTTDIPPMTUPNFFUUIF
needs, backgrounds and contexts of students. Each school creates
its own distinctive version of the CP.

The CP enables students to prepare for effective participation in
an ever-changing world of work as they:
r DPOTJEFSOFXQFSTQFDUJWFTBOEPUIFSQPJOUTPGWJFX
r FOHBHFJOMFBSOJOHUIBUNBLFTBQPTJUJWFEJíFSFODF
r EFWFMPQBDPNCJOBUJPOPGUSBEJUJPOBMBDBEFNJDTLJMMTBOE
practical skills
r UIJOLDSJUJDBMMZBOEDSFBUJWFMZJOSBQJEMZDIBOHJOHBOE
global workplaces
r DPNNVOJDBUFDMFBSMZBOEFíFDUJWFMZ
r XPSLJOEFQFOEFOUMZBOEJODPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUIPUIFST
r CFDPNFTFMGDPOñEFOUQFPQMFXIPBSFSFTJMJFOUBOEóFYJCMF

The CP framework
The CP framework allows students to specialize in, and focus on,
BDBSFFSSFMBUFEQBUIXBZ5IFQSPHSBNNFTUISFFQBSUGSBNFXPSL
comprises the study of at least two Diploma Programme courses
alongside career-related studies and the distinctive CP core which
JTEFTJHOFEUPDSFBUFBCSJEHFUIBUDPOOFDUTFBDITUVEFOUTDIPTFO
Diploma Programme courses and career-related studies.
For CP students, Diploma Programme courses provide the
theoretical underpinning and academic rigour of the programme;
DBSFFSSFMBUFETUVEJFTGVSUIFSTVQQPSUUIFQSPHSBNNFTBDBEFNJD
strength and provide practical, real-world approaches to learning;
and the CP core helps them to develop skills and competencies
required for lifelong learning.
Diploma Programme courses
IB World Schools select a number of IB Diploma Programme courses
as part of the CP framework. These courses can come from any
of the subject groups in the IB Diploma Programme and may be
studied at standard or higher level. It is possible to study more than
two Diploma Programme courses (up to four courses), depending
POUIFOBUVSFPGUIFTUVEFOUTDBSFFSSFMBUFETUVEJFTBOEUJNFUBCMF
The Diploma Programme courses chosen should be relevant to the
TUVEFOUTDBSFFSSFMBUFETUVEJFT
CP students can enrol in one of the authorized DP courses online
offered via their IB World School through Pamoja Education Ltd.
Career-related studies
The career-related element of the programme provides the
opportunity for students to learn about theories and concepts
through application and practice while developing broad-based
skills in authentic and meaningful contexts. The career-related
studies are selected by the school and must satisfy IB criteria in
relation to accreditation, assessment and quality assurance.
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The CP core
The CP approaches to learning course introduces students to
transferable life skills—to help students make sense of the world
around them. The course emphasises critical and ethical thinking,
intercultural understanding and the ability to communicate
effectively.
Community and service in the CP core is based on the principle
of service learning, using community service as a vehicle for new
learning with academic value. The service learning model in the CP
emphasises knowledge development, civic development, social
development and personal development.
Language development ensures that all CP students have access
and are exposed to, a second language that will increase their
understanding of the wider world. Students are encouraged to
begin or extend the study of an additional language that suits their
needs, background and context.
Through a reflective project students identify, analyse, critically
discuss and evaluate an ethical issue arising from their careerrelated studies. The project can be submitted in different formats
including an essay, web page or short film. This work encourages
the student to engage in personal inquiry, action and reflection, and
to develop strong research and communications skills.

“The CP enables a school to open up the IB experience to a
wider range of students”
David Barrs, Head Teacher, The Anglo-European School in Essex, UK

“One of my favourite aspects of the CP is that it meets
not one of the needs, but all the needs of the student”
Robert Gazda, Director of Curriculum, New York Binghamton
school district, USA
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Assessment
Diploma Programme courses within the CP framework are assessed
in accordance with rigorous international standards. Students take
written examinations at the end of their courses, which are marked
by external IB examiners. The marks awarded for each course range
from 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest). The reflective project is assessed by
the school and moderated and graded by the IB (grades A to E with
A being the highest). The school is also responsible for monitoring
and confirming with the IB that students have completed
requirements for community and service, approaches to learning
and language development.

Quality assurance and professional
development

The IB Mission
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring,
knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a
better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding
and respect.
To this end, the organization works with schools, governments and
international organizations to develop challenging programmes of
international education and rigorous assessment.
These programmes encourage students across the world to become
active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that
other people, with their differences, can also be right.

Any school, or group of schools, wishing to offer one or more
IB programmes as an IB World School must first be authorized.
The requirements are the same for all schools, and the procedure
is designed to ensure that schools are well prepared to implement
the programme(s) successfully. All IB World Schools are required to
participate in an ongoing process of review and development,
using the same programme standards and practices.
As part of its ongoing commitment to the development of a highly
skilled global learning community, the IB provides a wide range of
high-quality professional development opportunities to help new,
experienced and expert school leaders and educators understand,
support, and successfully deliver IB programmes reflecting IB
standards and practices.

If you would like to know more about the CP or would like to include the CP at your school, please visit www.ibo.org/cp or email
ibid@ibo.org
r#FDPNFBO*#TUVEFOU
r5FBDIBUBO*#8PSME4DIPPM
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12

11

Foreign
Language

10

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II

Algebra I or
Geometry

Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Biology or
Physical Science

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

Elective

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

IB Intro Tech Global
Society

Digital Media/ Digital
Audio/Video Productions

Oral Communications/
Economics

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

NPTC Advertising Design; CP
HSHS CTE Digital Communications:CP

Digital Layout &
Design 1/Digital
Layout & Design 2
Fundamentals of
Advertising &
Design

Fine Arts- Art 1

Major Areas of
Interest:

Advertising & Design
Lab

Studio Art Design 2/3

Technology- Computer
Business & Technology

University System
Admissions)

Post Secondary: CP- Advertising & Design-*Fall 2016

Certification GAERF

Communications Studies BA/MA
Creative Media-BA
Multimedia Journalism BS
Strategic Communications BS
Mass Communications MS/MC

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Art Director; Artist; Commercial Artist; Commercial Photographer; Digital, Still, Video, Film; Commercial/Residential and Home Furnishing
Coordinator; Computer Animator; Curator and Gallery Manager; Fashion Designer; Fashion Illustrator; Graphic Designer; Illustrator;
Interior Designer; Textile Designer

Associate of Arts
Technical Certificate
1 Year

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: Graphic Arts Education/Research, IBCP Certificate,

CAREER

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

4 Credits

4 Credits

SCIENCE

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

9

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

MATH

ENGLISH

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER
RECOMMENDED
FOCUS
(6 ELECTIVES
(Aligned with State
credits)

Program: Advertising Design

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Career Cluster: Arts, A/V Technology & Communications
Pathway: Media & Graphic Arts
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS
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12

11

10

9

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry
Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

IB Intro Tech
Global Society

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

Essentials of Computer
Programming

Management

Oral Communications/
Economics

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Auto Electrical
Systems

Enterpreneurship 1
Enterpreneurship 2
Brakes

Fine Arts

Major Areas of
Interest:

Suspension &
Steering

Engine Performance

TechnologyComputer Business &
Technology

(Aligned with State
University System
Admissions)

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

NPTC; Automotive Service & Technology; CP

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Aerospace Engineering and Operations Technician; Aircraft Mechanic and Service Certificate of Proficiency 1 & 2 Year, Technician;
Automotive Service Technician; Avionics Technician; Bus and Truck Mechanic; Collision Repair Technician; Diesel Engine Specialist;
Motorboat Mechanic; Off-Road Equipment Technician; Rail Locomotive and Car Mechanic and Repairer; Service Manager; Service Writer;
Ship Mechanic and Repairer

ASE Certifications,Technical Certificate
1 Year,Associate of Applied Science

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

4 Credits

SCIENCE

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: AASE Student Certifications, IBCP Certificate
Post Secondary: SE Certifications,Certificate of Proficiency 1 & 2 Year, CP-Tune-Up Specialists * Fall 2016, CP- Service/Maintenance *Fall 2016

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

MATH

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER FOCUS RECOMMENDED
(6 credits)
ELECTIVES

Program: Automotive Service Technology

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Pathway: Transportation, distribution,& logistics
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS

ENGLISH

Career Cluster: Industrial Technologies

76

12

11

10

9

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry

4 Credits

Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

Elective

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

IB Contemporary
American History

Oral Communications/
Economics
Psychology/ Sociology
or
IB Psychology

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Criminal Law

Foundations of
Law Enforcement

Introduction to
Criminal Justice

Crime Scene
Investigation

Elective

Technology

University System
Admissions)

Elective

Fine Arts

Major Areas of
Interest:

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

NPTC Criminal Justice; CP

Criminal Justice Degree, Law School
Juris Doctorate

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Animal Control Officer; Bailiff; Bomb Technician; Criminal Investigator and Special Agent; Evidence Technician; Federal Marshall; Game
Enforcement Officer; Gaming Investigator; Highway Patrol Officer; Immigration and Customs Inspector; Park Ranger; Police and Patrol
Officer; Police Detective and Criminal Investigator; Police, Fire and Ambulance Dispatcher; Private Detective and Investigator; Sheriff and
Deputy Sheriff; Training Officer; Transit and Railroad Police; Unemployment Fraud Investigator

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

ENGLISH

Pathway: Law Enforcement Services Program: Criminal Justice
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS
9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
OTHER
REQUIRED
CAREER
RECOMMENDED
SOCIAL
COURSES
MATH
SCIENCE
FOCUS
(6 ELECTIVES
STUDIES
(Aligned with State
credits)

Law, Public Safety, Corrections and Security

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: EMT School , Law Enforcement Academy, IBCP Certificate
Post Secondary: CP- Criminal Justice, Criminal Justice Degree,Law School Juris Doctorate

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

Career Cluster:
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12

11

Foreign
Language

10

Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II

Algebra I or
Geometry

Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Biology or
Physical Science

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

Financial
Literacy

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

IB Intro Tech Global
Society

Digital Media/ Digital
Audio/Video Productions

Oral Communications/
Economics

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

HSHS CTE Digital Communications:CP

IB Business
Management

Digital Layout &
Design 1/Digital
Layout & Design 2
IB Business
Management

Fine Arts- Art 1

Major Areas of
Interest:

Advertising/Sports
Marketing

Studio Art Design 2/3

Technology- Computer
Business & Technology

University System
Admissions)

Post Secondary: CP- Advertising & Design-*Fall 2016

Certification GAERF

Communications Studies BA/MA
Creative Media-BA
Multimedia Journalism BS
Strategic Communications BS
Mass Communications MS/MC

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Art Director; Artist; Commercial Artist; Commercial Photographer; Digital, Still, Video, Film; Commercial/Residential and Home Furnishing
Coordinator; Computer Animator; Curator and Gallery Manager; Fashion Designer; Fashion Illustrator; Graphic Designer; Illustrator;
Interior Designer; Textile Designer

Associate of Arts
Technical Certificate
1 Year

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: Graphic Arts Education/Research, IBCP Certificate, CTE Completer of Program of Study Digital Communications

CAREER

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

4 Credits

4 Credits

SCIENCE

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

9

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

MATH

ENGLISH

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER
RECOMMENDED
FOCUS
(6 ELECTIVES
(Aligned with State
credits)

Program: Digital Communications

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Career Cluster: Arts, A/V Technology & Communications
Pathway: Media & Graphic Arts
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS
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12

11

10

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry

4 Credits

4 Credits

Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

SCIENCE

Financial
Literacy

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

IB Intro Tech Global
Society

Oral Communications/
Economics
Psychology/ Sociology
or
IB Psychology

Elective

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Program: JROTC

NJROTC 4

NJROTC 3

NJROTC 2

NJROTC 1
PE/Health

Major Areas of
Interest:

Drill Team

Drill Team

Elective

TechnologyComputer Business &
Technology

(Aligned with State
University System
Admissions)

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER FOCUS RECOMMENDED
(6 credits)
ELECTIVES

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

MATH

ENGLISH

Government & Public Administration
Pathway:
Government & Public Administration
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: HSHS CTE Completer- Program of Study- Government & Public Administration -JROTC
Post Secondary:

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

9

Career Cluster:

79

12

11

10

9

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry
Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

SCIENCE

Financial
Literacy

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

Oral Communications/
Economics
Psychology/ Sociology
or
IB Psychology

Elective

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Dance Tech 4

Dance Tech 3

Dance Tech 2

Dance Tech 1

Major Areas of
Interest:

Elective

Elective

TechnologyComputer Business &
Technology

(Aligned with State
University System
Admissions)

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

4 Credits

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: CTE Program of Study- Performing Arts
Post Secondary:

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

MATH

ENGLISH

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER FOCUS RECOMMENDED
(6 credits)
ELECTIVES

Program: Performing Arts

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Career Cluster: Arts, A/V Technology & Communication
Pathway: Visual & Performing Arts
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS

80

12

11

10

9

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry
Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

Financial
Literacy

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

Oral Communications/
Economics
Psychology/ Sociology
or
IB Psychology

Elective

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Theatre
Performance 1
Theatre
Performance 2

Intro to Theatre

Major Areas of
Interest:

Elective

Elective

TechnologyComputer Business &
Technology

(Aligned with State
University System
Admissions)

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

4 Credits

SCIENCE

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: CTE Program of Study- Performing Arts- Theatre Performance
Post Secondary:

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

MATH

ENGLISH

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER FOCUS RECOMMENDED
(6 credits)
ELECTIVES

Program: Theatre Performance

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Career Cluster: Arts, A/V Technology & Communication
Pathway: Visual & Performing Arts
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS

81

12

11

10

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry
Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

Financial
Literacy

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

IB Intro Tech Global
Society

Oral Communications/
Economics
IB Business Management

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Advanced
Photography

Fundamentals of
Photography
Intermediate
Photography

Art 1

Major Areas of
Interest:

Studio Art 2D & 3D

TechnologyComputer Business &
Technology

(Aligned with State
University System
Admissions)

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER FOCUS RECOMMENDED
(6 credits)
ELECTIVES

Program: Photography

Certificate of Proficiency 1 & 2 Year
Associate of Arts

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

Communications Studies BA/MA
Creative Media BA
Mass Communications MS/MC
Multimedia Journalism BS
Strategic Communications
BS

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Art Director; Artist; Commercial Artist; Commercial Photographer: Digital, Still, Video, Film; Commercial/Residential and
Home Furnishing Coordinator; Computer Animator; Curator and Gallery Manager; Fashion Designer; Fashion Illustrator;
Graphic Designer; Illustrator; Interior Designer; Textile Designer

Technical Certificate
1 Year

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

4 Credits

SCIENCE

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: HSHS CTE Program of Study : Photography, IBCP Certificate
Post Secondary: Professional Photographers of America PPA,Certificate of Proficiency 1 & 2 Year

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

9

MATH

ENGLISH

Career Cluster: Arts, Audio/Video Technology & Communications Pathway: Visual Arts
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS

82

12

11

10

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry
Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

Financial
Literacy

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

Essential of Computer
Programming

IB Business
Management

Oral Communications/
Economics

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Intro to Engineering
Design

Fine Arts

Major Areas of
Interest:

Principles of
Engineering

TechnologyComputer Business &
Technology

(Aligned with State
University System
Admissions)

CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

NPTC: Introduction to Engineering; CP

Degree in Engineering

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Aeronautical Engineer; Aerospace Engineer; Agricultural Engineer; Agricultural Technician; Application Engineer; Architectural Engineer;
Automotive Engineer; Biomedical Engineer; Biotechnology Engineer; CAD Technician; Chemical Engineer; Civil Engineer; Communications
Engineer; Computer Engineer; Computer Programmer; Construction Engineer; Electrical Engineer; Electronics Technician; Geothermal
Engineer; Industrial Engineer; Manufacturing Engineer; Manufacturing Technician; Marine Engineer; Mechanical Engineer; Metallurgist;
Mining Engineer; Nuclear Engineer; Petroleum Engineer; Product/Process Engineer; Survey Technician; Systems Engineer; Transportation
Engineer

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

STUDIES

Pathway: Science, technology, Engineering & Mathematics STEM Program: Intro to Engineering
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS
9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
OTHER
REQUIRED
CAREER
FOCUS RECOMMENDED
SOCIAL
COURSES
MATH
SCIENCE
(6 credits)
ELECTIVES

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: IBCP Certificate
Post Secondary: BS in Engineering, Masters in Engineering

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

9

4 Credits

ENGLISH

Career Cluster: Business & Technology
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12

11

10

9

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry
Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

SCIENCE

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

SOCIAL
STUDIES

Financial Literacy

IB Business
Management

Oral Communications/
Economics

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Machine Tool 2

Machine Tool 1

Business Law 1 & 2

Fine Arts

Major Areas of
Interest:

Machine Tool Lab

Machine Tool Lab

Management

TechnologyComputer Business &
Technology

(Aligned with State
University System
Admissions)

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER FOCUS RECOMMENDED
(6 credits)
ELECTIVES

Technical Certificate
1 Year
Associate of Applied Science

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS
CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Assembler; Automated Manufacturing Technician; Calibration Technician; Electrical Installer and Repairer; Electromechanical Equipment
Assembler; Extruding and Drawing Machine Setter/Set-Up Operator; Foundry Worker; Grinding, Lapping, and Buffing Machine Operator;
Hand Packer and Packager; Hoist and Winch Operator; Instrument Maker; Large Printing Press Machine Setter and Set-Up Operator;
Machine Operator; Medical Appliance Maker; Micro and Nano Fabrication Technicians; Milling Machine Setter and Set-Up Operator;
Millwright; Pattern and Model Maker; Precision Layout Worker; Sheet Metal Worker; Solderer and Brazier; Tool and Die Maker Welder

NPTC: Machine Tool Technology: CP

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

4 Credits

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: AASE Student Certifications, IBCP Certificate,
Post Secondary: SE Certifications, ,Certificate of Proficiency 1 & 2 Year

CAREER

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

MATH

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Pathway: Manufacturing
Program: Machine Tool Technology
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS

ENGLISH

Career Cluster: Industrial Technologies
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12

11

10

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
SC
H
O
O
L

9

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II
Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Algebra I or
Geometry

4 Credits

Biology or
Physical Science
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

IB
Informational
Technology

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

Medical Clinical
Instruction

Oral Communications/
Economics
Human Anatomy

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Medical
Procedures

Medical
Terminology

Elective

Fine Arts

Major Areas of
Interest:

Medical Procedures
Exp.

Intro to Medical
Professions

Elective

Technology

University System
Admissions)

Pathway: Health Services
Program: Medical Professions Education
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS
9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
OTHER
REQUIRED
CAREER
RECOMMENDED
SOCIAL
COURSES
MATH
SCIENCE
FOCUS
(6 ELECTIVES
STUDIES
(Aligned with State
credits)

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS
NPTC Medical Professions; CP

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS
CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language
IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

4 Credits

ENGLISH

Career Cluster: Health Sciences
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Athletic Trainer; Audiologist; Chiropractor; Dentist; Dietician; Exercise Physiologist; Nurse Practitioner; Occupational Therapist; Optometrist; Physician (MD/DO);
Physician’s Assistant; Psychologist; Recreation Therapist; Social Worker; Speech Language Pathologist; Veterinarian; Cytogenetic Technologist; Cytotechnologist; Exercise
Physiologist; Geneticist; Histotechnologist; Medical Technologist/Clinical Laboratory Scientist; Nutritionist; Pathologist; Radiologist

Requiring Baccalaureate Degree:

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary: Electronic Health Record Management, Nursing Assistant ,IBCP Certificate
Post Secondary:CP- Allied Health* Fall 2016, Emergency Medical Technician, Medical Office, Phlebotomy, Practical Nurse, Medical Coding, Paramedic,
Health Informatics, Radiology Technologist, Respiratory Therapist, Registered Nurse or Medical Laboratory Technologist

CAREER

Requiring Postsecondary Education
Anesthesiologist Assistant; Certified Nursing Assistant; Clinical Medical Assistant; Data Entry Coordinator; Dental Assistant/Hygienist; Dental Lab Technician;
EMT/Paramedic; Home Health Aide; Licensed Practical Nurse; Massage Therapist; Orthotist/Prosthetist; Pharmacist/Pharmacy Technician; Physical Therapist/Assistant;
Radiologic Technician; Registered Nurse; Respiratory Therapist; Surgical Technician; Cardiovascular Technologist; Central Supply Technician; Clinical Lab Technician;
Computer Tomography (CT) Technologist; Diagnostic Medical Sonographer; Electrocardiographic (ECG) Technician; Histotechnician; Magnetic Resonance (MR)
Technologist; Mammographer; Nuclear Medicine Technologist; Pathology Assistant; Phlebotomist; Positron Emission Tomography (PET) Technologist; Radiologic
Technologist/ Radiographer
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12

11

Algebra II,
Algebra III,
PreCal/Trig, or
IB Math Studies

Algebra II,
Algebra III, Pre
Cal/Trig, or IB
Math Studies

Geometry or
Algebra II

Algebra I or
Geometry

Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology I, or IB
Physics I
Anatomy &
Physiology,
Chemistry,
Physics, IB
Biology II, or IB
Physics II

Biology or
Physical Science

Physical Science
or Biology

3 Credits

Elective

US History or IB
History of the
Americas

World History

Civics/ World
Geography

3 Credits

Financial Literacy

Career Ready 101 /

Oral Communications/
Economics

Physical Education/
Health

FINE ARTS (1 cr)
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION (1 cr)
TECHNOLOGY (1 cr)

Wood Furniture
Manufacturing II

Advertising/
Sports &
Marketing
Wood Furniture
Manufacturing I

Fine Arts

Major Areas of
Interest:

Wood Tech Lab

Wood Tech Lab

Management

Technology
Computer Business
Applications

University System
Admissions)

9 ADDITIONAL CREDITS
CAREER
RECOMMENDED
FOCUS
(6 ELECTIVES
(Aligned with State
credits)

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS
CP; TC; AAS; ALS; AS or AA

UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS

Carpenter; Code Official; Concrete Finisher; Construction Engineer; Construction Foreman/Manager; Construction Inspector; Contractor; Design Builder;
Drywall Installer; Electrician; Electronic Systems Technician; Equipment and Material Manager; General Contractor/Builder; Heating, Ventilation, Air
Conditioning and Refrigeration Mechanic; Mason; Painter; Paperhanger; Plumber Project Estimator; Project Inspector; Project Manager; Roofer; Safety
Director; Sheet Metal Worker; Specialty Contractor; Superintendent; Tile and Marble Setter

TECHNICAL CENTER PROGRAMS
NPTC Wood Technology; CP

*Possible Industry Certifications
Secondary:
Post Secondary:

CAREER

English 12

English 11

English 10

English 9

4 Credits

4 Credits

SCIENCE

OTHER REQUIRED
COURSES

Secondary career and technical education programs may lead to industry recognized certificates, occupational opportunities or
postsecondary education options. Based on the Career Cluster of interest and identified career and technical education program, the
following postsecondary options are available.

IBCP Core

IBCP Core

Foreign
Language

10

POST
SECONDARY

H
IG
H
S
C
H
O
O
L

Foreign
Language

MATH

SOCIAL
STUDIES

Pathway: Manufacturing
Program: Wood Technology
14 CORE CURRICULUM CREDITS

ENGLISH

Industrial Technologies

9

Career Cluster:
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Hot Springs High School
Graduation Requirements
All students who graduate from Hot Springs High School must complete a minimum of 23 units
including specific subjects. All students who wish to earn a College Preparatory Seal must earn
in regular or advanced courses, including specific subjects, a minimum of 24 units and a 2.75
GPA. Under ACT 980 in order to qualify for valedictorian, salutatorian or honor graduate
of a public high school or to qualify for membership in the National Honor Society or its
equivalent, students must successfully complete a minimum core of high school courses
recommended for preparation for post-secondary education (college prep) or a more rigorous
program of vocational study recommended by the State Board of Education. TO RECEIVE A
COLLEGE PREP SEAL, A STUDENT MUST HAVE 2 (TWO) UNITS OF A FOREIGN
LANGUAGE.
Students must attend Hot Springs High School their junior and senior years in order to qualify
for valedictorian or salutatorian. Exchange students are excluded from graduation and ranking.
Under Act 684, a student who has completed a minimum of seventy-five (75) clock hours of
documented community service in grades nine (9) through twelve (12), as certified by the service
agency or organization to the school (a list of approved agencies is in the guidance counselor’s
office), shall be eligible to receive one (1) academic credit that may be applied toward
graduation.
Foreign Language Requirement: As an International Baccalaureate MYP School, Hot
Springs High School requires that all students in grades 9-10 enroll in a foreign language
class. The student must enroll in the same foreign language for both years. (See District
Language Policy)
Advanced Courses:
Hot Springs High School provides students with three academic pathways in grades 9-10. The
first two pathways enable students to meet the Arkansas Smart Core requirements and to meet
the initial requirements needed to be eligible for the Arkansas Academic Challenge Scholarship;
other requirements must be met in grades 11-12. These two pathways are also authorized under
the Middle Years Programme of the International Baccalaureate Organization. The third
pathway, whereby parents agree for their students to opt out of the Smart Core, is presently
referred to as the Arkansas Core.
The Standard Pathway is suitable for students who do not plan to enter the IB Diploma
Programme in grades 11-12 and who do not anticipate enrolling in Advanced Placement courses
in grades 11-12. Students who plan to pursue the IB Diploma or to enroll in IB or Advanced
Placement courses should enroll in the Pre-AP pathway in grades 9-10, which provides more
challenging requirements and a more rigorous course of study. The following are requirements
for students in this Pre-AP pathway who plan to enroll in subsequent IB or AP courses.
Students must satisfactorily complete the MYP Personal Project in Grade 10. Students must pass
all core subjects (English, foreign language, math courses, social studies course, science course).
3
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SMART CORE Curriculum &
Arkansas Academic Challenge Eligibility
SMART CORE: Sixteen (16) units & minimum of Six (6) Career Focus Units
A student must complete the Smart Core curriculum recommended by Arkansas Boards of
Education and Higher Education and have a minimum GPA of 2.5 upon graduation and an ACT
score of 19.
English: four (4) units (years)—9th, 10th, 11th and 12th
Oral Communications: one-half unit (1/2 year)
Mathematics: four (4) units (years) (All students under Smart Core must take a mathematics
course in grade 11 or 12 and complete Algebra II.)
A. Algebra I
B. Geometry
C. Algebra II
D. Choice of: Linear Systems and Statistics, Algebra III, Pre-Calculus including
Trigonometry, Advanced Placement Calculus, IB Math Studies or College
Algebra/College Trigonometry
Natural Science: three (3) units (years) with lab experience chosen from
A. Biology (required) – and two (2) units chosen from the following:
B. Physical Science
C. Chemistry
D. Physics
Social Studies: three (3) units (years) including all of the following:
A. Civics (1/2 unit)
B. World History
C. American History
D. Economics (1/2 unit)
Physical Education: one-half (1/2) unit (1/2 year). Note: While one-half (1/2) unit is required
for graduation, no more than one (1) unit may be applied toward fulfilling the necessary units to
graduate. One (1) unit of NJROTC can substitute for the required ½ unit of physical education
and ½ unit of health.
Health and Safety: one-half (1/2) unit (1/2 year)
Fine Arts: one-half (1/2) unit (1/2 year)
Career Focus: six (6) units (Foreign Languages included)
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Additional HSHS Graduation Requirements:
In addition to the above listed 22 units required by the Arkansas Department of Education, the
Hot Springs School District requires the following:
1. One (1) unit of Computer Technology (Computer Business Applications, EAST,
Family and Consumer Sciences)
2. Foreign Language in both grade 9 and 10 (same language both years)

CORE CURRICULUM—Career Path Curriculum
CORE: Sixteen (16) Credits—HSHS 23 Credits
English: four (4) units (years)—9th, 10th, 11th and 12th
Oral Communications: one-half unit (1/2 year)
Mathematics: four (4) units (years)
A. Algebra –1 unit
B. Geometry –1 unit
C. All math units must build on the base of algebra and geometry knowledge and skills.
D. Comparable concurrent credit college courses may be substituted where applicable.
Science: three (3) units (years)
A. At least one (1) unit of biology or its equivalent
B. At least one (1) unit of a physical science
Social Studies: three (3) units (years)
A. Civics (1/2 unit)
B. World History
C. American History
D. Economics (1/2 unit)
Physical Education: one-half (1/2) unit (1/2 year). Note: While one-half (1/2) unit is required
for graduation, no more than one (1) unit may be applied toward fulfilling the necessary units to
graduate. One (1) unit of NJROTC can substitute for the required ½ unit of physical education
and ½ unit of health.
Health and Safety: one-half (1/2) unit (1/2 year)
Fine Arts: one-half (1/2) unit (1/2 year)
Career Focus: six (6) units (Foreign Languages included)
Additional HSHS Graduation Requirements:
In addition to the above listed 22 units required by the Arkansas Department of Education, the
Hot Springs School District requires the following:
One (1) unit of Computer Technology
5
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GRADE POINT:
Grade Points and Class Rank are determined on the basis of seven terms and all grades count.
Grade Points and Class Rank are determined as follows:
ADE Approved/AP/IB Courses
A = 5 points
B = 4 points
C = 3 points
D = 2 points
F = 0 points

Regular Courses
A = 4 points
B = 3 points
C = 2 points
D = 1 point
F = 0 points

ADVANCED COURSES
Students who enroll in AP, Pre-AP or IB courses should be aware that the course are rigorous
and demanding. These courses often entail summer assignments, and students who fail to pass
an advanced course may not be enrolled in the subsequent advanced course.
CREDITS:
One-half (1/2) credit will be given for each semester work in academic classes.
One-fourth (1/4) credit will be given for each semester of work in activity classes, which are:
Athletics
Assistants
Cheerleaders
Yearbook Staff
T-Steppers
UNCONDITIONAL ADMISSIONS TO AN ARKANSAS PUBLIC COLLEGE OR
UNIVERSITY
Act 1290 of 1997 amended previous statutory language regarding the courses that high school
students must complete in order to be admitted unconditionally to a public college or university
in Arkansas. Acting in response to this legislation, the Arkansas Higher Education Coordinating
Board has established a core curriculum of set courses required for unconditional admission.
Students who graduate from high school in 2004 or later, and enter college that fall or in
subsequent years, will have to complete four mathematics courses as well as the English (4
units), Natural Science (3 units), and Social Studies (3 units) courses that are part of the current
recommended core curriculum. Parents and students are hereby notified that two (2) years of a
foreign language may be required as a prerequisite for college scholarships and/or admission to a
college or university, even though not required for graduation under the core curriculum
requirements of the Arkansas Department of Education. For high school students who graduate
in 2004 or later, these are the requirements for unconditional admission:
Four (4) units of English
Three (3) units of Natural Science
Four (4) units of Mathematics
Three (3) units of Social Studies
Two (2) units of the same foreign language
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HOT SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
(All standard level coursework aligns with the Common Core Curriculum.)
ENGLISH 9 (MYP Designed Course)
410000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course focuses on reading skills, vocabulary development, standard English grammar, and
composition. Students read, discuss and respond to readings from the following genres: short
story, poetry, drama, and non-fiction. Students use standard grammar in writing and learn
appropriate usage of complex grammar skills. Writing with the use of sentence variety and
appropriate organizational skills is emphasized. Students enhance reading skills through the use
of multiple choice questions and open response questions based on short reading passages. The
five paragraph essay is emphasized with special attention given to the descriptive and narrative
essay.
ENGLISH 9 PRE AP (MYP Designed Course)
410001
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
PRE AP PATHWAY
Prerequisite: Summer work must be satisfactorily completed and student must have
passed both semesters of 8th grade English with C or better.
Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This is a rigorous course requiring the independent reading of at least two major works and the
development of advanced composition skills. Students will use the extensive vocabulary
required for literary analysis.
ENGLISH 10 (MYP Designed Course)
411000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course emphasizes more advanced inferential reading skills. Students read more
challenging short stories, poetry, plays and non-fiction pieces and identify and explain literary
techniques used in these works. Test-taking skills and study skills are a major focus. All steps
of the Writing Process are used with emphasis being placed on editing and revision, especially in
regard to the five paragraph/three point essay. Grammatical structures such as parallel structure
and verbals are mastered. Composition lessons also address style and voice. All students will
complete the MYP personal project.
ENGLISH 10 PRE AP (MYP Designed Course)
411001
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
PRE AP PATHWAY
Prerequisite: Summer work must be satisfactorily complete with passing grade in both
semesters of English 9. Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This is a rigorous course combining composition and literature, in which students will practice
the skills associated with literary analysis. Students will read at least four full-length works,
master the three-point essay and complete the MYP Personal Project.
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ENGLISH 11
412000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course prepares students for success on the state mandated literacy examination. Students
develop higher level reading abilities through vocabulary development and a strong focus on
inferential reading skills. Students read short pieces similar to those passages that have appeared
on literacy tests in the past; they answer multiple choice questions and open response questions.
Special emphasis is give to the presence to textual evidence and supporting details. Students also
write argumentative and persuasive essays and work on style, organization, and elaboration
through supporting details and other types of evidence. Students read from various genre with
special attention placed on informative texts, literary prose, and various types of poetry.
IB ENGLISH 11 Higher Level
517100
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of the MYP Personal Project and summer work.
Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This is the first year of a two-year pre-university course in literature and composition designed to
equip students with a global perspective on literature through focused reading of would
literature. Emphasis in instruction will be placed on the students’ reading and responding
directly to literature, both orally and in writing. Internal assessment, required by IB, will include
oral presentations. Students will complete several major papers requiring literary analysis, one
of which will be based on works of world literature, some of which may be more mature in
subject matter or language. This course is required for all IB Diploma candidates.
ENGLISH 12 TRANSITION
Level: 11

Pending
All Year, 1 Credit

ENGLISH 12
413000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Junior/Senior standing
This course is designed to help the student communicate more effectively through expository
essays and the term paper. This course also provides reading experiences in British Literature.
The emphasis is on the ability to state a thesis and to develop it consistently and coherently.
Included is a review of usage, mechanics and editing skills. This course is required for a college
prep diploma and is suggested for all students who are college bound.
AP ENGLISH LIT 12 Higher Level
517040
Level: 1-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of oral presentation, world literature readings and
writings, summer work. Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This course is the second year of a two-year program of study which focuses on advanced
literary analysis skills. It follows IB English 11. This course will encourage a personal
appreciation of literature, will develop the students’ powers of oral and written expression, and
will provide the opportunity of practicing and developing the skills involved in writing and
speaking in a variety of styles and situations. Students will read and write extensively on at least
8 major literary assessments, which includes and oral examination in addition to written
examinations, all of which are externally scored.
8
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JOURNALISM
415000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course is designed to give the student a practical introduction to the field of journalism and
will include writing, production, management, composition, layout, design, editing, multi-media
presentations, public relations, a variety of print options, and computer generated graphic design.
Original projects are required.
ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
414000
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
This is a half year course. It is an opportunity of enriched training for students in the area of oral
communication. This is a graduation requirement for all students.
ORAL COMMUNICATIONS PRE AP
414001
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Requirement: Approval by IB/DP Coordinator
Only available for Pre AP students; includes memorization; oral literary presentations; strong
focus on standard grammar in spoken communication, while also meeting the graduation
requirement for all students. This course includes several additional oral presentations.
DRAMA (ELA)
416000
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
ELA Drama is a one-semester English elective course designed to introduce students to the study
of dramatic literature. Through the study of written plays, students will become informed,
perceptive, and appreciative audience members of plays from various cultures and time periods.
Students will examine and compare historical influences and contexts, universal themes in
dramatic literature, and authorial treatment of tragic heroes from various literary periods.
Students will demonstrate understanding of dramatic literature through creative oral and written
interpretations and adaptations. This course does NOT satisfy the requirements for the
required ½ credit of Fine Art.

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
ALGEBRA I (MYP Designed Course)
430000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This is a standard course in first year algebra. The topics studied will include traditional topics
of elementary algebra, beginning with mathematical operations with real numbers. Problem
solving applications of equations and inequalities, graphing of linear equations and inequalities
and polynomials and ration expressions related to operations with real numbers are to be
included. Quadratic equations are solved by factorization and the quadratic formula
GEOMETRY (MYP Designed Course)
431000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Algebra I.
This is a standard level course in plane geometry, which includes an introduction to solid
geometry, coordinate geometry and some basic trigonometry.
9
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GEOMETRY PRE AP (MYP Designed Course)
Level: 9-12

431002
All Year, 1 Credit

PRE AP PATHWAY
Prerequisite: Proficient or Advanced score on Algebra I EOC, grade C or better.
Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
In addition to the topics covered in geometry, students will study more advanced trigonometry,
investigate geometry problems and be required to communicate a mathematical line of reasoning
in solving real life problems including geometric proofs.
ALGEBRA II
432000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Algebra I.
This standard level course in second year algebra will include a review of algebra skills
presented in the Algebra I course description with a deeper insight into problem solving
applications. Topics covered will include equations and inequalities, linear relations and
functions, systems of equations and inequalities, polynomial roots, quadratic equations,
functions, polynomial and rational expressions, and exponential and logarithmic functions.
ALGEBRA II PRE AP (MYP Designed Course)
432002
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
PRE AP PATHWAY
Prerequisite: Proficient or Advanced score on Geometry and Algebra I EOC.
In addition to the topics covered in Algebra II, students will study historical significance to math
topics, complete a statistics project, be required to justify and prove mathematical relationships
and general rules, and will discuss appropriate strategies for solving different types of real world
problems. Students successfully completing MYP Algebra II will have the prerequisite and
presumed knowledge skills needed for IB Math Studies SL.
MATH READINESS
Level: 11-12

PENDING
All Year, 1 Credit

LINEAR SYSTEMS AND STATISTICS
439090
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Linear Systems and Statistics is a two-semester course designed for students who have
successfully completed Algebra II and expect to further their studies in business, social sciences
or education. Linear Systems and Statistics builds on Common Core State Standards knowledge
of probability, randomness and variability to provide students with an understanding of
experimental design, estimation, hypothesis testing, and effective communication of
experimental results. Statistical information collected and analyzed by students is used to
investigate ways of collecting, displaying and analyzing data.
ALGEBRA III
439070
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Algebra III is designed for students who have successfully completed Algebra II. This course
will enhance the higher level thinking skills developed in Algebra II trough a more in-depth
10
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study of those concepts and exploration of some pre-calculus concepts. Students in Algebra III
will be challenged to increase their understanding of algebraic, graphical and numerical methods
to analyze, translate and solve quadratic, polynomial, rational, exponential and logarithmic
functions. Modeling real world situations is an important part of this course. Sequences and
series will be used to represent and analyze real world problems and mathematical situations.
Algebra III will also include a study of trigonometric functions, right triangles and oblique
triangles.
PRE-CALCULUS including TRIGONOMETRY
433000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Algebra II and Geometry. Students in grade 10 who wish to take this
course must have teacher recommendation.
This is an advanced math course for students who plan to further their education at the college
level. Pre-Calculus covers polynomial and rational functions, conic sections, non-linear systems
of equations and inequalities, circular functions and trigonometry, oblique triangles, vectors,
polar coordinates, exponential and logarithmic functions, and sequences and series. The math
concepts will be studied using a variety of mathematical techniques—graphical, analytical,
tabular and technological. Students will be expected to use a TI-84+ graphing calculator
extensively both inside and outside the classroom.
AP STATISTICS
539030
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra II.
AP Statistics is designed to introduce students to the major concepts and tools for collecting,
analyzing, and drawing conclusion from data. There are four broad themes: Exploring Data,
Sampling & Experimentation, Anticipating Patterns, and Statistical Inference. Students who
successfully complete the course and exam may receive credit, advanced placement.
AP CALCULUS AB
534040
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Algebra, Geometry, Algebra II, and the fourth year of study in mathematics
that includes advanced topics in algebra and trigonometry.
Calculus AB is primarily concerned with developing the students’ understanding of the concepts
of calculus and providing experience with its methods and applications. The courses emphasize
a multi-representational approach to calculus, with concepts, results and problems being
expressed graphically, numerically, analytically and verbally. Students who successfully
complete the course and exam may receive credit, advanced placement.
IB MATH STUDIES I SL
539060
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval. Preqquiste: Algebra I, Geometry, and
Algebra II.
This course prepares students to take the Standard Level Math Studies examination and is
required of all IB Diploma level students. The class covers numbers and algebra, set theory,
logic, statistics, probability, functions, trigonometry, introductory differential calculus, and
financial mathematics. It is designed for students who do not anticipate a need of higher level
11
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mathematics in high school. Students will need a TI-84+ graphing calculator. Students will
complete projects during the year which involve collection of data or the generation of
measurements and the analysis and evaluation of information or measurements. An internal
assessment will be completed and submitted to IBO for scoring.
IB MATH STUDIES II SL
539061
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
Continuation of IB Math Studies I with focus on higher level skills.

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
PHYSICAL SCIENCE (MYP Designed Course)
423000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course requires knowledge of basic math and algebra and includes laboratory activities
observations. Students will work with formulas, the English and metric systems of
measurement, and plot data on graphs. The course includes a survey of the physical science such
as units of atomic structure, motion, energy, heat, light, sound and those subjects dealing with the
physical environment. Lab activities included.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE PRE AP (MYP Designed Course)
423002
Level: 9-12
Pre-AP Pathway
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Algebra I, 10th grade status. Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator
approval
This course requires knowledge of basic math, geometry and algebra. Students will work with
formulas, the English and metric systems of measurement, and plot data on graphs. The course
includes a survey of the physical science such as units of atomic structure, motion, energy, heat,
light, sound and those subjects dealing with the physical environment. One semester focuses on
introduction to chemistry and the other on introduction to physics. Good math skills needed.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
424020
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course is a study of the environment. This course will study air pollution, water pollution,
population issues and other concerns that affect the earth and the environment. In this class,
students will study the way we live and how it impacts the environment. Lab activities included.
PHYSICS
422000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Trigonometry skills are required. Algebra II or above recommended.
This is an introductory physics involving the study of motion, heat, sound, light, electricity and
magnetism, with laboratory activities to encourage and engage the interest of the student.
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BIOLOGY (MYP Designed Course)
420000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This is a general biology course involving the study of chemical, physical, and functional
properties of life from the simplest unit to the most complex organisms. Lab activities included.
BIOLOGY PRE AP (MYP Designed Course)
420001
Level: 9-12
Pre-AP Pathway
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This is a rigorous course for the ninth grade student with a superior science background.
Emphasis will be on providing a wide range and greater depth of biological information in this
introductory course. The student’s knowledge of research techniques and independent study
skills will be stressed for those who want a comprehensive course in biology. Extra projects and
readings will be required. Lab activities included.
HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
424030
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This is an introductory course examining the organization of the human body. Topics include
skeletal, muscular, nervous, cardiovascular and reproductive systems. This is designed for
student who will pursue a career in the medical or health related fields.
BOTANY
524010
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
This provides the student with a survey of the plant kingdom with emphasis on the anatomy and
physiology of the flowering plants. Though paired with Zoology, two courses can be taken
independently. Course is available based upon student demand.
ZOOLOGY
524011
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
This course is designed as a survey of the animal kingdom. The course emphasizes comparisons
of the different animal phyla. Though paired with Botany, two courses can be taken
independently. Course is available based upon student demand.
IB BIOLOGY I
529030
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Pre-AP Biology. Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator Approval.
Higher level biology is a comprehensive two-year pre-university course that is designed to allow
students to obtain a secure knowledge of a limited body of facts and at the same time broad
general understanding of biology. Four general biological concepts will be studied as unifying
topics throughout the course: Structure and Function, Universality versus Diversity, Equilibrium
within Systems and Evolution. Students will spend approximately 30 hours in class performing
laboratory experiments. Through the study of biology and the Group 4 Project, students will
develop an understanding of the environment and technological consequences of new scientific
discoveries, identify the social and economic effects of new scientific discoveries, identify the
social and economic effects of experimental sciences, and evaluate the ethical and moral
considerations for scientists working in an increasingly independent world.
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AP BIOLOGY
520030
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: IB Biology; Chemistry strongly recommended. Requirement: IB Diploma
Coordinator approval.
AP Biology is designed to be equivalent to the rigor of a two-semester college introduction
biology course taken by biology majors during their first year of college. It helps students
develop a conceptual framework for modern biology as a process. Students will explore
molecules, cells, heredity, evolution, organisms and populations with challenging goals and
understanding concepts rather than memorization of terms and details. Lab work is required and
equivalent in rigor to college biology majors. This course meets the requirements for IB Biology
II. Students are required to take official examinations for both AP and IB.
CHEMISTRY
421000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Physical Science; Biology, Algebra I, enrolled in or having completed Bridge
to Algebra II or Algebra II. This is an introductory course involving the study of chemical
concepts, atomic structure and bonding, and chemical reactions. Students will complete lab
requirements.
IB CHEMISTRY I
521040
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Pre AP Physical Science; enrolled in or having completed Bridge to Algebra
II or Algebra II. Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This rigorous course emphasizes understanding of chemical concepts. From an analysis of
atomic structure and bonding, a study is made of how and why chemical reactions occur.
Students develop their experimental and investigative skills in the laboratory as well as their
ability to analyze, evaluate and synthesize scientific information.
IB CHEMISTRY II
521041
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: IB Chemistry I with a grade of C or better for both semesters. Requirement:
IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This is a rigorous, advanced course in Chemistry.
IB PHYSICS I
522061
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Pre AP Physical Science; enrolled in or completed Bridge to Algebra II or
Algebra II. Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This is an advanced course in introductory physics involving the study of heat, sound, light,
electricity and mechanics. Emphasis is placed on self-directed study and laboratory experiments.
In addition to internal assessment by the teacher in the classroom and participate in a Group 4
project.
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IB PHYSICS II
522062
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: IB Physics I with a grade of C or better for both semesters, enrolled in or
having completed Algebra II. Requirement: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
Global environmental physics looks at global energy sources/supplies and the enhanced
greenhouse effect. A strong emphasis is on the increasing skills in laboratory and the study of
heat, sound, light, electricity and mechanics. Students are required to take the IB exam.

SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
(All standard level coursework aligns with the Common Core Curriculum.)
CIVICS/AMERICAN GOVERNMENT (MYP Designed Course)
472000
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
This is a standard level of Civics/American Government course concerned with the functions of
local, state and national government. Topic concerning economic and business organizations,
careers, social problems, conservation, structure of the Constitution and current issues will be
studied and analyzed.
CIVICS/AMERICAN GOVERNMENT PRE AP (MYP Designed Course) 472001
PRE AP PATHWAY
One Semester, ½ Credit
Level: 9-12
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator Approval
This course prepares students for advanced social studies courses and also meets the
requirements for graduation of Civics/American Government. In addition to studying local, state,
and national government, the student will also study the following topics: social problems,
current issues, the U.S. Constitution, Supreme Court decisions, and comparative government.
Extra readings and projects will be required.
WORLD GEOGRAPHY (MYP Designed Course)
474600
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
World Geography is a one-semester high school social studies elective course that emphasizes
the interaction of humans and their physical and cultural environments. The study of geography
will focus on five major themes: location, place, human/environment interactions, movement,
and regions. The study includes current developments around the world that affect physical and
cultural settings. Cultural settings include population, political structures, life styles, economics,
and customs. Students will analyze and interpret a variety of geographic resources and use
primary and secondary sources, maps, pictorial and graphic evidence, as well as newer
technologies.
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WOR LD GEOGRAPHY PRE-AP (MYP Designed Course)
474601
Level: 9-12
Pre-AP Pathway
One Semester, ½ Credit
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval
This more rigorous one-semester course emphasizes the interaction of humans and their physical
and cultural environments. This course requires extensive map studies and knowledge, including
both physical and political maps, but the heaviest emphasis will be on the political maps.
Students will use technology to complete research and produce individual and group projects for
class presentations. Students will consider the impact of geography upon historical events and
gain significant and thorough knowledge of world maps. Strongly recommended for students
who plan to pursue the IB Diploma or take IB History courses.
AP American Government (MYP Designed Course)
572010
Level:10-12
All Year
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval. Recommended: Pre Civics/American
Government Pre AP
The AP Government & Politics: United States course provides an analytical perspective on
government and politics in the United States. This course involves both the study of general
concepts used to interpret U.S. politics and the analysis of specific case studies. It also requires
familiarity with the various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that constitute U.S. political
reality. Students must take the exam in May.
WORLD HISTORY (MYP Designed Course)
471000
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This is a required world history course. It traces man’s civilization in the western world from the
beginning of history through today. Current world problems are studied regularly through
reading and discussion of current events; primary and secondary sources will be examined.
WORLD HISTORY PRE AP (MYP Designed Course)
471001
PRE AP PATHWAY
All Year, 1 Credit
Level: 10
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator Approval
This advanced world history course focuses on the modern era (1850-early 21st century). In this
course, students will learn to communicate and analyze historical information. Students will
consider a range of points of view and detect bias, develop critical thinking skills, and write
extensively. This course requires extensive study and analysis of primary and secondary sources
as well as completion of extra readings and writings.
U.S. HISTORY
470000
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This is a general survey course in the history of the United States from colonial times to the
present.
PSYCHOLOGY
474400
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: 10th grade or above.
This course is a study of the scientific principles of human behavior.
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IB PSYCHOLOGY
579030
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: 10th grade or above.
This is a one year, pre-university level social science course designed to introduce students to the
study of behavior and mental processes by examining the interaction of biological, cognitive and
socio-cultural influences on human behavior. The ethical concerns raised by the methodology
and application of psychological research are key considerations in IB psychology. Students are
required to complete an experimental study requiring the manipulation of one independent
variable and the measurement of one dependent variable, while other variables are kept constant.
The purpose of the internal assessment is for students to experience the research process by
practicing sound research methodology. This research project provides the IB Internal
Assessment, which along with other IB examinations in May determine the final IB score.
Completion of the Internal Assessment and sitting for the IB exams are required of all students
enrolled in the class.
SOCIOLOGY
474500
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Students will develop an understanding and be able to apply sociological concepts and culture,
organization, stratification and societies.
ECONOMICS
474300
Level: 11-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
This course is required for graduation.
Economics is a one-semester course that focuses on microeconomics and the practical
applications of economic decision making. It is designed to enable students to learn those skills
and concepts required to become economically responsible citizens.
ECONOMICS Pre AP
474301
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator Approval. This course is required for graduation.
Economics is a one-semester course that focuses on microeconomics and the practical
applications of economic decision making. It is designed to enable students to learn those skills
and concepts required to become economically responsible citizens. Students will also explore
the stock market and some topics related to macro-economics.
AMERICAN HISTORY IB
570050
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Satisfactory grade in Pre-AP World History or B or better in standard world
history. (Recommended: Grade of C or better in English 10 due to reading/writing
requirements.)
IB History of the Americas I is the first year of a two-year intensive and rigorous course required
of all IB Diploma candidates. This advanced course will fulfill the state graduation requirement
for U.S. History. The course content will focus on critical topics in American history, and will
also include Canadian and Latin American history for the same topics as a point of comparison.
The student should be able to work independently, communicate effectively, analyze historical
and geographical information, and communicate his/her findings. Students will begin working on
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an extensive historical investigation/research paper, which they will complete in the second year
as part of the requirement for the IB Program.
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN HISTORY IB
570041
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: American History IB, completion of Historical Investigation.
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator Approval
This second year of a two-year intensive course designed to meet the needs of the IB Diploma
candidate as well as those of students with an interest in history. The coursework will cover
topics selected by the instructor from a list of topics required by the IBO. The course will be
global rather than national in scope and will examine historiography and evaluate and analyze
historical readings. Students will complete the historical investigation paper required by IB and
sit for the IB assessment in May.
THE BIBLE FROM A HISTORICAL & LITERARY PERSPECTIVE
PENDING
Level: Pending
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite - a “C or better in a previous history course.
The curriculum for the program shows a concern to convey the content of the Bible as compared
to literature and history. The program is concerned with education rather than indoctrination of
students. The central approach of the class is simply to study the Bible as a foundation document
of society, and that approach is altogether appropriate in a comprehensive program of secular
education. This is a state certified Bible course (elective) into the public high schools
nationwide.

FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT
MUSIC APPRECIATION (MYP Designed Course)
453030
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
One semester course will fulfill fine arts requirement for graduation.
This class surveys music from diverse cultures around the world. It is an active study of how
music says who we are as human beings and how we express ourselves through music. This class
will cover the man social, cultural and historical contexts of music in our lives.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Level: 9-12
Prerequisites: There is no prerequisite for Music Technology.

459021
All Year, 1 Credit

Music Technology is a two-semester course designed for the study of technologies used to
create, manipulate, perform, record, and share music. The course will introduce the student to the
constantly changing resources and possibilities available to them for personal musical
expression. Course activities may involve smartphones, tablets, computers, and cloud-based
resources, along with the voice and available acoustic, analog, electronic, and digital
instruments. Music Technology will satisfy the one-half credit fine arts requirement for
graduation
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INTRODUCTION TO BAND
451010
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisites: Never been in band
Introduction to Band is a two-semester course designed for the student who would like to
participate in the high school band program, but has had no previous training in the fundamentals
of instrumental music. Whether included in the full band or in a separate classroom setting,
Introduction to Band students focus on the development of sight-reading skills, improvisational
skills, and performance techniques. Experiences in responding to music and connecting music to
cultural influences are also a part of the overall course. Introduction to Band will satisfy the onehalf credit fine arts requirement for graduation.
TROJAN BAND I (MYP Designed Course)
451000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Meets fine arts credit for graduation
Prerequisites: The student entering Band I must successfully complete the preceding year
of Band and/or have the instructor’s approval through audition. This advanced band is the
concert band and marching band that represents the high school at public performances and
football games. This group studies symphonic band literature, both classical and modern, and
learns corps style marching.
TROJAN BAND II (MYP Designed Course)
451041
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Approval of Band Instructor required for Trojan Band I-IV
Prerequisites: The student entering Band II, III, and IV must successfully complete the
preceding year of Band and/or have the instructor’s approval through audition.
TROJAN BAND III (MYP Designed Course)
Level: 10-12

451050
All Year, 1 Credit

TROJAN BAND IV (MYP Designed Course)
Level: 10-12

451060
All Year, 1 Credit

ORCHESTRA I/STRINGS
451100
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Meets fine arts credit for graduation.
Prerequisite: Orchestra/Strings I-IV - Approval of Orchestra Instructor required for
Orchestra I-IV.
ORCHESTRA II/STRINGS
Level: 9-12

451110
All Year, 1 Credit

ORCHESTRA III/STRINGS
Level: 10-12

451120
All Year, 1 Credit

ORCHESTRA IV/STRINGS
Level: 11-12

451130
All Year, 1 Credit
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JAZZ BAND I (MYP Designed Course)
451200
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Meets fine arts credit for graduation.
Prerequisites: The student entering Jazz Band II, III, or IV must successfully complete the
preceding year of Jazz Band and/or have the instructor’s approval through audition.
Enrolled in Trojan Band.
Jazz Band I-IV are two-semester courses designed for traditional and emerging ensembles. Jazz
Band I-IV students will demonstrate an ability to apply music fundamentals and instrumental
techniques in the production, performance, analysis, and critique of jazz music performance.
Students are expected to apply sight-reading skills, improvisational skills, and performance
techniques in solo, small group, and large group settings. Jazz Band I-IV students will critique
music performances and deeply reflect upon the impact of jazz music on society as well as
societal influences on jazz music. Students will regularly perform in a variety of settings and will
demonstrate successful completion of student learning expectations. Jazz Band I Jazz Band II,
Jazz Band III, or Jazz Band IV will satisfy the one-half credit fine arts requirement for
graduation.
JAZZ BAND II (MYP Designed Course)
Level: 9-12

451210
All Year, 1 Credit

JAZZ BAND III (MYP Designed Course)
Level: 9-12

451220
All Year, 1 Credit

JAZZ BAND IV (MYP Designed Course)
Level: 9-12

451230
All Year, 1 Credit

MUSIC LAB I (Piano)
451500
Level : 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: None
Music Lab I- IV meets fine arts credit for graduation.
Music Lab I-IV are two-semester courses of study designed to provide instruction in any
harmonizing instrument (musical instruments capable of producing harmonies as well as
melodies), including but not limited to piano, guitar, banjo, general keyboards, synthesizers,
iPads, or various technological media. It encapsulates the basic through advanced concepts that
are germane to these musical media and empowers the educator to contour the fundamental
dictates of instruction to the appropriate instrument(s). Through the processes of creating,
performing, and analyzing music for these instruments, the student will develop the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes for lifelong playing and listening to music. Music Lab I-IV creates
opportunities for personal musical expression through choosing, discussing, and sculpting the
musical experiences.
MUSIC LAB II (Piano)
451510
Level : 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: The student entering Music Lab II, III, or IV must successfully complete the
preceding year of Music Lab and/or have the instructor’s approval through audition.
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MUSIC THEORY
459010
Grades: 10-12
All Year
Prerequisite: Band I.
Music Theory is an advanced course designed to expand and enhance the skills of the serious
high school musician. Students in Music Theory examine components of music composition,
melodic practices, theories of harmony, and other musical concepts. Students analyze music
from different stylistic periods and develop notation, aural, and sight-reading skills. Emphasis is
placed on the application of rhythm, melody, harmony, form, and other compositional devices
into original compositions.
GUITAR I
Level: 9-12
Prerequisite: Teacher approval for Guitar II-IV.

451540
All Year, 1 Credit

GUITAR II

451550
All Year, 1 Credit

GUITAR III

451560
All Year, 1 Credit

GUITAR IV

451570
All Year, 1 Credit

DANCE TECH I (MYP Designed Course)
459200
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: None
All dance courses meet the fine arts requirement for graduation.
This is an introduction course to ballet, modern, jazz and tap dance. There is a nine-week term in
each area of dance with emphasis on fundamental techniques.
DANCE TECH II
459210
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Teacher approval for Dance II - Dance IV
This is the second year of a two-year program. Students must have successfully completed
Dance I and have a good understanding of ballet, modern, jazz and tap.
DANCE TECH III
459220
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Students entering Dance III and IV must have successfully completed the preceding year of
Dance and have a good understanding of ballet, modern, jazz and tap.
DANCE TECH IIV
Level: 12

459230
All Year, 1 Credit
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THEATRE I
459100
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
All theatre courses meet the fine arts requirement for graduation.
Theatre I is a two-semester course in which students learn and demonstrate mastery of theatre
academic and performance skills. At the Theatre I level students will explore theatre
fundamentals, analyze and interpret scripts, evaluate artistic work, and use those evaluations to
deepen the meaning of their work. Theatre I contains an introduction to stagecraft skills
Theatre I.
THEATRE II
459110
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: The student entering Theatre II and Theatre III must have successfully
completed the preceding year of study in the same content. In Theatre II and Theatre III
students will focus on the practical application of skills developed in Theatre I. Student will take
on more complex projects and may begin to develop directorial skills. Ultimately, students will
make artistic decisions using multiple forms on inspiration, particularly focusing on social,
cultural, and historical context. Theatre II and III expand the knowledge and performance base
of Theatre I.
THEATRE III
Level: 11-12

459120
All Year, 1 Credit

GENERAL CHOIR (MYP Designed Course)
452000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course is a non-auditioned choir, but is a pre-requisite for Varsity Choir and for Show
Choir. Meets Fine Arts requirement for graduation.
This full year course is designed to teach basic music fundamentals and vocal techniques.
Students will develop beginning performance techniques in solo, small group and large group
settings with emphasis on skills in reading music and proper performance techniques.
Requirements of this course include students performing in variety of settings including but not
limited to, concerts, contests, and school assemblies.
TROJAN VARSITY CHOIR II
452040
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: General Choir Required: Approval of Director
This full year course is designed for the serious music students. It is the top-performing group of
the choral program. Dedication and commitment are required. This choir represents Hot Springs
Schools in choral contests, festivals, public and civic concerts. Students must demonstrate skills
in vocal technique and show success in sight-reading skills. It is an auditioned choir.
TROJAN VARSITY CHOIR III
Level: 10-12
Pre-requisite: General Choir or Approval of Director

452050
All Year, 1 Credit
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TROJAN VARSITY CHOIR IV
Level: 10-12
Pre-requisite: General Choir or Approval of Director

452060
All Year, 1 Credit

SHOW CHOIR II
452041
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Pre-requisite: General Choir or Approval of Director.
This full year course includes various choral and vocal performances in various styles and
genres: classical, spirituals, folk, opera, operetta, blues, jazz, Motown. This course helps young
performing artists learn to effectively combine singing, dance and acting. This choir offers
multi-talented students the opportunity to develop all of their performing abilities. It is an
auditioned group.
SHOW CHOIR III
452051
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Pre-requisite: General Choir or Approval of Director for Show Choir II -IV
SHOW CHOIR IV
Level: 10-12

452061
All Year, 1 Credit

ART I (MYP Designed Course)
450000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course is required for all higher level art courses. Meets Fine Arts requirement for
graduation.
This introductory course in art encourages the student to develop creative and critical problemsolving skills, which are facilitated through learning by doing. The student will work with
language of visual arts while learning basic color theory (2D & 3D) design elements and
principles, media exploration, and drawing techniques. The class provides a broad spectrum of
visual art foundations and requires no previous drawing or art experience. A final portfolio and
daily sketchbook are required.
ART II (MYP Designed Course)
450030
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Art I
Exploratory studio is designed for student whose interest in art is mainly a creative and
productive one. The class offers the student the opportunity to work in three studios including
design, color, and drawing. Each studio exploration will last for roughly twelve weeks. The
students will explore a variety of media, technique and meaning in visual art. The class will also
have an emphasis on contemporary art history. A final portfolio and daily sketchbook are
required.
ART III
450040
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Art I and II. Required: Teacher Approval
Art III provides the serious art student challenging projects in visual arts toward portfolio
preparation for career, scholarship and exhibition. Drawing, painting, two and three-dimensional
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design in a variety of media develop knowledge and skills. Creativity and quality are
emphasized. Students explore current issues and artists. Art works are individualized supporting
personal interest areas. Critique is employed as a learning process through group and self.

AP ART
559050
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Art I or a similar studio course at the high school. Required: Teacher
Approval
To prepare for AP Studio Art, it is recommended that students also take Art II and Art III plus
Graphic Arts or Digital Imagery
AP Studio Art is a college level course taught. Students will study drawing or 2D design, thereby
building a foundation for further study of visual art in higher education. Students must compile a
portfolio of their best work for submission to and review by the College Board. Students will
submit this portfolio in the first week of May; submissions will be in the digital form and actual
work. Student is required to work independently and meet deadlines. Class critiques and weekly
journal assignments are also required.
ART HISTORY I (MYP Designed Course)
450060
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Meets fine arts requirement for graduation
Prerequisite: None
Art History I is a one-semester course designed to teach students the significance of art
throughout history. Students in Art History I will examine periods of art history from around the
world from ancient civilizations through High Renaissance. Students will examine characteristics
of art including themes, artists, major artworks, and media and processes involved in creating
artwork that is unique to each period of art. Students will also explore societal influences on art
from each period as well as the impact art from each period has had on society. Students will
apply basic terminology and higher order thinking skills to respond to and to draw inferences
from artwork and artists from each period of art history.
ART HISTORY II (MYP Designed Course)
450070
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: Art History I
Art History II is a one-semester course designed to teach students the significance of art
throughout history. Students in Art History II will examine periods of art history from around the
world from the Baroque to Post-Modern art and will continue studying concepts begun in Art
History I.
STUDIO ART 2-D (MYP Designed Course)
450080
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: None
Meets fine arts requirement for graduation. (Formerly computer graphic design)
Products, including personal/professional logos, CD cover package designs, and multi-fold
brochures. Students will also explore their personal creative potential in writing and illustrating
poetry, digitally manipulating photographs, and digitally creating a self-portrait
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STUDIO ART 3-D (MYP Designed Course)
450090
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: Must have completed Art I and Studio Art 2-D.
Meets fine arts requirement for graduation
This is a course in which students further explore, apply, and move toward mastery of the
elements of art and principles of design in specific areas of art, such as ceramics, jewelry,
mosaics, fiber arts, sculptures, mixed media, altered books, or other 3-D media. Student art will
demonstrate evidence of complex problem-solving skills, higher order thinking, risk taking,
imagination, and innovation.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY IB
559810
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Diploma Coordinator Approval. This IB course emphasizes the study of the social
significance and ethical considerations arising from information technology (IT) on a local,
national, and global level. The course of study will encourage students to develop a wellrounded knowledge base regarding IT in support of developing higher-level critical thinking and
problems solving skills. The ITGS student will explore the nature of the social and ethical issues
arising from IT and will develop products and solutions to these issues on a global level. The
ITGS student will develop a thorough competence in the tools, the applications, and the
utilization of IT. Students will be assessed externally through two papers and internally through
the creation of a portfolio and a project. (Also listed in CTE)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
FRENCH I (MYP Designed Course)
441000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: None
Students learn French pronunciation, common words, and basic structures for making statements,
asking questions and expressing feelings. Students develop speaking, reading, writing skills in
the target language.
FRENCH I Pre AP (MYP Designed Course)
441001
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: IB Coordinator Recommendation
Students learn French pronunciation, common words, and basic structures for making statements,
asking questions, and expressing feelings. Students who enjoy reading and have read a wide
variety of books enter the first year of foreign language study with good prospects of success
because they have a large store of English vocabulary and general knowledge. Strong emphasis
on oral communication skills and composition skills.
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FRENCH II (MYP Designed Course)
441010
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: French I
Students will proceed to more complicated structures and verb tenses and learn vocabulary
necessary for travel and talking about ideas. They will read selections in French about France
and the French-speaking world.
FRENCH II Pre AP (MYP Designed Course)
441011
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
PRE AP PATHWAY
Prerequisite: French I w/grade of C or better. Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval
Students will proceed to more complicated structures and verb tenses and learn vocabulary
necessary for travel and talking about ideas. They will read selections in French about France
and the French-speaking world. Strong emphasis on oral communication skills and composition
skills – Students in this class are preparing for IB French III and IV.
IB FRENCH III
541070
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisites: French I and II. Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval
This course designed for students who intend to apply their language experience toward IB
certification and is recommended for those who hope to continue language study after
graduation. Grammar and vocabulary development will continue, but with greater emphasis on
oral and written communication. Reading comprehension will be enhanced through the use of
authentic literacy materials. All four language skills will be employed to increase awareness of
and familiarity with French culture.
IB FRENCH IV
541050
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: IB French III w/passing grade. Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval
This course is a continuation of IB French III designed for greater language acquisition with
primary emphasis on written and oral expression. Students will read and respond to French
literary and practical texts, make oral presentations, and prepare for success on the IB
examination with is given in May. All IB French IV students are required to take the IB exam.
SPANISH I (MYP Designed Course)
440000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course introduces the essentials of Spanish including reading, writing, speaking, and
listening. It incorporates Spanish grammar and the Hispanic culture and is designed for students
with little to no background in speaking and reading Spanish.

SPANISH I Pre AP (MYP Designed Course)

440001
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Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
PRE AP PATHWAY
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval.
This course is designed for those students who have some background in Spanish, but who are
not prepared for Spanish II. It incorporates grammar, vocabulary and Hispanic culture in a
proficiency based design in order to develop speaking, listening, reading and writing skills.
SPANISH II (MYP Designed Course)
440020
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Spanish I
This is a continuation of Spanish I with speaking, listening and writing skills, extended
vocabulary and grammar development. Hispanic culture is studied both through context of
language development and projects.
SPANISH II Pre AP
440021
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
PRE AP PATHWAY
Prerequisite: Spanish I Required: approval by IB Diploma Coordinator
This course is designed for students who have earned a credit in Spanish I from middle school or
for those who receive teacher recommendation at the high school. It is a continuation of Spanish
I with speaking, listening and writing skills, extended vocabulary and grammar development.
Hispanic culture is studied both through context of language and projects. Strong emphasis on
oral communication skills and composition skills. These students are generally those who plan to
proceed to IB Spanish III and IV.
SPANISH III
440030
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Spanish I and II
This course is a continuation of Spanish II for those students who are on the language study in
order to better communicate in the Spanish language. Native speakers and students who
complete Spanish II in grade 9 will make up the majority of the class’s population; those students
who completed Spanish II in grade 9 are required to take this course or IB Spanish III. The
course will emphasize verbal communication in the target language to enable students to become
lifelong learners of Spanish, which will improve their opportunities for employment in our
society. Students will develop their knowledge of Spanish through reading of Spanish language
texts, through development of their Spanish language vocabulary, and through participation in
various activities that advance their understanding of the history, art, and literature of the Spanish
speaking world.
IB SPANISH III
540130
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Spanish II w/grade of C or better Required: IB Diploma Coordinator
approval
This course is designed for students who intend to apply their language experience toward IB
certification and is recommended for those who hope to continue their language study after
graduation. Grammar and vocabulary development will continue, but with greater emphasis on
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oral and written communication, including the production of compositions, projects, and
brochures. Reading comprehension will be enhanced through the use of authentic and adapted
literary material. Oral comprehension will be developed through listening to videos, dialogues
and narratives. All four language skills will be employed to increase awareness of and familiarity
with Hispanic culture, and contact with the local Hispanic community will be encouraged.
(Students who have completed Spanish III MAY take this course for credit.)
IB SPANISH IV
540140
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: IB Spanish III Required: IB Diploma Coordinator approval
This course is continuation of Spanish III, designed for greater language acquisition with primary
focus on written and oral expression. Students will read and respond to a variety of literary texts
and periodicals; listen to and respond orally and in written form to dialogues, videos and radio
announcements; complete research projects, make presentations and conduct discussions; and
compose essays, narratives, and original works in Spanish. Students are required to sit for the IB
assessment in May.
CHINESE I (MYP Designed Course)
447000
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: None
Introduction to the Mandarin Chinese language taught by a native speaker from China. This
course includes fundamentals of comprehension, speaking, reading, writing and culture.
CHINESE II (MYP Designed Course)
447010
Level: 9-12
All year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Chinese I
Continuation of the Mandarin Chinese language taught by a native speaker from China. Oral and
written communication skills will continue to be developed and expanded. Reading emphasizing
cultural topics will be introduced and discussed.
SPANISH CULTURE AND CONVERSATION
970134
Level: 9-12
PENDING
This course is designed as an introduction/bridge course that prepares students to take Spanish I
for credit at a later date. It will also provide students with the necessary skills and knowledge to
appreciate the Hispanic culture and language as an integral part of our modern American culture.
This course does not apply toward the necessary credits for graduation but students do receive
local credit. This course is not available to all students; counselors will place students in this
class based on student backgrounds and needs.
SPANISH CULTURE AND CONVERSATION II
PENDING
Level: 10-12
PENDING
Continuation of Spanish Culture and Conversation I. This course is designed as an
introduction/bridge course that prepares students to take Spanish I for credit at a later date. This
course is not available to all students; counselors will place students in this class based on
student backgrounds and needs.
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ENRICHMENT
Level: 9-12
Requirement: Approval by Teacher.
Those students learning English as a second language.

970133
One Semester, ½ Credit

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT (CTE)
COMPUTER BUSINESS APPLICATIONS (CBA)
492120
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Knowledge of keyboarding skills
THIS COURSE IS A PRE-REQUISITE FOR ALL BUSINESS COURSES.
This is a two semester course designed to introduce students to business applications that are
necessary to live and work in a technological society. Emphasis is given to hardware, concepts,
and business uses of applications. The business applications covered are word processing,
database, spread-sheet, graphics integrated software, electronic mail, management-support
software and image processing.
DC I – DIGITAL LAYOUT AND DESIGN (MYP Designed Course)
492150
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: CBA
DC I – Digital Layout and Design is a one-semester course that combines the versatility of the
computer with page-design software, enabling students to produce materials of near photo-type
quality. The course includes page composition, layout, design, editing functions and a variety of
printing options. (IBCP students take this course in grade 11 only)
DC II – DIGITAL IMAGING (MYP Designed Course)
492160
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: DC I
DC II – Digital Imaging is a one-semester course designed to study the process of editing digital
images, photography, and appropriate visual signals to communicate the desired message to an
audience effectively. Principles are used to analyze and organize information, set up a design
structure, and produce special visual expressions and techniques that are applied to graphics,
photos, and video. These techniques are then applied to develop a finished product / portfolio to
be used in further education. (IBCP students take this course in grade 11 only)
DC III – DIGITAL MEDIA
492360
Level 11-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: DC I & DC II
DC III – Digital Media is a one-semester hands-on course focusing on the creative and technical
skills necessary for Web design and animation. Students will create visual effects and animated
graphics for video, web, and other types of media using computer software. Students learn the
fundamentals of Web design and HTML, explore techniques used in building media for the Web,
along with learning to develop content and publish media-based Web sites to the Internet.
(IBCP students take this course in grade 12 only)
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DC IV – DIGITAL AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
492370
Level 11-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: DC I, DC II, DC III. (IBCP students take this course in grade 12 only)
DC IV – Digital Audio / Video Productions is a one-semester course where students are
introduced to audio and video. They will capture, create, and edit audio and video files for media
productions and various delivery formats. This course allows the student to build digital audio
and video making skills by having them conceive, storyboard, record, edit, and finalize projects
in various media formats. This is a hands-on course that teaches students how to use audio and
video editing software to edit audio and video.
COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING I
492100
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: CBA
This is a two-semester course with emphasis on basic accounting principles as they relate to both
manual and computerized financial systems. Instruction is on an integrated basis using
computers and electronic calculators as the relationships and processes of manual and
computerized accounting are presented. Knowledge of programming is not necessary for
enrollment. Entry-level skills in the accounting occupations can be attained.
COMPUTERIZED ACCOUNTING II
492110
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Computerized Accounting I w/at least a “C” average or above
This is a two-semester course designed to provide students with the knowledge, understanding,
and skill necessary for successful careers in accounting. Partnerships as well as departmental,
corporate and cost accounting systems are components of the course. Emphasis is given to the
computerized/automated functions in accounting.
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCE
492240
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: CBA This course is designed for Seniors.
This course focuses on the individual’s role and financial responsibilities as a student, citizen,
consumer and participant in the business world. It informs students of their financial
responsibilities.
ADVERTISING
492010
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: CBA
Advertising is a one-semester course designed to focus on the competencies needed for the
planning and implementation of a successful advertising program. Students are exposed to media
methods of research, budgets, and evaluations that are used to sell a product, service, or business.
Hands-on experience is given in copy writing, layout, and production in various media.
MANAGEMENT
Level: 10-12
Prerequisite: CBA

492320
All Year, 1 Credit
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Management is a two-semester course that assists the student in understanding basic
management functions. Students study the management process, decision-making, environmental
factors, basic ethics, and social responsibility. Planning, organizing, leading and controlling are
emphasized as well as basic concepts of staffing, leadership, communications, entrepreneurship,
and international management.
IB BUSINESS MANAGEMENT I
PENDING
Level : 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Required: IB Diploma Coordinator Approval. (Recommended: GPA of 2.5 or better and reading
at or above grade level.) This is the first year of a two-year rigorous course designed by the

International Baccalaureate. It includes the study of decision-making within an organization and
examines the use of information technology in business contexts. The course is designed to
develop students’ ability to analyze and evaluate business activities at local, national, and
international levels. It encourages the appreciation of ethical concerns and corporate social
responsibilities. During the second year students will be required to complete and submit a
written commentary that demonstrates the application of business management tools, techniques,
and theories to a realistic business problem. Students are also required to sit for externally
moderated IB assessments in May of the second year’s study.
SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT MARKETING
492640
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: CBA
Sports and Entertainment Marketing is a one-semester course designed to provide students with
an understanding of marketing concepts, foundations, and functions as they relate to career
opportunities in the growing area of sports and entertainment. Instruction will focus on public
relations and publicity, event planning and marketing, sponsorship. Venue design, concessions,
risk management, product planning, licensing, ticket sales, and distribution.
BUSINESS LAW I/Business Law II
492070/492080
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: CBA
Sports and Entertainment Marketing is a one-semester course designed to provide students with
This is a two-semester course designed to acquaint the student with some of the legal problems
and rights encountered in business transactions. This course will include law and the judicial
system; laws relating to minors, consumers, and the business firms; elements of contracts; credit;
sales contracts; employment laws; commercial paper; insurance and property rights.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP I / ENTREPRENEURSHIP II
492170/492180
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: CBA
Sports and Entertainment Marketing is a one-semester course designed to provide students with
This is a one-year course designed to offer an overview of the American business enterprise
system. A study is made of the various forms of ownership, internal organization, management
functions and financing as they relate to business. Focus is on the concepts and practices of small
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business ownership and management. Students will be introduced to microcomputer software
that is used as a tool for management functions.
LODGING AND MANAGEMENT I
492300
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: CBA
This is a two-year in-depth study of worldwide travel, transportation and tourism. Students are
introduced to the industry as a whole and the job opportunities that are available. The course
covers allocation, technology, and social, organizational, technological systems.
LODGING AND MANAGEMENT II
492310
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: CBA & LODGING AND MANAGEMENT I
This is the second year of in-depth study of worldwide travel, transportation and tourism.
Students will continue to study the industry as a whole and the job opportunities that are
available.

SKILLED AND TECHNICAL SCIENCE (CTE)
EAST/WORKFORCE TECH
(MYP Designed Course)
560010
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Will meet MYP Technology requirement.
This year of EAST LAB experience is designed to help students transition from school to work.
It focuses on SCAN competencies with emphasis on problem solving, teamwork, communication
skills, and the use of technology. COUSE IS RECOMMENDED FOR SELF-MOTIVATED,
INDEPENDENT LEARNERS.
EAST INITIATIVE II
(MYP Designed Course)
560020
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: EAST/Workforce Tech
EAST II employs a problem based, service learning environment that encourages students to use
advanced technological applications, problem solving, team work, communication, and critical
thinking skills. Real world advanced application in programming, computer design, and
animation are used to reinforce math skills. Oral and written communication skills are reinforced
through presentations, projects, and electronic communication. Work ethics and attitudes are
strengthened as students take personal ownership, responsibility for software and equipment
inventory, maintenance, networking issues, and system administration.
EAST INITIATIVE III
560030
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: EAST II
EAST III extends the problem-based, service-learning environment for students to further
advance in their experience with hands-on, real world problem solving, technological
applications, teamwork, communication, and critical-thinking skills. Real-world advanced
application in programming, computer design, and animation are used to reinforce math skills.
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Oral and written communication skills are reinforced through presentations, projects, and
electronic communication. Work ethics and attitudes are strengthened as students take personal
ownership, responsibility for software and equipment inventory, maintenance, networking issues,
and system administration.
EAST INITIATIVE IV
560040
Level: 12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: EAST III
EAST IV advances and extends the problem-based, service-learning environment for students to
further advance in their experience with hands-on, real world problem solving, technological
applications, teamwork, communication, and critical-thinking skills. Real-world advanced
application in programming, computer design, and animation are used to reinforce math skills.
Oral and written communication skills, presentations, projects, and electronic communication is
taken to a fourth year level. Work ethics and attitudes are strengthened as students take personal
ownership, responsibility for software and equipment inventory, maintenance, networking issues,
and system administration, demonstrating fourth year abilities in EAST knowledge and
experience.
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHOTOGRAPHY (MYP Designed Course) 494350
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Knowledge of basic computer skills is necessary. Will meet MYP Technology
requirement
This core instructional program prepares individuals to effectively communicate ideas and
information to business and consumer audiences and record events and people via film, still, or
video photography.
INTERMEDIATE PHOTOGRAPHY
494370
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Fundamentals of Photography
This core production based program is designed to provide the second year photography student
with fine-tuned knowledge and skills. (IBCP students take this course in grade 11)
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY
494380
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Intermediate Photography
This independent production based program is designed to provide the advanced photography
student with practical knowledge and highly advanced skills for a comprehensive career in
photography. (IBCP students take this course in grade 12)
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FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES (CTE)
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES (MYP Designed Course) 493080
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This course is a prerequisite for all other courses in the FACS department of study.
Family and Consumer Sciences (Home Economics I) is designed to provide students the basic
information and skills needed to function effectively as an individual, as a family member, and
as a consumer. Emphasis is given to the development of competencies related to needs and
growth patterns of children; techniques of discipline; health and safety procedures when caring
for children; selection of toys or play activities; wardrobe planning and selection; garment
construction; consumer practices; money management; use of credit and banking services;
family and individual health; principles and elements of design; arrangement of personal living
space; the computer as a home appliance; home management; relationship; home economic
occupations.
FAMILY DYNAMICS
493100
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: Family and Consumer Sciences
Family Dynamics focuses on the role of the family in helping individuals develop to their highest
potential, in strengthening the community, and in their addressing concerns of a global society.
Emphasis is given to image dimensions, life relationships, crises management, food and fitness,
responsible parenting, resource management, living environments, clothing and appearance,
civic responsibility, and new technologies and trends affecting families. Upon completion of this
course, the students should have an understanding of the impact of the family unit on an
individual’s ability to function successfully in an increasingly complex society.
CLOTHING MANAGEMENT
(MYP Designed Course)
493030
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: FACS
Experience in the Clothing Management course is designed to assist students in developing skill
necessary for decision making as a clothing consumer and for understanding the role of the
clothing and textile industry in the economy. Emphasis is given to the development of
competencies related to clothing selection, clothing needs of family members, clothing care,
characteristics of natural and synthetic fibers, types of fabrics and fabric finishes, laws and
regulations related to the clothing and textile industry, use and care of basic sewing supplies and
equipment, fabric selection, clothing construction techniques, jobs and careers in clothing and
textiles, computer use in clothing and textiles, and effects of technology on the clothing and
textiles industry. Upon completion of this course, the student should acquire skills needed for
clothing and textiles occupations and development knowledge of the impact of technology on the
clothing and textiles industry.
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FOODS AND NUTRITION I
(MYP Designed Course)
493110
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: Family and Consumer Sciences. Meets MYP Technology requirement.
This is a laboratory course including the principles of cookery, meal planning, preparations, and
nutrition. Management of time, energy and money will be studied as well as foreign cookery and
outdoor cookery.
HUMAN RELATIONS
493150
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: FACS
Human Relations focuses on the development of skills needed in order to build and maintain
successful relationships in the home, community, and workplace. Upon completion of the course,
the student should have a better understanding of self, know how to communicate effectively,
and be able to establish and maintain effective relationships with family members, peers, and
others.
PARENTING
493210
Level 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: FACS. (This course is normally paired up with Child Development (493020) in a
school year.)

Parenting is designed to assist students in developing an understanding of the parenting process
and of parenting skills. This course is designed as a study of social, physical, emotional, and
intellectual development of children from prenatal to school age. It is also a study of the care of
children and will include opportunities to work with children in childcare centers. Upon
completion of this course, a student should possess skills necessary to provide quality care for
children-as a parent, as one employed to care for children, or as one who interacts with children
in other settings.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
493020
Level: 10-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Prerequisite: FACS
This course is designed to focus on skills needed to guide the physical, intellectual, emotional,
and social development of children. Upon completion of this course, the student should be
prepared to care for and guide the development of a child through all stages of growth-within a
family, as a child care professional, or in other experiences with children. It is also a study of the
care of children and will include opportunities to work with children in childcare centers. This
course is normally paired up with Parenting (493210) in a school year.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT (CTE)
CAREER READY 101 ONLINE
493910
Level: 11-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Career Ready 101 Online is a course offered totally online for high school students in grades 1112. This course is 0.5 credits and can be used as an elective toward completer status in any of the
career and technical programs of study. It is designed to provide the student with the necessary
skills to evaluate who they are, what they need in a career, research college and career
information, refine their choices through a decision making process, and master the employment
and transferrable skills most needed by employers today.
Leadership 101
Level: 10-12
Description Pending

999120
One Semester, ½ Credit

NAVAL JUNIOR ROTC DEPARTMENT (CTE)
NAVAL JUNIOR ROTC I
495850
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Taking this course for an entire year meets the ADE requirement for Physical Education and
Health. This entry level course introduces basic naval terms with emphasis on the Core Values
of the U.S. Navy: HONOR, COURAGE AND COMMITMENT. Self-discipline, attention to
detail and personal organization are stressed. Emphasis is placed on local community service,
basic military drill, PE, Naval customs and ceremonies, flag etiquette, American History and
Governmental Laws and Navy Ships and Aircraft. Time is spent instilling in the student
confidence and ability to prepare for future leadership roles in either the military or civilian
environment..
NAVAL JUNIOR ROTC II
495860
Level: 10-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: ROTC I
This course emphasizes Maritime History and the political and economic impact of the U.S.
Navy and the world’s oceans on the American nation. Topics covered also include Leadership,
Maritime Geography, Oceanography, Meteorology, Astronomy and the Physical Sciences of the
ocean.
NAVAL JUNIOR ROTC III
495870
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: NJROTC I, II
This course is a continuation of NJROTC II with emphasis on sea power, national security, naval
operations and support functions, military law, international law and the law of the sea, ship
construction and damage control, ship board organization and watch standing, basic seamanship,
marine navigation, rules of the road and naval weapons and aircraft.
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NAVAL JUNIOR ROTC IV
495910
Level: 12
All Year, 1 Credit
Prerequisite: NJROTC I, II, and III
Naval Junior ROTC IV is designed to be a senior advanced course to meet the advanced Naval
Science academic requirements of the senior cadets participating in the full four-year course
curriculum. Curriculum topics are fundamentals of leadership, taking responsibility and
demonstrating leadership and achieving effective communications.
NAVAL JUNIOR ROTC DRILL TEAM
999870
Level: 10-12
All Year, ½ Credit
Required: INSTRUCTOR APPROVAL
Drill and Air Rifle for returning cadets only with permission from the Senior Naval Science
Instructor.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH DEPARTMENT
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
485000
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
This program includes learning experiences in selected activities according to interest and needs
of the individual. Activities include volleyball, basketball, softball, tennis, golf, soccer,
conditioning exercises, flag football, track, weight lifting, and other activities. Good personal
grooming, healthy bodies, ability to work with others, and the proper use of leisure time are
goals of this program. This course is normally paired up with Health (500109) in a year.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
485001
Level: 9-12
All Year, 1 Credit
This program includes learning experiences in selected activities according to interest and needs
of the individual. Activities include volleyball, basketball, softball, tennis, golf, soccer,
conditioning exercises, flag football, track, weight lifting, and other activities. Good personal
grooming, healthy bodies, ability to work with others, and the proper use of leisure time are
goals of this program. (No more than 1 credit unit may be applied toward fulfilling the
necessary units to graduate.)
PHYSICAL STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING
585020
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
(No more than one (1) unit may be applied toward fulfilling the necessary units to graduate.)
The Physical Strength and Conditioning class will be a well-rounded class that addresses all
phases of physical fitness. Students will perform and record progress in several areas of physical
fitness including: weight training, flexibility, cardiovascular endurance, core training, plyometric
training, agility exercises, social skills, and competitive games while providing an environment
of cultural diversity. A record will be kept of student’s progress in several weight lifting and
running events. Students will participate in sporting events and be tested each semester in the
President’s Fitness Challenge. Students will gain a greater understanding of the benefits of
physical exercise and training, build self-confidence, boost overall fitness, and social interaction.
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HEALTH
480000
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
This course teaches the student everyday nutrition, family living, health habits, prevention of
disease, principles of safety and first aid, personality development, social hygiene, and
information about public agencies.
DRIVER EDUCATION
690040
Level: 9-12
One Semester, ½ Credit
Requirement: Ability to meet state requirements for driver-trainer permit; 2.0 GPA from
previous semester of school; $25 fee
This is a course designed to teach the student the proper attitudes toward driving and the
mechanical functions needed for safe driving. The student learns through classroom study and
using a dual control automobile.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY IB
559810
Level: 11-12
All Year, 1 Credit
Diploma Coordinator Approval. This IB course emphasizes the study of the social
significance and ethical considerations arising from information technology (IT) on a local,
national, and global level. The course of study will encourage students to develop a wellrounded knowledge base regarding IT in support of developing higher-level critical thinking and
problems solving skills. The ITGS student will explore the nature of the social and ethical issues
arising from IT and will develop products and solutions to these issues on a global level. The
ITGS student will develop a thorough competence in the tools, the applications, and the
utilization of IT. Students will be assessed externally through two papers and internally through
the creation of a portfolio and a project.

NATIONAL PARK TECHNOLOGY CENTER
ADVERTISING DESIGN
Level: 11-12
Year One, 2 Credits; Year Two, 2 Credits
Qualifies for IBIP
Fundamentals of Advertising & Design
494150
Advertising & Design Lab
494160
Intermediate Advertising & Design
494170
The mission of the Advertising Design program is to guide students in an exploration of careers
in the fields of advertising and graphic design. Students will learn to effectively communicate
ideas and information to businesses and consumer audiences and skills needed to produce a
comprehensive graphic message.
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & TECHNOLOGY
Level: 11-12
Year One, 2 Credits; Year Two, 2 Credits
Brakes
494180
Auto Electrical Systems
494190
Suspension & Steering
494210
NPCC Engine Performance
494200
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Level: 11-12
Year One, 2 Credits; Year Two, 2 Credits
IBCP students take this course in grade 11
Criminal Law
494610
NPCC Intro to Criminal Justice
494620
NPCC Foundations of Law Enforcement
494630
NPCC Crime Scene Investigation
494640
The mission of the Criminal Justice program is to introduce students to occupations in law
enforcement and the criminal justice system of the United States and the State of Arkansas. The
program will assist students in discovering how the law affects their lives and in making
connections between the development of laws and societal and individual values.
MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY
Level: 11-12
Year One, 2 Credits; Year Two, 2 Credits
The mission of this program is to introduce students to the field of manufacturing technology.
Machine Tool Technology prepares individuals to shape parts on machines such as lathes,
grinders, drill presses, and milling machines from various materials. Students may also train in
the use of individual machine tools.
MEDICAL PROFESSIONS EDUCATION
Level: 11-12
Year One, 2 Credits; Year Two, 2 Credits
IBCP students take this course in grade 11
Human Anatomy
495300
Medical Procedures
495330
Medical Cln. Instr.
495310
Int. Med. Prof.
495340
Medical Terminology
495360
Medical Procedures Exp.
495390
The mission of this program is to give students a broad understanding and occupational
awareness of professions within the medical field. Instruction includes theory and laboratory
activities in medical terminology, health and disease, medical procedures, medical professions,
and other health related courses. Shadowing and observation are also program components for
Level II students.
WOOD TECHNOLOGY
Level: 11-12
Year One, 2 Credits; Year Two, 2 Credits
Furniture Manufacturing
494850
Furniture Manufacturing Lab
494860
Furniture Manufacturing II
494870
The mission of this program is to explore the wood manufacturing industry and expose youth to
steps involved in creating wood objects from idea and need to execution and finishing. Students
explore man’s first industry and take home wood projects they learn to build with the help of an
instructor who has worked with wood for over 25 years.
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INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING I & II
Level: 11-12
Two Years, 2 Credits
IBCP students take this course in grade 11
Introduction to Engineering Design (Fall) 495480
Principles of Engineering (Spring)
495490
Introduction to Engineering Design ins an introduction course that develops students’ problem
solving skills, with emphasis placed on the concept of developing a 3-D model or solid rendering
of an object. Students focus on the application of visualization processes and tools provided by
modern, state-of-the-art computer hardware and software. The course will emphasize the design
and development process of a product and how a model of that product is produced, analyzed,
and evaluated, using a computer aided design system. Various design applications will be
explored with discussion of possible career opportunities.

NATIONAL PARK CONCURRENT CREDIT CLASSES
Although HSHS offers the following concurrent credit classes, with the convenience of courses
being taught on the HSHS campus, students must remember that the concurrent credit classes are
NPCC courses and will be taught at the same rigor of college courses. Students are
required to be enrolled with NPCC and be responsible to meet the expectations and
requirements of college courses.
Students who are not making a grade of C or better should drop the course prior to the
withdrawal date deadline. It is the student’s responsibility to drop the course prior to the
withdrawal date. If a student chooses to remain in a college course, and the college GPA is 1.9 or
lower, they will be placed on Academic Probation with NPCC.
CONCURRENT CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES (OTHER CONCURRENT COURSES
PENDING)
NPCC English Composition I
NPCC English Composition II
NPCC College Algebra
NPCC College Trigonometry
NPCC World Civilization to1500
NPCC World Civilization since 1500
NPCC Health and Safety

519901
519902
539900
539902
Pending
Pending
580901
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SPECIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
LANGUAGE ARTS 9
Level: 9
LANGUAGE ARTS 10
Level: 10
LANGUAGE ARTS 11
Level: 11
LANGUAGE ARTS 11 PORTFOLIO
Level: 11
LANGUAGE ARTS 12
Level: 12
READING 9-10
Level: 9-10
READING 11-12
Level: 11-12
MATH 9 PORTFOLIO
Level: 9
MATH 10
Level: 10
MATH 11
Level: 11
MATH 12
Level: 12
SCIENCE / CR FOC 9-12
Level: 9-12
SCIENCE 10 PORTFOLIO
Level: 10
SOCIAL STUDIES 9-12
Level: 9-12
RES LIVING SKILLS 9-12
Level: 9-12
TRANSITION CLASS 12
Level: 12
ABILITIES
REHAB (ACTI)

972100

All Year, One Credit

972101

All Year, One Credit

972102

All Year, One Credit

972103

All Year, One Credit

972104

All Year, One Credit

972110

All Year, One Credit

972111

All Year, One Credit

973900

All Year, One Credit

972301

All Year, One Credit

972303

All Year, One Credit

972304

All Year, One Credit

972201

All Year, One Credit

973910

All Year, One Credit

972701

All Year, One Credit

971500

All Year, One Credit

971531
000003
000004

All Year, One Credit
All Year, One Credit
All Year, One Credit
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ACTIVITIES
(Teacher/Coach Approval Required)
None of these activities meet NCAA or AAA requirements for eligibility purposes.

999810
999811
999812
999813
999815
999814
999820
999818
999819
999816
999817
999821
999822
999827
999823
999824
999825
999870
999850
999851
999828
999829
999826
999831
999130

Football & Off-Season
Football & Off-Season 9th Grade
Boys Basketball & Off-Season
Boys Basketball & 9th Grade
Girls Basketball & Off-Season 9th Grade
Girls Basketball & Off-Season
Baseball & Off-Season
Girls’ Track
9th Grade Girls’ Track
Boys’ Track
Boys’ Track
Softball & Off-Season
Volleyball
Girls’ Soccer & Off-Season
Boys’ Soccer & Off-Season
Tennis
Golf
NJROTC Drill Team
Cheerleading (Try out)
T-Steppers (Try Out)
Wrestling
Swimming
Bowling
Assistants Level: 10-12 (Counselor and Librarian Approval)
Yearbook
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HOT SPRINGS HIGH SCHOOL
Career and Technical Education Programs of Study
BUSINESS

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE

Digital Communications:
‘ Computer Business Applications (1)
Digital Communications I (.5)
Digital Communications II (.5)
Digital Communications III (.5)
Digital Communications IV (.5)

Family and Consumer Sciences
Family and Consumer Sciences (1)
Plus, 2 more credits chosen from below:
Family Dynamics (1)
Human Relations (.5)
Child Development (.5)
Parenting (.5)
Clothing Management (.5)
Food and Nutrition (.5)

Other business class offering (These do not count
toward completer status): Introduction to Personal Finance,
Business Law, Sports Marketing, Advertising,
Computerized Account II)

East (.5) MAY ONLY BE USED ONCE FOR .5 CREIDT)

BUSINESS
Digital Communications:
Computer Business Applications (1)
Digital Communications I (.5)
Digital Communications II (.5)
Digital Communications III (.5)
Digital Communications IV (.5)
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National Park College
Concurrent Enrollment Form
PLEASE PRINT INFORMATION

________________________
Social Security Number

Last Name

________________________
Student Phone

First

Middle

___________________________________________________
Student’s personal e-mail address (not a school email address)

Semester:
School:

Check

__________________________________________________

Fall, 2015
Hot Springs High School

Please check the class(es) you are enrolling:
Course
High School Course
NPCC Course Title
No
Offering
1373
Pre-AP English 10
ENG 1113, Composition I, M-F, 7:55; Henderson
1374

Pre-AP English 10

ENG 1113, Composition I, M-F, 8:48; Henderson

1375

Pre-AP English 10

ENG 1113, Composition I, M-F, 12:50; Henderson

2011

IB English II

2012

IB English II

2013

AP Literature

2014

AP Literature

1720

College Algebra

2015

IB Spanish II

2016

IB Spanish III

2017

IB Spanish III

2018

IB Physics

2019

Pre-AP Oral
Communications
Pre-AP Oral
Communications

2020

ENG 2273, World Literature I, M-F,10:34;
Henderson
ENG 2273, World Literature I, M-F,1:43; Henderson
ENG 2223, American Literature I, M-F, 8:48;
Redding
ENG 2223, American Literature I, M-F, 10:34;
Redding
MATH 1123, College Algebra, M-F, 11:27; Horn
SPAN 2113, Intermediate Spanish I, M-F, 9:41;
Espinosa
SPAN 2123, Intermediate Spanish II, M-F, 12:50;
Lunsford
SPAN 2123, Intermediate Spanish II, M-F, 1:43;
Lunsford
PHYS 1204, General Physics I, M-F, 11:27;
VanZandt
SPCH 1103, Fundamentals of Public Speaking, M-F,
7:55; Beard
SPCH 1103, Fundamentals of Public Speaking, M-F,
1:43; Beard
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ACT/Compass Score: Attach copy of your current score(s). Test scores must be dated before
the beginning of the semester.
ACT sub-test
Reading
Math
English/Writing

ACT minimum score
19
20
19

COMPASS minimum score
83
41
80

I am a legal resident of the United States: 
Student, parent and/or guardian acknowledge the school district will be responsible for the
payment of the $50.00 registration fee (this fee is non-refundable and is charged each
semester). If this registration form is not completed and signed by Wednesday August 26th,
student will not receive concurrent credit for the course(s).
Student acknowledges eligibility for concurrent credit; registration and enrollment must be
made at the beginning of the semester. The Student Handbook is located on the website at:
http://npcc.edu/academics/concurrent/documents/concurrent-student-handbook.pdf.
If student withdraws or is dropped from the course before November 13, 2015, the student will
receive a ‘W’ on the official transcript. If withdraw or drop from the course occurs after
November 13, 2015, the student will receive an ‘F’ on the official transcript.
By signing below, the student hereby authorizes National Park College to release grades for the
indicated courses to my parent/guardian and my home school.

_______________________________________________________
Signature of Student

________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian

___________________________
Date

________________________
Date
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Hot Springs High School
Bell Schedule
2016-2017
7:00 – 7:48

Zero Hour

7:50

First Bell

7:55 - 8:43

First Period

8:48 - 9:36

Second Period

9:41 - 10:29

Third Period

10:34 - 11:22

Fourth Period

11:22 - 11:52

Lunch A

11:27 - 12:15

Fifth Period A

11:57 - 12:45

Fifth Period B

12:15 - 12:45

Lunch B

12:50 - 1:38

Sixth Period

1:43 - 2:31

Seventh Period

2:36 - 3:24

Eighth Period

3:29 – 4:17

Extended Hour
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2014 ESEA DATA

District:
LEA:
Address:
Address:
Phone:

HOT SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT
2603000
400 LINWOOD AVE.
HOT SPRINGS, AR 71913
501-624-3372

OVERALL DISTRICT STATUS:

PERCENT TESTED STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

LITERACY STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

MATHEMATICS STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

GRADUATION RATE STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

Superintendent: JOYCE CRAFT
Enrollment:
3710
Attendance:
94.80
Poverty Rate: 77.01

Report created on: 10/29/2014

% Prof/Adv.
2014 Math + Literacy 71.4
2013 Math + Literacy 70.8
2012 Math + Literacy 74.3

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERCENT TESTED
ACHIEVING
LITERACY
# Attempted
# Expected
Percentage
1859
1866
99.62
1569
1576
99.56
# Attempted
# Expected
Percentage
772
776
99.48
273
274
99.64
768
770
99.74
1541
1548
99.55
172
173
99.42
263
263
100.00

# Attempted
2124
1809
# Attempted
873
314
882
1779
202
286

MATHEMATICS
# Expected
2130
1815
# Expected
876
315
884
1785
203
286

Percentage
99.72
99.67
Percentage
99.66
99.68
99.77
99.66
99.51
100.00

STUDENT PERFORMANCE -- LITERACY
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERFORMANCE -LITERACY
GROWTH -LITERACY
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
1218
1666
73.11
77.34
91.00
812
1160
70.00
79.83
93.00
981
1417
69.23
73.64
91.00
660
990
66.67
76.54
93.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
3583
4958
72.27
77.34
91.00
2479
3444
71.98
79.83
93.00
2858
4185
68.29
73.64
91.00
1996
2918
68.40
76.54
93.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
444
689
64.44
69.72
289
482
59.96
73.39
183
253
72.33
73.86
128
183
69.95
81.67
563
689
81.71
83.47
375
471
79.62
84.75
971
1391
69.81
73.56
655
980
66.84
76.51
109
163
66.87
67.26
72
111
64.86
80.17
57
240
23.75
41.97
39
144
27.08
49.69
STUDENT PERFORMANCE -- MATHEMATICS
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERFORMANCE -MATHEMATICS
GROWTH -MATHEMATICS
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
1316
1884
69.85
79.35
92.00
659
1195
55.15
72.09
81.00
1061
1611
65.86
76.31
92.00
521
1025
50.83
68.97
81.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
4009
5573
71.94
79.35
92.00
2086
3481
59.93
72.09
81.00
3196
4688
68.17
76.31
92.00
1651
2955
55.87
68.97
81.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
428
771
55.51
69.78
207
493
41.99
62.42
205
286
71.68
78.23
101
187
54.01
72.78
644
785
82.04
87.27
328
488
67.21
80.75
1052
1585
66.37
76.38
518
1015
51.03
68.92
134
187
71.66
76.09
58
116
50.00
71.55
90
260
34.62
41.97
33
149
22.15
47.82
2013 SCHOOL GRADUATION RATE
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
139
221
62.90
93
146
63.70
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
511
766
66.71
295
442
66.74
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
76
120
63.33
12
16
75.00
46
78
58.97
86
135
63.70
n < 10
n < 10
n < 10
19
35
54.29

2013 AMO
64.62
68.10
2013 AMO
64.62
68.10

90TH PCTL
94.00
94.00
90TH PCTL
94.00
94.00
2013 AMO
68.89
65.91
60.06
68.87
83.34
73.33

SPRINGDALE SCHOOL
OF INNOVATION
SUMMARY

Springdale School of Innovation
School District:

Springdale School District

Grade Levels:

K-12

Grade Levels and Enrollment Cap:
School Year

Grade Levels

2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021

8-10
8-12
3-12
K-12
K-12

Address of Proposed School:

Maximum
Enrollment
1,400
1,600
1,800
1,400
2,000

2667 Hylton Rd., Springdale, AR 72764

Mission Statement:
"Personalized Learning Designed for Student Success" The Springdale School of Innovation is a
technology-rich STEM-focused school. Students and educators embrace personalization, real world
applications, flexibility, and alternative offerings through digital or blended learning opportunities.
This design allows for student agency, opportunities for digital course offerings, self-paced, and
project-based learning that promotes college and career readiness.
Our "Learning Today, Leading Tomorrow" philosophy is delivered through initiatives such as
1:1 technology for all students and career exposure through Real World Wednesday initiatives, that
incorporate community, business, industry, STEM, and Career and Technical programs. The
Springdale School of Innovation is dedicated to the education of the whole child by promoting
advanced communication skills, a collaborative environment, and an innovative approach to
teaching and learning. Students have the opportunity to be self-directed while being equipped with
the perseverance and skills needed to be college and career ready.
Information on the School District in Which the Charter Would Be Located
Springdale School District
70.53 % free and reduced-price lunch (2015-2016)
Needs Improvement District (ESEA 2014) – Literacy and Mathematics
Documentation Provided in Support of the Charter
Letters of Support Included with Application
Stephen A. Womack
United States Congress, Third District, Arkansas
Kim Davis
Walton Family Foundation
Russell Tooley
Tyson Foods, Inc.
Randy Zook
Arkansas State Chamber of Commerce
Associated Industries of Arkansas
Denise Airola
Office of Innovation for Education
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
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Additional Letters of Support on File in Charter Office
Jon Woods
Arkansas Senate
Lance Eads
Arkansas House of Representatives
Micah Neal
Arkansas House of Representatives
Jana Della Rosa
Arkansas House of Representatives
Doug Sprouse
Mayor, City of Springdale
Cathi Swan
State Coordinator of Digital Learning
Perry Webb
Springdale Chamber of Commerce
Murry Cline
NWA
Chris Stecklein
Springdale Public Schools Education Foundation
Mitchell Johnson
Ozark Electric Cooperative
Arthur Thurman
Mathias Properties
Charles R. Nickle
USI Consulting Engineers, Inc.
Ed Clifford
The Jones Center
Shane Acosta
Cargill
Kathy McFetridge
Ozark Film and Video
Nate Robinson
Today's Bank
Stephanie Robinson
SIRE Mercantile
James Couch
Cypert, Crouch, Clark, & Harwell, PLLC
Mike Luttrell
Walker Brothers Insurance
Dr. Blake Robertson
Northwest Technical Institute
Heath Ward
Springdale Water Utilities
Alford Drinkwater
AERT, Inc.
Ajay Malshe
University of Arkansas
Chase Rainwater
University of Arkansas
Dr. Richard Cassady
University of Arkansas
Mike Morgenthaler
First Security Bank
Lisa Ray
Arvest Bank
Justin Cole
Northwest Arkansas Naturals
Derek Gibson
Legacy National Bank
Nathan Gairhan
United Bank
Mike McFarland
Arvest Bank
Rick Barrows
Multi-Craft Contractors

Issues that Remain Unresolved as Determined by the Charter Internal Review Committee:
C3: EDUCATIONAL NEED
It remains unclear that students with IEP’s will receive their direct instruction from
instructors with special education certification.
C5: SCHEDULE OF COURSES OFFERED
The applicant proposes first come, first served if oversubscribed. Since federal law defines a
charter as having a lottery if oversubscribed, a charter without a lottery is not eligible for
federal charter funds.
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The applicant is requesting autonomy to embed courses for optimal student achievement in
lieu of the Arkansas Department of Education course code approval process.
C7: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
It remains unclear what training and routine support will be provided for
parents/guardians/learning coaches.
C12: STUDENT SERVICES
It remains unclear how two gifted and talented certified employees will have the capacity to
provide consulting services that would adequately provide services to all gifted and talented
students in the district. The services that will be provided by the instructor at the School of
Innovation are not outlined in this response, and it is not clear that a gifted and talented
certified position will remain at the charter.
C14: ENROLLMENT CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
The applicant proposes first come, first served if oversubscribed. Since federal law defines a
charter as having a lottery if oversubscribed, a charter without a lottery is not eligible for
federal charter funds.
C16: STAFFING PLAN
It remains unclear that the applicant understands that students with IEP’s must receive their
direct instruction from instructors with special education certification and cannot be waived
per IDEA.
The qualifications for the principal were not provided.
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CHARTER INTERNAL
REVIEW COMMITTEE
REVIEW AND APPLICANT
RESPONSES

Springdale School of Innovation
PRE-APPLICATION MATERIALS
The Arkansas Department of Education requires that all applicants submit a Letter of
Intent, outlining a general description of the proposed charter school.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A Letter of Intent was filed with Arkansas Department of Education on time and included
all the necessary information
Fully Responsive

PART B EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Arkansas Department of Education requires all applicants to include an executive
summary.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A mission statement (with content to be evaluated for Prompt #2 of Part C); and
 The key programmatic features of the proposed charter school
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Explain what is meant by “gifted and talented instruction for all students” or revise to
say “enrichment for all students.”
Applicant Response:
The applicant would like to amend the original application submission to read, enrichment
for all students.

PART C NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHARTER

C1: PUBLIC HEARING RESULTS
All districts must conduct a public hearing before applying for a district conversion or
limited charter school to assess support for the school’s establishment. Applicants are asked
both to document the logistics of the hearing and to include a narrative of the hearing
results.
1

Evaluation Criteria:
 A thorough description of the results of the public hearing;
 Evidence of public support exhibited at the hearing;
 Documentation of required notice published to garner public attention to the hearing; and
 Documentation of required notices about the hearing being sent to the community,
certified school personnel, and parents of all students enrolled at the public school for
which the school district initiated the application
Fully Responsive

C2: MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission Statement should be meaningful and indicate what the school intends to do, for
whom, and to what degree.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A mission statement that is clear and succinct
Fully Responsive

C3: EDUCATIONAL NEED
The Educational Need section should explain the need for a charter school in the proposed
location and the innovative educational option offered by the charter school.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Valid, reliable, and verifiable data substantiate an educational need for the charter; and
 Innovations that would distinguish the charter from other schools
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Further explain how obtaining a charter will help meet the educational need at the
campus as outlined on page 8.
 Confirm that the IEPs will be implemented as written, including in digital or blended
classes.
Applicant Response:
The district conversion charter school is needed in Springdale to meet the needs of specific
populations of students we cannot adequately serve. For example, students who are new to
the United States may have limited experience or proficient skills in the English language. To
that end, we seek to assist students in personalizing the learning process to meet their
2

individual needs. This indicates that we will educate students in a different way and on an
altered timeline than the traditional school experience. The waivers will allow connections to
be made with this population who may be hesitant to connect with educators. The flexibility
of the virtual component and extensive access to content, combined with waivers in licensure
will allow students to have experiences they might not otherwise have.
Furthermore, the ability to expand the School of Innovation to become a district conversion
charter school will allow teachers, career experts, industry expertise, and community
members who pass appropriate background checks to fully engage in the learning experience
with students. This allows for an easily accessible, state approved curriculum for all students.
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks to personalize education for all students. By
creating specific academic pathways focused on a student's college or career choice the
applicant can provide a more meaningful education experience where students can engage in
their interests and goals. The applicant will provide a variety of educational programs,
learning experiences, instructional approaches, and academic-support strategies that are
intended to address the distinct learning needs, interests, aspirations, or cultural
backgrounds of individual students. The Bill and Melinda Gates foundation research study
found that, “Systems and approaches that accelerate and deepen student learning by
tailoring instruction to each student’s individual needs, skills, and interests... will prepare
them for success in the college and career of their choice.”
Regarding Individualized Educational Program (IEP) implementation in the digital or
blended classroom, each student receiving special services will have an initial IEP
meeting. The committee will determine how to best meet the needs of the student in his or
her least restrictive environment. Student IEPs can be written to include the support that
meets their needs. If the student participates in a digital or blended class, support systems
might include weekly phone calls to monitor progress, a point of contact person, weekly oneon-one time with an instructor, or reduced assignments etc. A certified special education
teacher will advise continual monitoring of each student and follow up IEP meetings will take
place if additional support is needed.
Remaining Issues: It remains unclear that students with IEP’s will receive their direct
instruction from instructors with special education certification.

C4: ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT GOALS
The Academic Achievement Goals section should define the performance expectations for
students and the school as whole and support the charter’s mission.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Specific goals in reading and mathematics that are clear, measurable, and attainable;
 Valid and reliable assessment tools to be used to measure the goals; and
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Attainment of the goals demonstrate that the charter is meeting the identified educational
need for the school and fulfilling its mission

Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm that alternative assessments will be provided to students when included in
IEPs.
Applicant Response:
The applicant will provide alternative assessments and meet any modification for students
as outlined by their Individualized Education Program (IEP) or 504 Plan.

C5: SCHEDULE OF COURSES OFFERED
The Schedule of Courses Offered section should describe the schedules for a week at the
elementary level and courses offered at each grade at the secondary level.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Evidence that the charter school meets minimum state requirements of courses offered at
appropriate grade levels

Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm the understanding of the need to conduct a lottery once any grade within the
school becomes oversubscribed.
 Confirm that the process for approval to embed courses, as outlined by the ADE
Curriculum and Instruction Unit, will be followed.
Applicant Response:
The applicant does not elect to conduct a lottery for attendance or acceptance within the
School of Innovation. Instead, all applications will be cataloged and added to the master
attendance list with a time date stamp as they are received. The applicant will monitor this
process as prescribed by the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) Charter School
Office. Enrollment is not limited to any student and is open for any child to attend.
To allow students to access and completely self-pace their learning experience, there are
no grade bands offered in the School of Innovation. If the school was to become
oversubscribed by the total population cap, applicants would be accepted based on a first
come first served basis of their submitted application, thus establishing a waiting list. As
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student positions open, the next student on the waiting list would be called and offered the
opportunity to enroll in the School of Innovation.
Additionally, the applicant acknowledges the central theme of the School of Innovation is
the personalization of learning. To optimally achieve this goal, students need to be allowed
to self-pace their experience. The applicant has concern over the number of courses that
would require ADE course code approval and is not seeking course approval but to be
permitted to embed courses. To assure that all standards are met, courses must be collated
and experienced through a learning continuum by students. All courses offered will meet
all outlined curriculum and instruction standards as outlined by the Arkansas Department
of Education. Curriculum rubrics and mapping guides would be created that contain all
courses standards and their content alignment. Furthermore, courses would be structured
and standards outlined under experiential learning.
The applicant understands the traditional course code approval process offered through
the Arkansas Department of Education. The applicant proposes the ability to embed
courses for content delivery through the conversion charter approval process with the
understanding that Springdale School District provides assurances for the utmost quality
in curriculum and learning for the optimal student experience. The district has extremely
high standards and signs the ADE Statement of Assurance attesting to meeting those
standards. The applicant seeks autonomy in mapping and coordinating appropriate
courses in an effort to transition students to experiential learning problems/solutions for
optimal student achievement.
Remaining Issues:



The applicant proposes first come, first served if oversubscribed. Since federal law
defines a charter as having a lottery if oversubscribed, a charter without a lottery is
not eligible for federal charter funds.
The applicant is requesting autonomy to embed courses for optimal student
achievement in lieu of the Arkansas Department of Education course code approval
process.

C6: PROGRAMS AND METHODS TO SUPPORT CORE CLASSES
The Programs and Methods to Support Core Classes section should describe the curriculum for
core classes.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of curriculum, including programs and instructional methods to be used
in core classes; and
 An explanation of how the district will pay for all costs associate with the curriculum
Fully Responsive
5

C7: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
The Educational Program section should describe the educational foundation of the school and
the teaching and learning strategies that will be employed.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of the proposed educational program, including but not limited to the
foundational educational philosophy and curricular and instructional strategies to be
employed;
 An educational program with ample resources to ensure that students achieve academic
goals and excel; and
 A description of the grade levels and maximum enrollment, by year, if the charter plans
to grow over time.
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Provide a more detailed explanation of the dual language program option.
 Explain the training that the teachers instructing in the dual language program
will receive.
 Explain how students will be selected for the dual language program and how
diversity and equity will be ensured.
 Provide a more detailed explanation of the elementary educational program.
 Explain if this will be a virtual school for all in attendance or just grades K-7.
 Explain if district staff or a contracted provider will provide digital instruction.
 If the district plans to contract for digital instruction, name the providers under
consideration.
 Explain the type of at home support that will be provided for the students and their
guardians or learning coaches.
 Explain how students who have not previously been enrolled in the district will be
appropriately placed in the virtual program.
 Explain the source of funding for the student technology and connectivity.
Applicant Response:
1. Provide a more detailed explanation of the dual language program option.
The goal of offering dual language instruction is to immerse students in other languages in
addition to the English language. In response to a growing National trend and requests
from local business and industry, dual language offerings must be provided to
students. There are few dual-language programs in Arkansas to support the large and
growing second language learner population in Springdale. The applicant seeks to
establish a dual-language program responsive to meet these demands.
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Local business, community, and state leaders have recognized that bi-lingual applicants
are difficult to find and/or recruit to the local growing global economy. Employees with
multiple-language capabilities are more attractive to potential employers and are more
likely to receive employment offers and sustain work. In a recent New York Times Article,
soon to be Secretary of Education, Dr. John King, stated, “Dual-language programs can be
a vehicle to increase socioeconomic and racial diversity in schools.” The same article
reported that research conducted on dual-language programs revealed that second
language learners experience great benefits from learning in their native language
alongside English. The data suggested that by the mid-elementary grades second language
learner academic performance is on par or ahead of peers who are not participating in
dual-language programs. In Springdale, this addresses a major need to support the rapidly
expanding second language population.
Instruction would occur in English and the second language of Spanish or Mandarin
Chinese. Students will learn in both languages to build on the knowledge of non-native
speakers. The language progression will build from students early years with a continuum
through their later years.
2. Explain the training that the teachers instructing in the dual language program will
receive.
The applicant will provide training for instructors in the dual language program through a
partnership approach. Teachers will be assigned to participate in professional learning
communities and attend teacher learning academies. Teachers will have the ability to
connect with the network of dual language instructors through Wisconsin Center for
Educational Research (WIDA) to participate in cadres that support dual language learners
and instructors. Potential applicants will also be screened to determine their prior
professional development, second language training, and their understanding of how to
impart language instruction to best support student learning. The applicant will utilize
current resources in the district language department to provide job-embedded
professional development on best practice in dual language instruction. The applicant will
attest to providing all necessary training and support to ensure that dual language teachers
are fully equipped to meet the demands of a dual language program. A needs assessment
and instructor self evaluation will be conducted among the dual language teachers to
determine areas of strength and areas of need and provide the necessary support reflected
in the data.
3. Explain how students will be selected for the dual language program and how diversity
and equity will be ensured.
Students applying for the dual language program will have the same admittance criteria as
any student in the School of Innovation application process. Any student who wishes to
apply may elect to sign up for the dual-language program. Applications will be time date
stamped and participation will be granted on a first come first served basis. The applicant
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will begin programs with no more than one class per language beginning at kindergarten
as a starting point. Language instruction classes will become embedded and expanded as
students and teachers become familiar with the language immersion learning process
followed by the expansion of dual languages into all grade levels. Springdale School
District will be responsive to meet the demands for programmatic features and will
increase staff appropriately as funds are available.
4. Provide a more detailed explanation of the elementary educational program. Explain if
this will be a virtual school for all in attendance or just grades K-7.
The applicant will provide a virtual education for all students grades K-12. The enrollment
timeline includes:
2016-2017:
Grades 8-10 Blended or Digital Learning with Concurrent Course Offerings (800 Students)
2017-2018:
Grades 8-12 Blended or Digital Learning with Concurrent Course Offerings (1,400
Students)
2018-2019:
Grades 3-12 Digital Learning (1,600 Students)
2019-2020:
Grades K-12 Digital Learning (2,000 Students)
The full K-12 virtual program will be offered and online for all students by the 2019-2020
school year.
The K-7 elementary educational program will offer students the ability to experience
learning continuums through embedded coursework. Students will experience online
learning through a cohort approach to allow them to collaborate and connect with other
online students. Teachers will design course content and curriculum maps to ensure
proper support for learning outcomes. All educational offerings will meet the Arkansas
Department of Education curriculum and standard requirements and will be reflective of
the curriculum outlined on the Springdale district website:
https://sites.google.com/a/sdale.org/sps/divisions/curriculum-and-instruction/curriculum
5. Explain if district staff or a contracted provider will provide digital instruction.
Springdale School District staff will provide the digital instruction to ensure the expected
high quality curriculum standards set forth by the Springdale School District. Instruction
could be provided in partnership with vetted vendors or providers; however, the rigor to
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meet the requirements would need approval from the district curriculum and instruction
office to be utilized in a Springdale teacher’s online classroom.
6. If the district plans to contract for digital instruction, name the providers under
consideration.
The applicant will release a request for proposals (RFP) if specified partnerships are sought
in the future with outlined requirements that must be met for consideration of a potential
partnership. Springdale School District currently has partnerships with the United States
Department of Education through the Race to the Top District (RTTD) grant, which affords
numerous partnerships. One such emerging partnership is between School of Innovation and
Summit Basecamp, which allows teachers to create and outline specific competency based
experiences with outlined rubrics for teachers to modify and implement to enhance the
learning experience. http://summitbasecamp.org·
7. Explain the type of at home support that will be provided for the students and their
guardians or learning coaches.
The applicant ensures all students participating in the virtual school program will have daily
access to teachers or mentors virtually. This may be delivered through digital chat, live video
conferencing, or an electronic platform. Additionally, daily assignment feedback will be
provided through written, digital, verbal, or video feedback through the Learning
Management System. Through the digital support system, parents can receive real-time
feedback and point-in-time notification regarding assignment posting, submission, grading,
and feedback from instructors.
8. Explain how students who have not previously been enrolled in the district will be
appropriately placed in the virtual program.
Students will be enrolled in the School of Innovation using the same procedures as any
student new to the district. Students will be assessed based on previous school records,
assessment data, conversations with previous school educators, a transcript audit, and a
comprehensive assessment to determine the most appropriate placement for the
child. Ongoing interim assessments will be provided to monitor appropriate placement,
progress, and possible Response to Intervention (RTI) remediation efforts.
9. Explain the source of funding for the student technology and connectivity.
Springdale School District is currently a 1:1 school district. Laptops are issued to all students
upon enrollment. There are several locations in Springdale for students to access the
Internet. Installation of wireless access points are being coordinated in densely populated
areas to be powered by Springdale School District to expand the current coverage. Students
who do not have Internet access may use a provided hotspot for wireless connectivity at
home. These devices meet all State and Federal Regulations and are Child Internet Protection
Act (CIPA) compliant. In addition, our district is working to ultimately provide citywide Wi9

Fi access for all students. Current efforts are supported through the Arkansas per pupil
allocation allotment, National School Lunch (NSL) funds, and the Universal Service
Administrative Company (USAC) under the direction of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) through E-rate funding.
Remaining Issues: It remains unclear what training and routine support will be provided for
parents/guardians/learning coaches.

C8: CHARTER MODEL
Evaluation Criteria:
 Specific reasons why it is critical for the district to have a charter school rather than
implementing the plan outlined in the application on an existing traditional campus
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Explain how the provisions mentioned will contribute to a more successful school.
Applicant Response:
Springdale School District conversion charter application is necessary to move the School of
Innovation to the next level in student offerings. There are students in the Springdale School
District whose needs are not being met. The application will provide the school with much
needed waivers to expand course offerings, access industry expertise, instruct in multiple
languages, offer enrichment opportunities to all students to ensure a personalized learning
experiences.
Students need the ability to self-pace and apply real-world skills while being offered a
collaborative environment with engagement from students, parents, teachers, career experts,
industry experts, and community members. Creating an accessible, state-approved
curriculum for all students in the K-12 learning progression is important as students enter
the next phase of learning. If the traditional model were meeting the expectations of all
students at 100 percent, the conversion application would not be necessary; however, until
Springdale School District reaches the goal of All means All at 100 percent, we must strive to
find alternative methods to reach students. By allowing students to demonstrate content
mastery, the applicant can provide a meaningful education experience connected with career
interests, goals, and internships. The applicant will provide a variety of educational
programs, learning experiences, instructional approaches, and academic-support strategies
intended to address the distinct learning needs, interests, aspirations, and cultural
backgrounds of individual students.
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C9: AUTONOMY
Evaluation Criteria:
 A clear description of all the ways in which the charter school will have more autonomy
than traditional schools in the district, specifically pertaining to personnel, budget, day-today operations, and the school calendar
Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Explain the ways in which developing and managing the budget and day-to-day
operations will be conducted differently from other schools in the district.
Applicant Response:
The Springdale School District will manage the budget at the School of Innovation in
concert with the other 29 schools in the district. It is understood that items included in the
application will require financial support. Funds and Sources of Funds (SOF) will be
imparted in the same manner as the other schools. Arkansas Fiscal Auditing procedures
and practices will be analyzed, reviewed, and modified each year based on feedback from
the district leadership team, auditors, and state guidelines.
Day-to-day operations will differ from a traditional setting. Students and Instructors will
work in an environment that is free of bells, transitions, and traditional classroom
structures. Specialty programs and electives requiring specific lab spaces will be housed in
appropriate areas of the campus allowing for student access and safety, while Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and Humanities coursework will be
facilitated in an environment that allows for cross-curricular delivery, and interaction
among students and disciplines. Instructors will work in partnership with students,
instructional facilitators, teachers on special assignment, and curriculum partners to
develop competencies reflective of student needs.
Instructors will be required to hold office hours to assist students and parents with
learning needs. Employee report time will vary to ensure optimal student access. Mentors
will be assigned to advise students and support them through personal goal setting, college
and career advisement, and workforce readiness skills.
While multiple teachers may be instructors for a specific student, an assigned teacher will
collaborate with the instructors to provide this mentoring support. Teachers and students
may be attending school at alternate times than their district counterparts. Student
scheduling is flexible based on the child’s current pace. The School of Innovation will
employ teachers who may virtually attend or be career experts, thus causing professional
learning communities to take on a different context. The applicant will need to coordinate
with the Arkansas Department of Education to elicit assistance with e-School components
and current structures to ensure appropriate student course credit based on competency
completion.
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C10: SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Evaluation Criteria:
 Meaningful and realistic ways to involve licensed employees and parents in developing
and implementing the school improvement plan, identifying performance criteria, and
evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement plan
 A plan that addresses how the charter school will improve student learning and meet the
state education goals
Fully Responsive

C11: CURRICULUM ALIGNMENT
The Curriculum Alignment section should define the process by which the charter will ensure
that the curriculum aligns with Arkansas Curriculum Frameworks and state standards.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Evidence that the applicant has a process to ensure all curriculum materials, used in the
educational program, align with the Arkansas Department of Education’s curriculum
frameworks and the Common Core State Standards
Fully Responsive

C12: STUDENT SERVICES
The Student Services section should describe how the school will address specific services for its
student body.
Evaluation Criteria:
A description of the ways in which the following services will be provided to students even in
each area for which a waiver is requested:
 A guidance program that will serve all students;
 A health services program that will serve all students;
 A plan for a media center for use by all students;
 Sound plans for educating special education students that reflect the full range of
programs and services required to provide such students with a high quality education;
 A transportation plan that will serve all eligible students;
 An alternative education plan for eligible students, including those determined to be atrisk and to offer access to one or more approved Alternative Learning Environments;
 A plan to serve students who are English language learners; and
 Plans for a gifted and talented program for eligible students
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Partially Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Explain how one person will have the capacity to provide gifted and talented services
to students at the charter while also serving as the district gifted and talented
coordinator.
Applicant Response:
The district gifted and talented (GT) coordinator will assess current curriculum and
embedded activities that meet the Springdale School District GT standards. Currently, an
instructor at the School of Innovation is certified in gifted and talent
instruction. Instructors with the School of Innovation will receive additional training and
support to ensure they are appropriately equipped to embed enrichment activities into
their lessons for all students. The district GT coordinator will manage the coordination
efforts of these activities.
Remaining Issues: It remains unclear how two gifted and talented certified employees will
have the capacity to provide consulting services that would adequately provide services to all
gifted and talented students in the district. The services that will be provided by the
instructor at the School of Innovation are not outlined in this response, and it is not clear that
a gifted and talented certified position will remain at the charter.

C13: ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS
The Annual Progress Reports section should define how the academic progress of
individual students and the school as a whole will be measured, analyzed, and reported.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A timeline for data compilation and completion of an annual report to parents, the
community and the authorizer, separate from the district’s annual report to the
public, that outlines the school’s progress;
 A plan for dissemination of the annual report to appropriate stakeholders
Fully Responsive

C14: ENROLLMENT CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES
The Enrollment Criteria and Procedures section should describe how the school will attract
and enroll its student body, including any criteria for admission and enrollment. Applicants
must also provide assurances for a random, anonymous lottery selection process.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A student recruitment plan that will provide equal opportunity for all parents and students
to learn about and apply to the school
13




An enrollment and admissions process that is open, fair, and in accordance with
applicable law
A process for, and a guarantee of, a random, anonymous lottery process should there be
more student applications than can be accommodated under the terms of the charter

Fully Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm the understanding of the need to conduct a lottery for all seats once any
grade within the school becomes oversubscribed.
 Confirm that students residing outside of the Springdale School District will be legally
entitled to attend the proposed charter via school choice, legal transfer, or other
legally allowable options.
Applicant Response:
The applicant does not elect to conduct a lottery for attendance or acceptance within the
School of Innovation. Instead, all applications will be cataloged and added to a master
admittance form that will be listed in order of the application’s time date stamp reflective
of the date the application was initially filed.
To allow students to completely self-pace their learning experience, there are no grade
bands offered in the School of Innovation. If the school was to become oversubscribed by
the total population cap, applicants would be accepted based on a first come first served
basis of their submitted application, thus establishing a waiting list. As student positions
open, the next student on the waiting list would be called and offered to enroll in the School
of Innovation.
Any student inside or outside the Springdale School District will be entitled to attend the
proposed charter via school choice, legal transfer, or other legally allowable option, based
on available capacity, or charter enrollment cap.
Remaining Issues: The applicant proposes first come, first served if oversubscribed. Since
federal law defines a charter as having a lottery if oversubscribed, a charter without a
lottery is not eligible for federal charter funds.

C15: PRIOR CHARTER INVOLVEMENT
Evaluation Criteria:
 A complete Prior Charter Involvement Template for each individual connected with the
proposed charter;
 Accurate data in each Prior Charter Involvement Template, including active links to
assessment data
Fully Responsive
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C16: STAFFING PLAN
The Staffing Plan section should describe the job duties of the school administrator(s) and other
key personnel. This section should also describe the professional qualifications which will be
required of employees.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A job description for the school administrators and other key personnel, including but not
limited to counselors and teachers;
 An outline of the professional qualifications required for administrators, teachers,
counselors, and others; and
 A staffing plan that clearly outlines both the types and numbers of positions to be filled at
the school and salary scales for such positions
Partially Responsive
Concerns and Additional Questions
 Confirm that special education teachers will be certified in special education.
 Provide the qualifications for the principal.
Applicant Response:
The Springdale School of Innovation positions of special education teachers are currently
certified employees; however, the conversion charter application includes the licensure
waiver that would allow the district to employ the best possible applicant.
School Principal Qualifications:
Reports To: Superintendent/Deputy Superintendent/Assistant Superintendents Supervises:
All personnel assigned to their building
Job Goal: To use leadership, supervisory, and administrative skills to promote the
educational development of each student.
Principal Performance Responsibilities:
1. Establishes and maintains an effective learning climate in the school.
2. Keeps the superintendent informed of the school's activities and problems.
3. Prepares and administers the school budget and supervises school finances.
4. Prepares and administers the preparation and maintenance of reports, records, lists, and
all other paperwork required or appropriate to the school's administration.
5. Works with various members of the central administrative staff and other school
administrators as requested.
6. Keeps his or her supervisor informed of events and activities of an unusual nature as well
as routine matters related to the supervisor's accountability.
7. Supervises all personnel assigned to the school.
8. Assists in the supervision of the operation and maintenance of the buildings, grounds, and
other school property assigned to him or her.
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9. Assumes responsibility for the implementation and observance of all board policies and
regulations by the school's staff and students that is applicable to the School of Innovation
Charter School..
10. Maintains active relationships with students and parents.
11. Leads in the development, determination of appropriateness, and monitoring of the
instructional program.
12. Assists in the development, revisions, and evaluation of the curriculum.
13. Maintains high standards of student conduct and enforces discipline as necessary,
according due process to the rights of students.
14. Assumes responsibility for the safety of students.
15. Assumes responsibility for his or her own professional growth and development through
membership and participation in the affairs of professional organizations, through
attendance at regional, state, and national meetings, through enrollment in advanced courses,
and the like.
16. Participates in the selection and evaluation of all building personnel.
17. Conducts meetings of the staff as necessary for the proper functioning of the school.
18. Assists in the in-service orientation and training of teachers, with special responsibility for
staff administrative procedures and instructions.
19. Assumes responsibility for the safety and administration of the school plant.
20. Supervises all school activities and programs.
21. Participates in principals' meetings, and such other meetings as are required or
appropriate.
22. Establishes and maintains favorable relationships with local community groups and
individuals to foster understanding and solicit support for overall school objectives and
programs.
23. Assumes responsibility for maintaining excellence and growth in the area of student
achievement.
Remaining Issues:
 It remains unclear that the applicant understands that students with IEP’s must
receive their direct instruction from instructors with special education certification
and cannot be waived per IDEA.
 The qualifications for the principal were not provided.

C17: ARKANSAS PUBLIC SCHOOL COM PUTER NETWORK
ASSURANCES
The Arkansas Public School Computer Network (APSCN) Assurances section should
provide documentation of the applicant’s understanding of and participation in the required
state finance and educational data reporting system.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Assurance that the charter school will participate in APSCN and will comply with all
state statutory requirements regarding the APSCN finance and educational data reporting
system
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Fully Responsive

C18: FACILITIES
The Facilities section should identify and describe the facilities to be used by the school and any
changes to be made to the facilities.
Evaluation Criteria:
 An identified facility appropriate to meet the needs of the school over the term of its
charter
 A realistic plan for remodeling or adapting a facility, if necessary, to ensure that it is
appropriate and adequate for the school’s program, the school’s targeted population, and
the public
 Evidence that the school understands the costs of securing and improving a facility and
has access to the necessary resources to fund the facility plan
 A sound plan for continued operation, maintenance, and repair of the facility
Fully Responsive

C19: FOOD SERVICES
This section should describe how the school will address food services for its student body.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A food service plan that will serve all eligible students
 A management plan that reflects a clear understanding of federal law and requirements if
the charter school plans to participate in the National School Lunch program
Fully Responsive

C20: PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
The Parental Involvement section should describe how parents or guardians of enrolled students,
the school employees, and other members of the community will make a positive impact on the
school and its educational program.
Evaluation Criteria:
 A plan for involving parents and guardians in the school’s education program
 A proposal that involves the parents of students, employees and the broader community
in carrying out the terms of the charter
Fully Responsive
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C21: DESEGREGATION ASSURANCES
The Desegregation Assurances section should describe the applicant’s understanding of
applicable statutory and regulatory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of
desegregated public schools.
Evaluation Criteria:
 Assurance that the charter school will comply with all applicable federal and state
statutory and regulatory requirements regarding the creation and maintenance of
desegregated public schools
 An outline of the potential impact of the proposed charter school on those desegregation
efforts already in place in affected public school districts
Fully Responsive

C22: SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROGRAM
The Sustainability section should describe the applicant’s plan to ensure continued success of the
charter school over time.
Evaluation Criteria:
 The plan to ensure the sustainability of the charter in the future
Fully Responsive

C23: WAIVERS
The Waivers section should discuss all waivers requested from local or state law.

Evaluation Criteria:
 Each law, rule, and standard by title, number, and description for which a waiver is
requested
 A rationale for each waiver request
 An explanation of the way that each waiver would assist in implementing the educational
program of the charter and/or fulfilling the charter’s mission
Fully Responsive

Partially Responsive
18

Not Responsive

Concerns and Additional Questions
See legal comments.

OTHER:



Provide the calendar for the charter school.
Complete the following table with the grade levels and maximum enrollment to be
served by year:

Applicant Response:
Proposed expansion plan:
School Year
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
2020-2021

Maximum
Enrollment
1,400
1,600
1,800
1,400
2,000

Grade Levels
8-10
8-12
3-12
K-12
K-12
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LEGAL REVIEW OF
WAIVER REQUESTS
AND RESPONSES

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Springdale School of Innovation
Waivers Requested in Original Application
2015 District Conversion Application
1. Oral Communications
Section 9.03.1 (“Language Arts”) of the ADE Rules Governing the Standards for
Accreditation
The Springdale Public School District is required to teach Oral Communication as
separate class to its ninth (9th) to twelfth (12th) grade students. The applicant is asking
for a waiver of that requirement in order that curriculum meeting the requirements of the
ADE Standard Rules, the Arkansas Frameworks and all applicable rubrics be embedded
within English courses to be provided by the conversion charter school. The application
ensures that students will receive instruction concerning the required material in the
Oral Communications class meeting or exceeding all state curriculum requirements
through embedding the curriculum within the students’ required coursework.
Legal Comments: Waivers are not necessary to embed courses. The applicant should
seek course approval for its embedded course(s).
Applicant Response: The applicant acknowledges the central theme of the School of
Innovation is the personalization of learning. The applicant has concern over the
number of courses that would require ADE course code approval for students to selfpace their experience. The applicant seeks to have approval to embed courses through
the charter approval process in lieu of Arkansas Department of Education (ADE)
course code approval process. The applicant will attest to meeting and embedding all
of the required standards into the curriculum and instruction process. In addition to
signing the district Statement of Assurance to follow requirements as prescribed by
ADE, the applicant seeks to embed oral communication requirements within English
and Social Studies interdisciplinary units.
To assure that all standards are met, courses must be collated and experienced through
a learning continuum by students. All courses offered will meet curriculum and
instruction standards as outlined by the Arkansas Department of Education. In
addition, courses would be structured under experiential learning. The applicant
understands the traditional course code approval process offered through the Arkansas
Department of Education. The applicant would propose the ability to embed courses
for content delivery through the conversion charter approval process with the
understanding that Springdale School District provides assurances for the utmost
quality in curriculum and learning for the optimal student experience. The district has
extremely high standards and signs the ADE Statement of Assurance attesting to those
standards. The applicant seeks autonomy in mapping and coordinating appropriate
courses in an effort to transition students to experiential learning problems and
solutions.

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Remaining Issues: In light of recent requests, the Charter Authorizing Panel has not
been granting waivers for embedding courses, instead requiring the applicant to seek
course approval for its embedded courses.
2. Planned Instructional Day Requirements
Sections 10.01.4 (“Planned Instructional Day”) of the ADE Rules Governing the
Standards for Accreditation
Due to the nature of the blended or digital learning experience as outlined in this
application, the applicant is requesting a waiver of the Planned Instructional Day
requirements. The programmatic offerings at the Springdale School of Innovation, while
meeting all curriculum requirements, may be capable of being provided in less than thirty
(30) hours per week. The Springdale School of Innovation currently under School of
Innovation Status has been granted a waiver of seat time.
Legal Comments: Rationale should be provided as to why this waiver is necessary to
achieve the Applicant’s goals. In order to effectuate this waiver, waiver of Ark. Code
Ann. § 6-16-102 is also necessary.
Applicant Response: The applicant seeks to modify the original application to reflect
the addition of Arkansas Code Annotated § 6-16-102. The applicant requests to allow
students to access content course work online and blended instruction through a selfpaced model. For example, students could participate in a culminating project, which
under current rules and regulations is quality instruction that does not qualify as
course content instruction to meet the required 30 hours per week. Virtual student
participation could also vary widely based on the student’s ability to self-pace their
learning at less than the required 30 hours per week.
Remaining Issues: None
3. Class Size and Teaching Load
Sections 10.02 (“Class Size and Teaching Load”) of the ADE Rules Governing
Standards for Accreditation and specifically subsection 10.02.5
To meet the needs of the digital, blended learner, the applicant wishes to request a
waiver of the Class Size and Teaching Load requirements. The applicant believes the
fully digital and blended learning environment provided for the students justifies a waiver
under Section 10.02.5 of the Standards.
Legal Comments: Applicant should clarify what the maximum class size limits will be,
which classes, if any, will be exempt from the larger class sizes, and provide more
rationale on why this waiver is required and why larger class sizes are preferred.

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Applicant Response: The applicant will cap enrollment to individual face-to-face
teacher courses at 180 students. The applicant will cap blended and online learning
enrollment to individual teacher courses at 350. Courses are built on a competencybased integrated self-paced model where teachers facilitate the course. Teachers are
assigned to learning pods to support individual student academic needs. This means
there is not an assigned schedule per course period as in a traditional high
school. Teachers at one time could facilitate more students in a given content area,
due to the alternative structured delivery model. Online concurrent classes will follow
the college curriculum as outlined by the Arkansas Department of Higher Education
and structure where all instruction is inclusive in the course platform allowing the
teacher to act as facilitator and mentor to support students.
Remaining Issues: None
4. Clock Hours for Credit
Section 14.03 (concerning required clock hours for units of credit) of the ADE Rules
Governing Standards for Accreditation
The Springdale School of Innovation currently has a waiver for clock time hours under
Innovation Status granted in 2014. The applicant is requesting to continue the waiver
under District Charter Conversion Status. The applicant is not, by this request, asking
for a waiver of graduation requirements. The applicant is requesting only a waiver of the
120-clock hour requirement. In accordance with prior ADE comments on this type of
waiver request, the applicant hereby affirms that it will adhere to full curriculum
alignment with Arkansas Frameworks, and will submit any additional information
desired.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
5. Licensure
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-15-1004
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-302
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-309
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-401
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-902
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-919
Standards for Accreditation 15.02 and 15.03
ADE Rules for Governing Educator Licensure
The applicant requests a waiver from the listed statutes and rules, to the extent that it
may be necessary to hire professionals who possess outstanding credentials and work

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

history in the various area of expertise in their field that align with coursework in the
Springdale School of Innovation. This could mean the professional does not hold or
possess a teaching license. Any individual hired as a result of the waiver will meet all
other requirements, such as Highly Qualified status if applicable, and the successful
completion of criminal background and Child Maltreatment Registry check. By
partnering with business and industry leaders high quality content can be provided in
specific fields of career readiness. This will promote a strong partnership with industry
leaders and provide workforce awareness. Additionally, to better serve our English
Language populations and 40 plus languages served in the district, it will assist in
supporting our students who need additional support in English and dual language
offerings.
Legal Comments: Applicant needs to confirm if this waiver will be used for non-core
courses only, or if they intend to use it for all courses.
Applicant Response: The applicant seeks to employ and partner with the best-qualified
teacher for any content area regardless of licensure. The qualified potential applicant
would have to pass appropriate background checks in addition to meeting the
Springdale School District Personnel Office hiring qualifications and standards. This
could result in hiring a non-licensed teacher in a core or non-core content area. For
example, a quality university professor in mathematics may not have an Arkansas
Department of Education teaching license; however, they may be an excellent resource
for our students as a quality mathematics instructor. The applicant requests the ability
to hire the most qualified person for the position.
Remaining Issues: Applicant needs to confirm they are aware that Special Education
certification cannot be waived by federal law.
6. Career and Technical Education
Section 9.03.3.9 (Career and Technical Education) of the ADE Rules for Governing
the Standards of Accreditation
The Springdale School of Innovation is required to teach the Career and Technical
Education curriculum requirements as separate classes to its seventh (7th) and eighth
(8th) grade students. The applicant is asking for a waiver of that requirement so that the
requirements of the ADE Standards, Rules, Arkansas Frameworks and all applicable
rubrics may be taught within other courses or online options to be provided by the School
of Innovation. Specifically, teaching the Careers class during seminar (advisory) time
where it is better suited to student learning. If the application and waiver is approved the
applicant will work with the Career and Technical Education Department to ensure
approval from their department.
Legal Comments: Waivers are not necessary to embed courses. The applicant should
seek course approval for its embedded course(s).

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Applicant Response: The applicant acknowledges the central theme of the School of
Innovation is the personalization of learning. The applicant has concern over the
number of courses that would require ADE course code approval for students to self
pace their experience. The applicant seeks to have approval to embed courses through
the charter approval process in lieu of Arkansas Department of Education (ADE)
course code approval process. The applicant will attest to meeting and embedding all
of the required standards into the curriculum and instruction process. In addition to
signing the district Statement of Assurance to follow requirements as prescribed by
ADE, the applicant seeks to embed the Career and Technical Education Careers
coursework curriculum requirements as part of the student advisory process as an
extension of experiential learning of desired career interest.
To assure that all standards are met, courses must be collated and experienced through
a learning continuum by students. All courses offered will meet curriculum and
instruction standards as outlined by the Arkansas Department of Education. In
addition, courses would be structured under experiential learning. The applicant
understands the traditional course code approval process offered through the Arkansas
Department of Education. The applicant would propose the ability to embed courses
for content delivery through the conversion charter approval process with the
understanding that Springdale School District provides assurances for the utmost
quality in curriculum and learning for the optimal student experience. The district has
extremely high standards and signs the ADE Statement of Assurance attesting to those
standards. The applicant seeks autonomy in mapping and coordinating appropriate
courses in an effort to transition students to experiential learning problems and
solutions.
Remaining Issues: In light of recent requests, the Charter Authorizing Panel has not
been granting waivers for embedding courses, instead requiring the applicant to seek
course approval for its embedded courses.
7. Library Media Specialist
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-25-103
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-25-104
Section 16.02.3 of the ADE Rules for Governing the Standards of Accreditation
(concerning library media specialist)
The Springdale School of Innovation will offer students access to an e-Library through
24 hour access to utilize the media center to create a learning environment that supports
the blended or digital learner. Learners work at their own pace. In light of this
structure, it will not be necessary to hire a library media specialist.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

8. Gifted and Talented
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-20-2208(c)(6)
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-42-109
Section 18.0 of the ADE Rules for Governing the Standards of Accreditation
ADE Rules Governing Gifted and Talented Program Approval Standards
(concerning Gifted and Talented Students)
The applicant requests a waiver of the statutes and rules, necessary to permit students
who meet the requirements for placement in the Gifted and Talented (GT) programs to
students in grades Kindergarten (K) through twelfth (12th) into appropriate pre-advanced
placement and advanced placement courses or concurrent-credit courses through
partner community colleges and universities, and classroom instructions. All roles and
responsibilities of this position will be addressed by the counseling staff and
advisor/seminar teacher to ensure the needs of all GT students are met through course
content design.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
9. Basic Language of Instruction
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-16-104
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks to obtain a waiver from the English only
requirement for the basic language of instruction. The sole purpose of this waiver is to
allow for the creation of a kindergarten through twelfth grade dual-language offerings
within the district. The intent is to provide high quality dual language instruction in
English and Spanish or English and Mandarin Chinese.
Legal Comments: Applicant should provide further rationale regarding the use of this
waiver and explain how it will ensure the dual language will apply and benefit both ELL
and English-proficient students.
Applicant Response: Dual language options will allow students to access language
throughout their learning continuum. Dual language immersion is an enrichment
model that challenges all students to become fluent in two languages. English learners
have an opportunity to make faster-than-average progress on grade-level instruction
that is not watered down. Native English speakers who are already on grade level can
exceed the achievement of their monolingual educated peers.
Through the cognitive stimulus of schooling in two languages, which leads to
enhanced creativity and analytical thinking, native English speakers who are lagging
behind academically receive the accelerated instruction necessary to close the
achievement gap. All student groups in dual-language classes benefit from
meaningful, challenging, and accelerated—not remedial—instruction (Baker, 2001).

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

In addition to English, students will have the option to be immersed in a chosen
language including Spanish or Mandarin Chinese. Research supports the ability for
students to make and build broader connections from a known or understood
language. Instruction in a native language, while concurrently experiencing the
introduction of a new language, provides students with the ability for contextual
reference and application of the learning. District and regional business partners have
requested and shown support for multiple language proficiency, and this offering will
allow students the opportunity to excel in their post graduation efforts.
Springdale School District’s population is diverse and unique, through the years of
multicultural experiences with students; it is evident that language acquisition can
occur at a rapid rate. The same should be expected of a language immersion program
as compared to a period or course of foreign language. A benefit of early dual
language immersion allows for a comprehensive language acquisition experience for
all students.
Remaining Issues: None
10. Beginning and End of School Year
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-10-106
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks to obtain a waiver from the uniform dates for
beginning and ending school dates. Given the nature of a self-paced curriculum and
given the design of providing blended or digital instruction, the school year will no
longer follow a traditional calendar. This waiver would allow the school calendar to
follow a non-traditional path for the school year to begin and end at any time during the
calendar year. Employment arrangements with teachers will reflect varied beginning
and ending calendar times during the calendar year.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
11. Professional Development
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-704
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-705
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-709
The Springdale School of Innovation is seeking a waiver of the requirements for
developing a set of coordinated planned learning activities for teachers, administrators,
and non-licensed school employees. It also seeks a waiver from granting up to 12 hours
of professional development credit for time spent in classrooms prior to the start of the
school year. Furthermore, a waiver is being requested from developing a professional
development schedule. Due to the nature of online or blended teaching, it is possible to

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

have teaching staff not assigned to a building or to follow a traditional school calendar
(see waiver for Uniform Dates for Beginning and End of School Year). Under the waiver
for Educational Licensure it could be possible that employees working in other career
fields providing interim instruction, would need access to this waiver. Requiring those
individuals to be held to the same professional development criteria as full time district
employees, especially for those who are teaching remotely would prove burdensome. The
Springdale School District will require the School of Innovation to submit a plan to
provide necessary professional development to employees as it relates to their required
job function.
Legal Comments: This waiver is not necessary for non-licensed educators as they do
not have to follow the professional development requirements, but the waiver would
apply for teachers and administrators.
Applicant Response: The applicant agrees that non-licensed employees are not
required to follow the Arkansas Department of Education professional development
requirements; however, the applicant seeks the waiver for all employees including
licensed teachers and administrators. Professional development and training will be
provided as necessary in multiple formats such as in person or in a virtual
format. Much of the professional learning and teaching process will be ongoing and
job embedded. Ongoing professional development will occur during the student
instructional process as teachers collaborate, share, and further build their
Professional Learning Communities (PLC) with students engaged in the process. The
Springdale School District will require the School of Innovation to submit a plan to
provide necessary professional development to all employees as it relates to their
required job function. Aspects of state professional development addressing student
health or safety must be included in the submitted plan to the district office for
approval.
Remaining Issues: None
12. Non-Instructional Duties
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-117
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks a waiver from non-instructional duties for
teachers. In a blended learning environment students may not follow a traditional
schedule during the day. Duty schedules need to be established to meet the needs of the
student. Flexibility to have teachers provided non-instructional supervision during their
assigned hours is essential to supporting the digital learner. Digital learning and staff
who may work remotely, the need for a scheduled planning period will not be needed.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

13. Teacher Contracts
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-17-807
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks a waiver from the statutory formula for
funding teachers for additional days worked. Due to the unique nature of digital or
blended learning, teachers may no longer follow a traditional school day or calendar. As
part of the waiver the Springdale School District shall develop an alternative payment
matrix to meet the needs of the blended, digital, or partial teaching staff. This payment
matrix shall be approved by the school board in a public meeting.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
14. Mandatory Attendance
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-211(a)(b)(1)
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-211(2)(a)(i)(iia)
ADE Rules Governing Mandatory Attendance for Students in Grades 9-12
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks a waiver from requiring students in grades
Kindergarten through twelve (K-12) from being required to attend a full school day and
from scheduling no more than one extracurricular class during the school day. As part of
the curricular design where students are allowed to self-pace and work under a seat time
waiver it is possible students will not need the required 350 minutes a week to complete
and accelerate their coursework. Also, as part of the curricular design students will be
participating in career interest internships with business partners in the area. These
hands-on experiences are invaluable to our students and will occur during the school
day. With the establishment of K-12 digital learning students may not be in contact with
the physical address of a school building allowing them to work from anywhere at any
time.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
15. Attendance Records and Reports
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-213(2)
The Springdale School of Innovation requests a waiver under subsection two (2)
requiring a teacher to “visually note the physical presence or absence of each student on
a daily basis.” With a blended or digital learning environment students may not be
physically located in a building. For example, a student who is participating digitally or
a student working at an internship may complete coursework at home after the internship

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

is completed. Student attendance for digital learners will be maintained within the
Learning Management System, recording the day, time, and duration of their
participation in each individual course.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
16. Immunization Requirements
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-702
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks to obtain a waiver from Immunization
Requirements under Ark. Code Ann.§ 6-18-702 solely for the purposes of students
enrolled full time in the online setting. If a student does not attend the physical building
they would not be required to provide proof of immunizations to the school. This would
not exempt parents from meeting state requirements for immunization but exempt the
school from the responsibility of enforcement under Ark. Code Ann.§ 6-18-702(b)(1).
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
17. Eye and Vision Screening
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-1501
The Springdale School of Innovation seeks to obtain a waiver from eye and vision
screening requirements under Ark. Code Ann. § 6-18-1501 solely for the purposes of
students enrolled full time in the online setting. If a student does not attend or come into
contact with student or the physical building they would not be required to provide proof
of eye and vision screening.
Legal Comments: The applicant needs to be aware that special education referrals for
eye and vision screenings cannot be waived and compliance is required even for students
that are enrolled full time in the online setting.
Applicant Response: The applicant assures that eye, vision, or any recommended
health screening recommended by a referral committee or through the process of
assessment for students with special needs will be provided as required by Individual
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).
Remaining Issues: None

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

18. Physical Education
Arkansas Code Ann. § 6-16-132
Section 9.03.4.9 (Physical Education) of the ADE Rules for Governing the Standards
of Accreditation
Section7.0 of the ADE Rules Governing Nutrition and Physical Activity Standards
for Body Mass Index for Age Assessment Protocols in Arkansas Public Schools
The applicant is required to teach Physical Education to students in grades K-12 in
accordance with the referenced statue and ADE Rules. The Springdale School of
Innovation is asking for a waiver of that requirement for any student who is enrolled in
online coursework or any student who participates on a sports team who is enrolled at
the School of Innovation.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None for the above waiver request.
The applicant is required to teach Physical Education to students in grades K-12 in
accordance with the referenced statue and ADE Rules. The Springdale School of
Innovation is asking for a waiver of that requirement for any student who is enrolled in
online coursework or any student who participates on a sports team who is enrolled at
the School of Innovation.
The applicant is asking for a waiver of that requirement in order that the curriculum of
that requirement of the ADE Standards and Rules, Arkansas Frameworks and all
applicable rubrics may be embedded within another course to be provided by the School
of Innovation. The applicant ensures that students will receive instruction of the required
material in the Physical Education class meeting or exceeding all state requirements,
specifically by embedding the course content from its Physical Education class within its
Health or Marching Band Class.
Legal Comments: Waivers are not necessary to embed courses. The applicant should
seek course approval for its embedded course(s).
Applicant Response: The applicant acknowledges the central theme of the School of
Innovation is the personalization of learning. The applicant has concern over the
number of courses that would require ADE course code approval for students to self
pace their experience. The applicant seeks to have approval to embed courses through
the charter approval process in lieu of Arkansas Department of Education (ADE)
course code approval process. The applicant will attest to meeting and embedding all
of the required standards into the curriculum and instruction process. In addition to
signing the district Statement of Assurance to follow requirements as prescribed by
ADE, the applicant seeks to embed physical education across health and marching
band experiences.

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

To assure that all standards are met, courses must be collated and experienced
through a learning continuum by students. All courses offered will meet curriculum
and instruction standards as outlined by the Arkansas Department of Education. In
addition, courses would be structured under experiential learning. The applicant
understands the traditional course code approval process offered through the
Arkansas Department of Education. The applicant would propose the ability to
embed courses for content delivery through the conversion charter approval process
with the understanding that Springdale School District provides assurances for the
utmost quality in curriculum and learning for the optimal student experience. The
district has extremely high standards and signs the ADE Statement of Assurance
attesting to those standards. The applicant seeks autonomy in mapping and
coordinating appropriate courses in an effort to transition students to experiential
learning problems and solutions.
Remaining Issues: In light of recent requests, the Charter Authorizing Panel has not
been granting waivers for embedding courses, instead requiring the applicant to seek
course approval for its embedded courses.
19. Fine Arts
Section 9.03.3.6 (Fine Arts) of the ADE Rules for Governing the Standards of
Accreditation
The Springdale School of Innovation is required to provide Fine Arts coursework in
order to meet the requirements of this standard. The applicant is seeking a waiver of that
requirement for students who participate in a career institute may be able to choose and
complete the coursework in their areas of interest as opposed to Fine Arts Courses. All
courses that are provided to such students in substitution of Fine Arts shall meet or
exceed all state curriculum requirements.
Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None
20. Teacher Fair Dismissal Act / Public School Employee Fair Hearing Act
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-1501 et seq.
Ark. Code Ann. § 6-17-1701 et seq.
The Springdale School of Innovation is seeking a waiver from the Teacher Fair Dismissal
Act of 1983 to ensure high impact educational experiences are provided to students on a
daily basis. Under this waiver the Springdale School of Innovation will assist in
providing the highest quality instruction at all times. The waiver will provide both
physically- located instructors and virtually-located instructors with an equitable lens for
teaching and learning to ensure a highly effective educational experience.

Red=Waivers not previously requested, need additional discussion, or have remaining issues
Green=Waivers previously granted, no remaining issues
Information provided by Applicant is in italics.

Legal Comments: None
Remaining Issues: None

ADE LEGAL
DESEGREGATION
ANALYSIS

MEMO
DATE:

November 6, 2015

TO:

Charter Authorizing Panel

FROM:

ADE Legal Staff

SUBJECT: Desegregation Analysis, District Conversion Public Charter School Applications
I. Introduction
Five public school districts submitted applications for district conversion charter schools:
•
•
•
•
•

Cave City School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
nine (9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 1,200 students;
Fayetteville School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
kindergarten (K) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 500 students;
Gentry School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades nine
(9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 500 students;
Hot Springs School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
nine (9) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 1,200 students;
Springdale School District, proposing a charter school to provide instruction in grades
kindergarten (K) through twelve (12) with an enrollment cap of 2,000 students.
II. Statutory Requirements

Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(a) requires the applicants for a charter school, the board of
directors of the school district in which a proposed charter school would be located, and the
authorizer to “carefully review the potential impact of an application for a charter school on
the efforts of a public school district or public school districts to comply with court orders
and statutory obligations to create and maintain a unitary system of desegregated public
schools.” Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(b) requires the authorizer to “attempt to measure the
likely impact of a proposed public charter school on the efforts of public school districts to
achieve and maintain a unitary system.” Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(c) states that the
authorizer “shall not approve any public charter school under this chapter or any other act
or any combination of acts that hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects the
desegregation efforts of a public school district or public school districts in this state.” This
analysis is provided to inform the decision-making of the authorizer with regard to the
effect, if any, of the proposed charter schools upon the desegregation efforts of a public
school district.

III. INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY THE APPLICANT
AND THE AFFECTED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Each applicant addressed Desegregation Assurances in its application. The Department is
unaware of any desegregation-related opposition to these applications from any other school
district. Each applicant’s desegregation analysis is attached to this memo.
IV. ANALYSIS FROM THE DEPARTMENT
“Desegregation” is the process by which a school district eliminates, to the extent
practicable, the lingering negative effects or “vestiges” of prior de jure (caused by official
action) racial discrimination.
As stated above, Arkansas law does not allow the authorizer to approve any public charter
school that “hampers, delays, or in any manner negatively affects the desegregation efforts”
of a public school district. Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-106(c). The Supreme Court noted in
Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 115 (1995):
[I]n order to find unconstitutional segregation, we require that plaintiffs
"prove all of the essential elements of de jure segregation -- that is, stated
simply, a current condition of segregation resulting from intentional state
action directed specifically to the [allegedly segregated] schools." Keyes v.
School Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 205-206 (1973) (emphasis added). "[T]he
differentiating factor between de jure segregation and so-called de facto
segregation . . . is purpose or intent to segregate." Id., at 208 (emphasis in
original).
V. CONCLUSION
The Department is unaware of any data demonstrating that any of the proposed charter
schools are motivated by an impermissible intent to segregate schools. However, the
authorizer should carefully examine the proposed charter school applications in an attempt
to determine whether there are legitimate, non-racially motivated reasons for the charter
schools’ existence.
Additionally, only one conversion charter school applicant, the Hot Springs World Class High
School, would operate in a school district that is subject to a desegregation order. As noted
by the applicant, the conversion charter school will not impede the Hot Springs School
District’s obligations to participate in inter-district school choice as provided in the
controlling desegregation order.
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Springdale School of Innovation

APPLICATION

2014 ESEA DATA

District:
LEA:
Address:
Address:
Phone:

SPRINGDALE SCHOOL DISTRICT
7207000
P.O. BOX 8
SPRINGDALE, AR 72765
479-750-8800

OVERALL DISTRICT STATUS:

PERCENT TESTED STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

LITERACY STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

MATHEMATICS STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

GRADUATION RATE STATUS:
ESEA Flexibility Indicators
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
Three Year Average Performance
All Students
Targeted Achievement Gap Group
ESEA Subgroups
African American
Hispanic
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Language Learners
Students with Disabilities

Superintendent: JIMMY ROLLINS
Enrollment:
20542
Attendance:
95.34
Poverty Rate: 67.34

Report created on: 11/12/2014

% Prof/Adv.
2014 Math + Literacy 79.5
2013 Math + Literacy 77.2
2012 Math + Literacy 79.5

NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERCENT TESTED
ACHIEVING
LITERACY
# Attempted
# Expected
Percentage
10652
10795
98.68
7799
7907
98.63
# Attempted
# Expected
Percentage
254
265
95.85
4760
4805
99.06
4159
4213
98.72
7322
7419
98.69
4568
4623
98.81
1125
1148
98.00

# Attempted
12393
9102
# Attempted
304
5514
4789
8521
5344
1227

MATHEMATICS
# Expected
12573
9243
# Expected
310
5578
4861
8647
5422
1250

Percentage
98.57
98.47
Percentage
98.06
98.85
98.52
98.54
98.56
98.16

STUDENT PERFORMANCE -- LITERACY
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERFORMANCE -LITERACY
GROWTH -LITERACY
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
7915
9959
79.48
80.65
91.00
5497
6923
79.40
85.59
93.00
5310
7245
73.29
74.57
91.00
3773
5042
74.83
81.83
93.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
23555
29845
78.92
80.65
91.00
16629
20412
81.47
85.59
93.00
15744
21706
72.53
74.57
91.00
11474
14920
76.90
81.83
93.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
146
213
68.54
69.86
103
143
72.03
78.18
3458
4522
76.47
76.22
2452
3188
76.91
84.12
3445
3927
87.73
88.44
2305
2717
84.84
89.16
5027
6820
73.71
74.89
3589
4774
75.18
82.02
2926
4263
68.64
70.55
2177
3010
72.33
80.60
382
1042
36.66
48.38
278
632
43.99
56.13
STUDENT PERFORMANCE -- MATHEMATICS
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
PERFORMANCE -MATHEMATICS
GROWTH -MATHEMATICS
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
9121
11469
79.53
81.69
92.00
4469
7108
62.87
76.53
81.00
6142
8329
73.74
76.29
92.00
2947
5198
56.69
71.47
81.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL # Achieved # Tested Percentage 2014 AMO 90TH PCTL
26634
33905
78.55
81.69
92.00
13440
20666
65.03
76.53
81.00
17980
24714
72.75
76.29
92.00
8934
15145
58.99
71.47
81.00
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
# Achieved # Tested Percentage
2014 AMO
168
255
65.88
73.78
77
150
51.33
64.74
4006
5176
77.40
78.27
1922
3260
58.96
72.84
3996
4518
88.45
89.02
1977
2761
71.60
83.25
5788
7842
73.81
76.28
2793
4920
56.77
71.51
3341
4866
68.66
72.16
1637
3134
52.23
67.81
585
1130
51.77
48.38
211
655
32.21
53.94
2013 SCHOOL GRADUATION RATE
ACHIEVING
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
1053
1302
80.88
579
761
76.08
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
3083
3851
80.06
1641
2187
75.03
# Actual Graduates
# Expected Graduates
Percentage
14
19
73.68
423
536
78.92
537
620
86.61
506
660
76.67
292
384
76.04
74
93
79.57

2013 AMO
77.59
71.07
2013 AMO
77.59
71.07

90TH PCTL
94.00
94.00
90TH PCTL
94.00
94.00
2013 AMO
69.54
72.45
82.92
72.27
70.05
71.32

REQUEST TO POSTPONE
OPEN-ENROLLMENT
PRIORITY
SCHOOL HEARINGS

OPEN-ENROLLMENT
PRIORITY SCHOOL
HEARING LETTERS

October 16, 2015
Mr. Ben Lindquist
Little Rock Preparatory Academy
4520 South University Street
Little Rock, AR 72204
RE:

Notice of Charter Authorizing Panel Hearing

Dear Mr. Lindquist:
This letter is to notify you that the Charter Authorizing Panel will consider an agenda item
concerning Little Rock Preparatory Academy at its meeting on Thursday, December 17,
2015. The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. in the Auditorium of the Arch Ford Education
Building, Four Capitol Mall, Little Rock, Arkansas. Please ensure that the individuals
who can address questions about student performance and charter operations attend the
hearing.
The Charter Authorizing Panel will consider the Little Rock Preparatory Academy openenrollment charter pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-105. The possible actions allowed by
the statute include placing the school on probation, modifying the open-enrollment charter,
and revoking the charter. The reasons for this potential action by the Charter Authorizing
Panel are an alleged failure to meet academic or fiscal performance criteria deemed
appropriate and relevant for the public charter school by the authorizer. The facts underlying
these allegations are the school’s classification as a priority school as posted by the
Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) on September 25, 2015, based upon 2012-2014
ranking system, which placed the school among the state’s lowest 5% in proficiency of Title I
schools.
To obtain a clear and current view of the efforts the school is making to increase academic
achievement and to demonstrate that the charter is effective despite being in priority status,
the Charter Authorizing Panel requests the school provide materials and a presentation that
solely, directly, and thoroughly address each of the following:





An explanation of the ways in which the charter maintains and promotes the
legislative intent for charter schools as outlined in Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-102 and
provided in the accompanying document
An explanation of the ways in which the charter remains innovative while struggling
academically
A brief analysis of the 2015 PARCC data
An explanation of plans to improve academic achievement o Specific plans implemented in the past with data that demonstrate the results
and include a discussion of student performance and growth
o Specific plans for the future that include methods of assessing success






A discussion of current year-to-date student demographics, discipline, and attendance data
A discussion of the achievement of or progress toward the current charter goals with
supporting data
An explanation, with supporting data, of the utilization of approved waivers and how those
waivers assist in meeting current charter goals
A summary of the overall effectiveness of the charter school.

The hearing procedures can be found in Section 6.24 of the ADE Rules Governing Public Charter
Schools. All materials requested by the Panel with the accompanying presentation must be
submitted to the ADE Charter School Office by 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, December 2, 2015.
The Charter Authorizing Panel is requiring you to provide all of the information requested
in the bulleted list and the hearing presentation by this deadline. Email the information to
ade.charterschools@arkansas.gov.
Any action taken by the Charter Authorizing Panel will appear on the State Board of Education’s
agenda for its January 14, 2016 meeting. The charter or any affected district may request that the
State Board review the decision of the Charter Authorizing Panel, or the State Board can choose
to review the decision on its own motion. If the charter school or an affected district seeks to
request the State Board review a decision, the request must be submitted by email to the ADE
Charter School Office by noon on December 23, 2015.
Please contact me by phone at (501) 682-5665 or by email at alexandra.boyd@arkansas.gov with
any questions.
Sincerely,

Alexandra Boyd, Program Coordinator
Public Charter Schools
CC:

Baker Kurrus, Superintendent, Little Rock School District

October 16, 2015
Dr. Valerie Tatum
Covenant Keepers College Preparatory Charter School
5615 Geyer Springs Road
Little Rock, AR 72209
RE:

Notice of Charter Authorizing Panel Hearing

Dear Dr. Tatum:
This letter is to notify you that the Charter Authorizing Panel will consider an agenda item
concerning Covenant Keepers College Preparatory Charter School at its meeting on Friday,
December 18, 2015. The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. in the Auditorium of the Arch
Ford Education Building, Four Capitol Mall, Little Rock, Arkansas. Please ensure that
the individuals who can address questions about student performance and charter
operations attend the hearing.
The Charter Authorizing Panel will consider the Covenant Keepers open-enrollment charter
pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-105. The possible actions allowed by the statute include
placing the school on probation, modifying the open-enrollment charter, and revoking the
charter. The reasons for this potential action by the Charter Authorizing Panel are an alleged
failure to meet academic or fiscal performance criteria deemed appropriate and relevant for
the public charter school by the authorizer. The facts underlying these allegations are the
school’s classification as in academic distress during the July 10, 2014 State Board of
Education meeting, based upon a three-year (2011-2013) proficiency of 46.965% in math
and literacy; the school’s classification as in academic distress again during the February
12, 2015 State Board of Education meeting, based upon 2012-2014 proficiency of 46.640%
in math and literacy; and the school’s classification as a priority school as posted by the
Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) on September 25, 2015, based upon 2012-2014
ranking system, which placed the school among the state’s lowest 5% in proficiency of Title I
schools.
To obtain a clear and current view of the efforts the school is making to increase academic
achievement and to demonstrate that the charter is effective despite being in priority status,
the Charter Authorizing Panel requests the school provide materials and a presentation that
solely, directly, and thoroughly address each of the following:





An explanation of the ways in which the charter maintains and promotes the
legislative intent for charter schools as outlined in Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-102 and
provided in the accompanying document
An explanation of the ways in which the charter remains innovative while struggling
academically
A brief analysis of the 2015 PARCC data
An explanation of plans to improve academic achievement o Specific plans implemented in the past with data that demonstrate the results
and include a discussion of student performance and growth
o Specific plans for the future that include methods of assessing success






A discussion of current year-to-date student demographics, discipline, and attendance data
A discussion of the achievement of or progress toward the current charter goals with
supporting data
An explanation, with supporting data, of the utilization of approved waivers and how those
waivers assist in meeting current charter goals
A summary of the overall effectiveness of the charter school.

The hearing procedures can be found in Section 6.24 of the ADE Rules Governing Public Charter
Schools. All materials requested by the Panel with the accompanying presentation must be
submitted to the ADE Charter School Office by 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, December 2, 2015.
The Charter Authorizing Panel is requiring you to provide all of the information requested
in the bulleted list and the hearing presentation by this deadline. Email the information to
ade.charterschools@arkansas.gov.
Any action taken by the Charter Authorizing Panel will appear on the State Board of Education’s
agenda for its January 14, 2016 meeting. The charter or any affected district may request that the
State Board review the decision of the Charter Authorizing Panel, or the State Board can choose
to review the decision on its own motion. If the charter school or an affected district seeks to
request the State Board review a decision, the request must be submitted by email to the ADE
Charter School Office by noon on December 23, 2015.
Please contact me by phone at (501) 682-5665 or by email at alexandra.boyd@arkansas.gov with
any questions.
Sincerely,

Alexandra Boyd, Program Coordinator
Public Charter Schools
CC:

Baker Kurrus, Superintendent, Little Rock School District

October 16, 2015
Ms. Lenisha Broadway
Pine Bluff Lighthouse Academy
708 West Second Avenue
Pine Bluff, AR 72216
RE:

Notice of Charter Authorizing Panel Hearing

Dear Ms. Broadway:
This letter is to notify you that the Charter Authorizing Panel will consider an agenda item
concerning Pine Bluff Lighthouse Academy at its meeting on Friday, December 18, 2015.
The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. in the Auditorium of the Arch Ford Education
Building, Four Capitol Mall, Little Rock, Arkansas. Please ensure that the individuals
who can address questions about student performance and charter operations attend the
hearing.
The Charter Authorizing Panel will consider the Pine Bluff Lighthouse Academy openenrollment charter pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-105. The possible actions allowed by
the statute include placing the school on probation, modifying the open-enrollment charter,
and revoking the charter. The reasons for this potential action by the Charter Authorizing
Panel are an alleged failure to meet academic or fiscal performance criteria deemed
appropriate and relevant for the public charter school by the authorizer. The facts underlying
these allegations are the school’s as a priority school as posted by the Arkansas
Department of Education (ADE) on September 25, 2015, based upon 2012-2014 ranking
system, which placed the school among the state’s lowest 5% in proficiency of Title I
schools.
To obtain a clear and current view of the efforts the school is making to increase academic
achievement and to demonstrate that the charter is effective despite being in priority status,
the Charter Authorizing Panel requests the school provide materials and a presentation that
solely, directly, and thoroughly address each of the following:





An explanation of the ways in which the charter maintains and promotes the
legislative intent for charter schools as outlined in Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-102 and
provided in the accompanying document
An explanation of the ways in which the charter remains innovative while struggling
academically
A brief analysis of the 2015 PARCC data
An explanation of plans to improve academic achievement o Specific plans implemented in the past with data that demonstrate the results
and include a discussion of student performance and growth
o Specific plans for the future that include methods of assessing success






A discussion of current year-to-date student demographics, discipline, and attendance data
A discussion of the achievement of or progress toward the current charter goals with
supporting data
An explanation, with supporting data, of the utilization of approved waivers and how those
waivers assist in meeting current charter goals
A summary of the overall effectiveness of the charter school.

The hearing procedures can be found in Section 6.24 of the ADE Rules Governing Public Charter
Schools. All materials requested by the Panel with the accompanying presentation must be
submitted to the ADE Charter School Office by 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, December 2, 2015.
The Charter Authorizing Panel is requiring you to provide all of the information requested
in the bulleted list and the hearing presentation by this deadline. Email the information to
ade.charterschools@arkansas.gov.
Any action taken by the Charter Authorizing Panel will appear on the State Board of Education’s
agenda for its January 14, 2016 meeting. The charter or any affected district may request that the
State Board review the decision of the Charter Authorizing Panel, or the State Board can choose
to review the decision on its own motion. If the charter school or an affected district seeks to
request the State Board review a decision, the request must be submitted by email to the ADE
Charter School Office by noon on December 23, 2015.
Please contact me by phone at (501) 682-5665 or by email at alexandra.boyd@arkansas.gov with
any questions.
Sincerely,

Alexandra Boyd, Program Coordinator
Public Charter Schools
CC:

Brent Mitchell, Principal
T.C. Wallace, Superintendent Pine Bluff School District

October 16, 2015
Ms. Katie Tatum
School for Integrated Academies and Technologies
6724 Interstate 30
Little Rock, AR 72209
RE:

Notice of Charter Authorizing Panel Hearing

Dear Ms. Tatum:
This letter is to notify you that the Charter Authorizing Panel will consider an agenda item
concerning School for Integrated Academies and Technologies at its meeting on Friday,
December 18, 2015. The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. in the Auditorium of the Arch
Ford Education Building, Four Capitol Mall, Little Rock, Arkansas. Please ensure that
the individuals who can address questions about student performance and charter
operations attend the hearing.
The Charter Authorizing Panel will consider the SIATech open-enrollment charter pursuant
to Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-105. The possible actions allowed by the statute include placing
the school on probation, modifying the open-enrollment charter, and revoking the charter.
The reasons for this potential action by the Charter Authorizing Panel are an alleged failure
to meet academic or fiscal performance criteria deemed appropriate and relevant for the
public charter school by the authorizer. The facts underlying these allegations are the
school’s as a priority school as posted by the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) on
September 25, 2015, based upon 2012-2014 ranking system, which placed the school
among the state’s lowest 5% in proficiency of Title I schools.
To obtain a clear and current view of the efforts the school is making to increase academic
achievement and to demonstrate that the charter is effective despite being in priority status,
the Charter Authorizing Panel requests the school provide materials and a presentation that
solely, directly, and thoroughly address each of the following:





An explanation of the ways in which the charter maintains and promotes the
legislative intent for charter schools as outlined in Ark. Code Ann. § 6-23-102 and
provided in the accompanying document
An explanation of the ways in which the charter remains innovative while struggling
academically
A brief analysis of the 2015 PARCC data
An explanation of plans to improve academic achievement o Specific plans implemented in the past with data that demonstrate the results
and include a discussion of student performance and growth
o Specific plans for the future that include methods of assessing success






A discussion of current year-to-date student demographics, discipline, and attendance data
A discussion of the achievement of or progress toward the current charter goals with
supporting data
An explanation, with supporting data, of the utilization of approved waivers and how those
waivers assist in meeting current charter goals
A summary of the overall effectiveness of the charter school.

The hearing procedures can be found in Section 6.24 of the ADE Rules Governing Public Charter
Schools. All materials requested by the Panel with the accompanying presentation must be
submitted to the ADE Charter School Office by 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, December 2, 2015.
The Charter Authorizing Panel is requiring you to provide all of the information requested
in the bulleted list and the hearing presentation by this deadline. Email the information to
ade.charterschools@arkansas.gov.
Any action taken by the Charter Authorizing Panel will appear on the State Board of Education’s
agenda for its January 14, 2016 meeting. The charter or any affected district may request that the
State Board review the decision of the Charter Authorizing Panel, or the State Board can choose
to review the decision on its own motion. If the charter school or an affected district seeks to
request the State Board review a decision, the request must be submitted by email to the ADE
Charter School Office by noon on December 23, 2015.
Please contact me by phone at (501) 682-5665 or by email at alexandra.boyd@arkansas.gov with
any questions.
Sincerely,

Alexandra Boyd, Program Coordinator
Public Charter Schools
CC:

Baker Kurrus, Superintendent, Little Rock School District

